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WELCOME
For 2017, we once again offer a wide choice of 
destinations in the UK and on the Continent 
- hopefully something to interest you whether 
travelling with us for the first time, returning 
again or just sampling one of our many day 
trips. We look forward to welcoming you 
aboard! 

QUALITY COACHES 
Modern recliner seated coaches with fitted 
seat belts are guaranteed on all our holidays 
and day trips. For continental tours, executive 
specification coaches (featuring a toilet, 
washroom and drinks machine) are utilised. 

GROUP BOOKINGS 
Group bookings are welcome on all our tours 
and day trips. We are pleased to offer a 
discount. For further details please contact 
our office. 

GIFT VOUCHERS 
Roy McCarthy Coaches have Gift Vouchers on 
sale and can be bought in any denomination. 
They make an ideal Christmas or Birthday 
Gift. 

HOURS OF BUSINESS 
Our office is open Monday - Friday 9.00am - 
5.30pm. On Saturday 7th and 14th January 
we will be open 9.30am - 12.30pm for 
morning coffee. Please come and join us, you 
are more than welcome. 

PAYMENT TERMS 
For all Holidays, Short Breaks and Day 
Excursions, payments are acceptable by 
cash, cheques payable to Roy McCarthy 
Coaches and credit or debit cards. For credit 
cards a surcharge of 2% will apply. (American 
Express is not accepted). 

TRADITIONAL HOTEL 
The hotels we use are traditional hotels that 
have been tried and tested or visited by a 
member of staff. The rooms can be of varying 
size and shape; this is especially true if it is 
in an old building. The restaurants usually 
offer traditional British fayre, with a choice 
of menu. 

CORPORATE/CHAIN HOTEL 
The corporate hotels we use are bespoke 
hotels usually modern and offering a wide 
range of facilities, including conferencing and 
leisure services. All the rooms are of a similar 
standard and size. Dinner is usually three 
courses. 

FOREIGN HOTELS
A foreign hotel will normally provide local 
cuisine, which may not be the same meal 
offering as you would normally find in a UK 
hotel. Meals are usually one or two choices 
at most. It is very important that you notify 
us of any dietary requirements so that we can 
inform the hotel before we arrive.

THE COMPANY
Roy McCarthy Coaches have 46 years experience as a Coach operator, 
having been established in Macclesfield in 1971. Whilst the coach industry 
has changed dramatically over the years, Roy McCarthy Coaches remains 
a family run business offering a professional, personal and friendly service 
from their management, office staff and driver/couriers. Roy McCarthy 
Coaches are proud to have served the public in and around Macclesfield 
for the past 46 years and have maintained their high reputation for quality, 
service and reliability.

THE COACH DEPOT, SNAPE ROAD, MACCLESFIELD, CHESHIRE, SK10 2Nz.

www.roymccarthycoaches.co.uk

WELCOME TO 
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•	 LUXURY	COACH	TRAVEL	THROUGHOUT	

•	 THE	SAME	COACH	AND	DRIVER/COURIER	
THROUGHOUT THE TOUR 

•	 HALF	BOARD	ACCOMMODATION	AT	ALL	HOTELS	
(WHERE STATED) 

•	 FERRY	CROSSING	WHERE	APPLICABLE	OR	LE	SHUTTLE	
OR	FLIGHTS	

•	 LOCAL	PICK	UP	POINTS	

•	 V.A.T	(WE	RESERVE	THE	RIGHT	TO	PASS	ON	ANY	
VARIATION	IN	THIS	TAX)	

•	 ALL	COACH	EXCURSIONS	INCLUDED	IN	THE	PRICE	

•	 ON	CERTAIN	TOURS	ENTRANCE	FEES,	CREAM	TEAS,	
MORNING	COFFEE	ETC.	ARE	INCLUDED	(CLEARLY	
STATED	WHERE	APPLICABLE)	

•	 RESERVED	AND	GUARANTEED	SEAT

WHAT IS NOT INCLUDED IN THE PRICE

•	 ANY	MEALS	ON	OUTWARD	OR	RETURN	JOURNEYS	

•	 ANY	ITEM	ORDERED	BY	YOU	FROM	THE	HOTEL	OR	
OTHER	SUPPLIERS	

•	 HOLIDAY	INSURANCE

tel: 01625 425060 www.roymccarthycoaches.co.uk

WHAT IS INCLUDED IN THE PRICE
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HOTELS
All hotels in this brochure are of good quality. 
Our price includes accommodation with bath 
or shower and W.C. Where we state a hotel is 
situated on the seafront, your room may not 
have a sea view. 

IMPORTANT - 
CONTINENTAL HOTELS 
Please note it is most unlikely for hotels on 
the Continent to provide tea/coffee making 
facilities in bedrooms. Occasionally we 
receive comments relating to the standard of 
food served for the evening meals. We can 
only emphasise that when travelling abroad, 
the menus offered are normally associated 
with the country in which you are staying. In 
addition whilst we endeavour to ensure that 
our clients receive a choice of menu for the 
evening dinner there are a number of hotels, 
particularly on the Continent, where this 
facility is not offered. 

SEATS 
Seats are bookable on all tours on a first 
come first served basis. Those passengers 
who prefer to sit at the front are strongly 
advised to book early. 

SPECIAL DIETS 
These can normally be provided for, please 
ask at the time of booking. 

SPECIAL REQUESTS 
These are dealt with seriously and while 
every effort is made to grant your request, it 
unfortunately	CANNOT	BE	GUARANTEED.	

SINGLE ROOMS 
Only a limited number of single rooms are 
available on each tour, so we advise that you 
book early. 

PASSPORTS 
For all Continental Holidays you will require a 
full 10 year British Passport. Passengers who 
are not British Citizens may require visas. 

NON SMOKING POLICY
The	entire	coach	interior	is	designated	a	NON	
SMOKING	AREA	on	all	Holidays,	Tours	and	
Day Excursions shown in this brochure. We 
will however make courtesy stops to ensure 
that any smokers amongst our clients are not 
inconvenienced. 

INSURANCE
We recommend that you take Travel 
Insurance, however this does not have to be 
through ourselves. 

BROCHURE ACCURACY & 
ALTERATIONS
We do accept that in a changing world no 
brochure can be totally accurate. We make 
every effort to present a fair description in 
our brochure. The Company reserves the 
right to alter the contents of the tour without 
prior notification. The Company also reserves 
the right to cancel a tour due to lack of 
numbers etc. 

DISABLED
We welcome disabled people on our holidays, 
but please check carefully if hotel steps or 
other matters are a problem for you. We 
will gladly take folding wheelchairs, but only 
if space is booked and the person is not 
travelling alone. 

FINANCIAL SECURITY
Roy McCarthy Coaches is a member of the 
Confederation of Passenger Transport’s 
Bonded Coach Holiday Scheme, protecting 
your holiday money by bank guarantee. Even 
in the event of the financial failure of the 
holiday company, this scheme ensures that 
you would receive full refund of all money 
paid upon proof of payment and repatriation 
to Great Britain if you are already abroad

www.roymccarthycoaches.co.uk
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2 DAYS | 18th FEBRUARY 2017

HARROGATE WEEKEND BREAK & 
HARROGATE SNOWDROP BREAK

SATURDAY
We depart calling for coffee en-route to 
Harrogate.  We aim to arrive around lunch time 
giving you the afternoon at leisure to visit one 
of the many places of interest, to browse the 
shops and perhaps partake of afternoon tea 
at the famous Betty’s Tea rooms.  Dinner and 
evening at leisure.

SUNDAY
A relaxing morning with a leisurely breakfast, 
time to read the morning papers and take a 
stroll through the gardens and maybe visit the 
Royal Pump Rooms to sample the spa water.  
After lunch we board the coach for our journey 
home, making a comfort stop en-route we aim 
to arrive in the Macclesfield area around tea 
time.

SATURDAY
We depart calling for coffee en-route to 
Harrogate where we drop the weekend 
break passengers off.  We then continue on 
to Fountains Abbey and Studley Royal with 
its abundance of snowdrops. Set within the 
beautiful North Yorkshire countryside, this 
World Heritage Site offers a great visit.  Hidden 
within the Skell valley, you’ll find the magnificent 
ruins of the once great Fountains Abbey.  This 
National Trust property has a great visitors 
centre and café for lunch.  (NT Members free 
non-members £11.00). Mid-afternoon take the 
short journey back to Harrogate and our hotel.  
Dinner and evening at leisure.

SUNDAY
After breakfast we venture east to 17th century 
Royal Gardens of Goldsborough Hall for its 
spectacular display of delicate hellebores, 
carpets of winter aconites and snowdrops, 
featuring over 40 rare varieties. There will be 
ample time to stroll 
through the grounds 
of this private former 
Royal residence before 
we return to Harrogate 
for lunch.  We then 
board the coach for our 
journey home, making a 
comfort stop en-route 
we aim to arrive in 
the Macclesfield area 
around tea time.

WEEkEnd BrEak

snoWdrop BrEakOur weekend break takes us to Yorkshire and 
the delightful town of Harrogate, an English 
spa town that exudes a genteel calm and 
elegance. The town is adorned by fine Victorian 
and Edwardian architecture including the 
Turkish Baths and the ornate Royal Pump room 
that contains the old sulphur well. The town 
also boasts a number of sophisticated cafés 
and restaurants, as well as a tasteful range of 
shops. 

The Holiday Inn is set in the heart of historical 
Harrogate.  The hotel boasts two restaurants, 
a bar/lounge, free wifi in public areas and a 
fitness centre.  The stylish rooms each feature 
tea/coffee facilities, Satellite TV and en-suite.

Prices:
£122.00 per person sharing twin/double
£18.00 single room supplement
£15.50 insurance per person, inc. IPT

Prices:
£127.00 per person sharing twin/double
£18.00 single room supplement
£15.50 insurance per person, inc. IPT

Tour includes:
Luxury coach travel throughout.
1 Night dinner bed and breakfast.

Tour includes:
Luxury coach travel throughout.
1 Night dinner bed and breakfast.
Entrance to Goldsborough Hall Gardens.

tel: 01625 425060 www.roymccarthycoaches.co.uk4



5 DAYS | 20th MARCH 2017

SIDMOUTH SINGLES & DAFFODIL TIME IN DEVON

MONDAY
We depart and call for coffee en-route to 
Slimbridge Wildfowl and Wetlands Trust.  
Here we will stop for lunch surrounded by the 
beautiful nature reserve.  After lunch we rejoin 
the motorway and head south to Sidmouth 
and our hotel.

TUESDAY
After a morning at leisure in Sidmouth,  our 
afternoon visit takes us to Bicton Park 
Gardens, the magnificent grade one listed 
gardens set in the picturesque Otter Valley. 
The superbly landscaped park has historic 
glasshouses, a countryside museum, the 
Bicton Woodland Railway, restaurant and 
shop.

WEDNESDAY
Today we travel to Exeter Cathedral for a 
guided tour followed by free time for lunch 
and shopping in this historic city.  Alternatively 
spend the afternoon in the National Trusts 
property A La Ronde a unique 18th-century, 
16 sided house with fascinating interior 
decoration and collections. For this visit the 
coach drop off is approximately a 20 minute 
walk from the property. (NT property members 
free, non-members £7.50).

THURSDAY
This morning we visit Montacute House a 
masterpiece of Elizabethan Renaissance 
architecture and design. With its towering 
walls of glass, glow of ham stone, and its 
surrounding gardens with its wibbly wobbly 
hedge. (NT members free non-members 
£9.50).  We return to the hotel to spend the 
remainder of the day at leisure.

FRIDAY
After breakfast we head for home calling for 
coffee en-route to Evesham Country Park 
where we make our lunch stop.  We then rejoin 
the motorway network north and aim to arrive 
in the Macclesfield area early evening.

Sidmouth is one of the most unspoilt and 
beautiful resorts in the country.  Quiet and 
unhurried, it is ideal for that relaxing get away, 
with spring on its way and the delightful gardens 
of daffodils, narcissi, crocus’s and more.   In the 
resort you will find cliff path walks, safe beaches 
and shops that still offer the personal service 
and friendliness of a country town.

The Royal York and Faulkner Hotel is situated 
on the seafront and boasts three lounges, 
cocktail bar, health complex with spa pool, 
sauna and solarium, short mat bowling and a 
full size snooker table.  All rooms have en-suite 
facilities, TV, telephone and courtesy tea trays.

Prices:
£385.00 per person sharing twin/double
No single supplement
£25.50 insurance per person, inc. IPT

Tour includes:
Luxury coach travel throughout.
4 nights dinner bed and breakfast.
Entrance to Bicton Park Gardens with a train 
ride in the gardens.
Guided tour of Exeter Cathedral.

www.roymccarthycoaches.co.uk 5



THE ISLES OF SCILLY

Just 28 miles off the southwest tip of Britain, 
lies the small, beautiful archipelago of the 
Isles of Scilly ... a charismatic destination with 
unique charm and warmth: with mile after 
mile of white sandy beaches, acres of natural 
landscape to explore, a rich and fascinating 
history.  The skies seem bigger here, the 
horizons further away, and the landscape 
broader. It all feels quite intimate and old-
fashioned, as if you’ve stumbled upon an idyllic 
film set from a bygone era. Let the concerns of 
everyday life drift away on the falling tide. This 
is the stuff that holiday memories are made of: 
beautiful surroundings, a gentler pace of life, 
quiet conversation and nature’s soundtrack.

The Bell Rock Hotel is in the best position 
in St. Mary’s situated on the level in Church 
Street, a quiet part of town, very convenient 
for the two beaches and the shops of High 
Town.  The Hotel offers comfort and elegance, 
the highest standard of service and pleasant 
friendly atmosphere.  It boasts a super 
dining room, delightful lounge/bar and an 
indoor swimming pool.  All bedrooms offer 
comfortable accommodation with colour TV, 
radio, direct dial telephone and courtesy tea 
trays.  The Hotel has no lift.

tel: 01625 425060 www.roymccarthycoaches.co.uk
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SATURDAY
Morning at leisure this afternoon we visit the 
island of St. Agnes and Gugh. 

SUNDAY
Tresco today and the world famous Tresco 
Abbey Gardens. 

MONDAY
Today we have a boat trip to the Island of St. 
Martins where we visit the Flower Farm. 

ADVENTURE
SATURDAY
To explore at leisure.

SUNDAY
To explore at leisure.

MONDAY
To explore at leisure.

FREE AND EASY TOUR

Free and Easy Prices:
£895.00 per person sharing twin/double
£20.00 single supplement 
£36.50 insurance per person, inc. IPT.

Adventure Prices:
£943.00 per person sharing twin/double
£20.00 single supplement 
£36.50 insurance per person, inc. IPT.

Free and Easy Tour includes:
Luxury coach travel, 4 Nights Dinner bed 
& breakfast at the Bell Rock Hotel, St. 
Mary’s Isles of Scilly, 2 Nights Dinner bed & 
breakfast at The Rosemundy Hotel. Return 
transfers by plane. Mini-bus transfer on Isles 
of Scilly to the hotel.  Please note you are 
more than welcome to join the adventure 
tour on any day.  Boat trips and entrance 
fees payable on the day.

Adventure Tour includes:
Luxury coach travel, 4 Nights Dinner bed & 
breakfast at the Bell Rock Hotel, St. Mary’s 
Isles of Scilly, 2 Nights Dinner bed & breakfast 
at The Rosemundy Hotel. Return transfers by 
plane. Mini-bus transfer on Isles of Scilly to 
the hotel. Guided tour of St Mary’s, all boat 
trips and entrance to Tresco Abbey Gardens.

www.roymccarthycoaches.co.uk

THURSDAY
Depart Macclesfield calling for coffee and lunch en-route to the Rosemundy Hotel, St. Agnes. 
Dinner bed and breakfast.  All rooms are en-suite.

FRIDAY
After breakfast we take the journey south to Penzance to board the plane for our late morning 
flight across to St. Mary’s, where a mini-bus will be waiting to take us to The Bell Rock Hotel.  
The Adventure tour passengers meet our Guide for a walking tour of St. Mary’s.

TUESDAY
Mid-afternoon we catch the bus to the airport for our flight back to the mainland. A Roy McCarthy 
coach will be waiting to take us back to St Agnes and the Rosemundy Hotel for our last night.  
Dinner and evening at leisure. 

WEDNESDAY
After breakfast we head for home stopping for coffee and lunch en-route to arrive in Macclesfield 
early evening.

This tour runs in conjunction with Cornwall & The Festival of Spring Flowers. 
Sea transfer will only be necessary if the plane is out of service.
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7 DAYS | 5th April 2017

CORNWALL FOR THE FESTIVAL OF SPRING FLOWERS

SATURDAY
Our morning excursion takes us into Truro with 
time to visit the Cathedral, museum or shops.  
We return to the hotel around lunchtime for an 
afternoon at leisure. 

SUNDAY
Our morning will be spent in the fascinating 
Eden Project.  After lunch we then go on 
to visit The Lost Gardens of Heligan. It is 
possible for passengers to spend the whole 
day at the Eden Project the coach would pick 
you up on the return journey.  Entrance fees 
are not included today as you have a choice to 
visit one garden or both.

MONDAY
Today we venture to the Bonython Estate 
Gardens where we have a guided tour of the 
recently remodeled Georgian Manor, walled 
garden with herbaceous borders, traditional 
Potager Garden, orchard and a series of small 
lakes. We complete our visit with morning 
coffee and cake before returning to St Agnes 
for a relaxing afternoon.

TUESDAY
After breakfast we board the coach and head 
for home calling en-route for coffee and lunch.  
We aim to arrive in the Macclesfield area early 
evening.

You don’t have to be a keen gardener to 
appreciate this tour, just a lover of natural 
beauty.  Our tour takes us to view some of 
Cornwall’s magnificent gardens, when after a 
mild Cornish winter the gardens are a riot of 
colourful blooms.  Enjoying the warmth of the 
Gulf stream, these magical Cornish gardens are 
home to a wealth of the most exciting, rare and 
beautiful plants and trees in the British Isles.  

The Rosemundy House Hotel is ideally situated 
in secluded and sheltered gardens and woodland 
extending to approximately four acres, yet only 
a hundred yards from the main street in the 
unspoilt village of St Agnes and less than a mile 
from the beach at Trevaunance Cove.  The hotel 
is family run and boasts a heated out-door pool, 
a games room, a lounge bar offering occasional 
evening entertainment and restaurant serving 
freshly prepared traditional English fayre.  All  
bedrooms with en-suite, TV and tea trays.

Prices:
£556.00 per person sharing twin/double 
Nil single room supplement
£30.00 insurance per person, inc. IPT

Tour includes:
Luxury coach travel throughout, 6 nights 
dinner, bed and breakfast, entrance to 
Trewithen Gardens, Poppy Cottage Garden 
with coffee & cake and Bonython with coffee 
& cake.

WEDNESDAY
We depart Macclesfield calling for morning 
coffee, continuing on to Cadbury’s Garden 
centre where we stop for lunch.  We then head 
south to St. Agnes and our Hotel.

THURSDAY
Enjoy a free morning to explore the delights of 
St. Agnes. In the afternoon we visit Godolphin 
House, a captivating estate with a beautiful 
medieval garden. Wander around one of the 
most important historic gardens in Europe and 
take a break in the tearoom. (NT members free, 
non-members approx £7.50).

FRIDAY
In the morning we visit Poppy Cottage Garden, 
time to explore the garden and we finish with 
coffee and homemade cake.  We then continue 
on to Trewithen Gardens for lunch and the rest 
of the afternoon.   With 30 acres of surrounding 
woodland gardens there is plenty to enjoy 
amongst champion trees, rare shrubs, woodland 
glades and exotic ferns.  

NB. This tour runs in conjunction 
with The Isles of Scilly.
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2 DAYS | 7th APRIL 2017

DOWNTON ABBEY & THE COTSWOLDS

SUNDAY
We depart Macclesfield in the morning calling 
for coffee en-route to Cogges Manor Farm, a 
beautifully preserved collection of Cotswold 
stone farm buildings that have been used as 
locations in Downton Abbey.  We get an insight 
into the filming with a guided tour, short film 
and a collection of filming photographs.  There 
will be time for lunch before we continue on to 
Bampton, the village which was used for many 
of the outdoor locations of Downton Abbey.  
After a short stay we head to Newbury and 
our hotel. Dinner and evening at leisure.           

MONDAY
Now for the highlight of our tour, we visit 
Downton Abbey, or rather Highclere Castle, 
to see where the star-studded cast acted 
out the fortunes of the fictional aristocratic 
Crawley family and their servants. Wander 
the rooms as the knowledgeable guides reveal 
the house’s many treasures.  You then have 
time to explore the vast grounds designed 
by Capability Brown. Highclere also boasts 
an Egyptian Exhibition, commemorating the 
discovery of Tutankhamun’s tomb by the 5th 
Earl of Carnarvon and Howard Carter.  Well 
worth seeing and the entrance is payable to 
the exhibition on the day.  Mid-afternoon we 
head for home making a comfort stop en-route.  
We aim to arrive back in the Macclesfield area 
early evening.

Fascinated by TV’s ‘Downton Abbey’?  Then 
why not join us on our short break and discover 
where it was filmed!  We venture to Bampton in 
the Cotswolds the location of Downton Abbey 
and to the fabulous Highclere Castle, Downton
Abbey itself, one of England’s most impressive 
inhabited residences. We follow in the footsteps 
of the show’s cast, explore the beautiful grounds 
and uncover the Castle’s fascinating history.  

We will be staying in the Doubletree Hilton 
Hotel, Newbury North; a modern hotel boasting 
a lounge/bar, restaurant offering traditional 
favourites. There is a health centre with indoor 
pool.  All bedrooms have recently undergone 
a complete makeover and now have 32” LCD 
TVs, cosy Serenity beds, soft lighting and 
stylish furniture, en-suite bathrooms and tea 
and coffee making facilities.

Prices:
£142.00 per person sharing twin/double
£20.00 single supplement
£15.50 insurance per person, inc. IPT

Tour includes:
Luxury coach travel throughout, 1 nights 
dinner bed and breakfast, entrance to Cogges 
Farm with Guided tour, Highclere Castle and 
Gardens.

www.roymccarthycoaches.co.uk 9
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6 DAYS | 10th April 2017

GREAT HIGHLAND RAILWAY JOURNEYS

WEDNESDAY
Today we head west to Fort William where 
we board the train for our trip on the West 
Highland Line to Mallaig with stunning views 
of lochs, mountains, the Glenfinan viaduct, 
Loch Morar and the small isles of Eigg, Muck 
and Rum.  There will be free time in Mallaig 
before the coach picks you up for the return 
journey, during which we make a short stop 
at Banavie’s Neptunes staircase on the 
Caledonian Canal; built by Thomas Telford the 
longest set of locks in Britain.

THURSDAY
This morning we head for Inverness calling 
at the Culloden Battlefield Visitors Centre 
where we have time for coffee.  We then 
continue on to Inverness, the largest city and 
cultural capital of the Scottish Highlands.  You 
will have free time for lunch in the city.  This 
afternoon we go hunting for Nessie, with a 
relaxing cruise on Loch Ness.

FRIDAY
Our excursion today takes us to Glenlivet 
Distillery, a Scottish must. We have a guided 
tour upon arrival and then a little free time to 
browse the shop and have coffee.  We then 
head back calling at Grantown-on-Spey for 
lunch.  Our final railway journey takes us on 
the Strathspey Steam Railway from Broomhill 
to Aviemore.  We return to the hotel mid-
afternoon.

SATURDAY
Today we head home calling for coffee and 
lunch en-route to arrive early evening.

This tour offers you the chance to combine a 
memorable coach tour with a leisurely look at 
some of Scotland’s dramatic Highland scenery.  
Join us on three of Scotland’s most scenic 
railways – The Cairngorm Funicular railway, the 
West Highland Line and the Strathspey railway 
and enjoy the stunning natural backdrop.

The Balavil Hotel, Newtonmore is situated in 
the heart of the Scottish highlands. A family 
run business that offers a warm and personal 
welcome to  visiting guests.  The traditional and 
stylish accommodation boasts a bar/lounge, 
dining room, and an indoor pool. All bedrooms 
have TV, tea and coffee facilities, and en-suite.

Prices:
£498.00 per person sharing twin/double 
£60.00 single room supplement
£28.00 insurance per person, inc. IPT

Tour includes:
Luxury coach travel throughout, 5 Nights 
Dinner bed and breakfast, 3 train rides as 
described. Boat trip on Loch Ness.

MONDAY
We depart Macclesfield calling for coffee en-
route to Moffatt where we stop for lunch, we 
then continue north to our hotel and base for 
the next five nights.

TUESDAY
A relaxing day today, after breakfast we visit 
the local Folk Museum.  There will be time to 
browse the museum at leisure and have morning 
coffee before we continue on to Aviemore, for 
lunch and then into the Caringorm National 
Park for our ride on Scotland’s only funicular 
railway. This unique visitor experience allows 
people of all abilities to reach the Top Station 
where the Ptarmigan Restaurant is located with 
panoramic views from over 3,500ft. There is 
also a viewing terrace, exhibition, shop and the 
highest post box in the British Isles!
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4 DAYS | 14th APRIL 2017

A RELAXING BREAK IN MID-WALES & 
THE BRECON BEACONS

FRIDAY
We depart Macclesfield in the morning calling 
for coffee en-route to Welshpool where we 
make our lunch stop.  After lunch we have 
a ride on the Welshpool and Llanfair Light 
Railway we then continue on to Llandridod 
Wells and the Metropole Hotel.           

SATURDAY
Our tour today takes us to Elan Valley.  Set 
within 70 square miles of beautiful rolling hills, 
the Elan Valley National Nature Reserve is a 
magnificent succession of reservoirs and dams 
that form Wales’ ‘Lake District’.  Afternoon 
will be spent at your leisure in Llandrindod 
Wells.  

SUNDAY
This morning we meet our guide and travel 
through the wonderful scenery of the Brecon 
Beacons.  We will be making stops for morning 
coffee and lunch en-route. 

MONDAY
We depart after a breakfast calling at Hergest 
Croft Gardens set in the heart of the Welsh 
Marches with stunning views towards the 
Black Mountains. There is an old fashioned 
Kitchen Garden, Azalea Garden, Maple 
Grove, and Park Wood.  There will be time for 
a morning stroll and coffee before we continue 
on to Ludlow where we make our lunch stop.  
After lunch we head for home making a 
comfort stop en-route and aim to arrive in the 
Macclesfield around tea time.

This delightful tour gives you the opportunity to 
experience the magical appeal of Mid-Wales – A 
land of song, choirs, castles, Celtic connections 
and splendid countryside.  Our base for the 
tour is the surprising little Victorian town of 
Llandrindod Wells offering leisurely shopping, 
beautiful gardens, a museum, theatre, bowling 
greens and superb walks by lakes, woods and 
mountains.

The Metropole Hotel is located in the heart 
of Llandrindod Wells and assures a warm 
welcome. Together with its Victorian themed 
reception its boasts modern leisure facilities, 
including a small gym, pool and sauna.  The hotel 
also boasts the excellent Radnor restaurant, 
a delightful conservatory and lounge bar.  All 
bedrooms are en-suite with TV and tea and 
coffee making facilities.

Prices:
£338.00 per person sharing twin/double
£30.00 single supplement
£22.50 insurance per person, inc. IPT

Tour includes:
Luxury coach travel throughout, 3 nights 
dinner bed and breakfast, Single train ride on 
the Welshpool Raiwlay, Entrance to Hergest 
Croft Gardens and Guide for tour of the 
Brecon Beacons.

www.roymccarthycoaches.co.uk 11
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5 DAYS | 23rd April 2017

HIGHLIGHTS OF HOLLAND & KEUKENHOF GARDENS

SUNDAY
We depart Macclesfield in the morning calling 
for coffee en-route to Burnaby Hall Gardens.  
There will be free time to explore the gardens 
and have lunch.  We then continue on to Hull 
for our overnight crossing to Rotterdam.

MONDAY
After breakfast we disembark and take the 
short journey to the village of Kinderdijk; we 
visit the museum, visitors centre, meet the 
Millar and take a boat trip to see the iconic 
18th century windmills.  After our visit we 
continue on to explore the pretty city of Gouda 
famous for its cheese, its 15th century town 
hall and the amazing glass windows in St. 
Janskerk.  Free time for lunch and a browse 
before we continue on to Leiden and our hotel.  

TUESDAY
This morning we venture north firstly calling 
at Aalsmeer flower market, the largest trading 
centre for plants and flowers in the world. We 
take a behind-the-scenes look at the trading 
centre and the auction process, while admiring 
the amazing array of flowers. We then 
continue on to Amsterdam, you will have free 
time for lunch before we board a canal boat for 
a relaxing trip with a commentary through the 
city, a relaxing way to get to know Amsterdam.   

WEDNESDAY
Now for the highlight of our tour, our visit 
to the glorious Keukenhof Gardens for the 
fabulous display of Spring flowers.  The 
gardens are set in a 32 hectare castle park of 
ancient trees, ponds and fountains.  Millions 
of tulips, hyacinths, daffodils and special bulb 
plants are in bloom in seven themed gardens.  
Late afternoon we head to Rotterdam for our 
overnight sailing to Hull.  

THURSDAY
After breakfast we disembark and head for 
home calling for morning coffee en-route to 
arrive in Macclesfield early afternoon.

Holland is famous for its beautiful floral delights, 
and spring is the perfect time to see it at its 
blooming best. Our tour to Holland takes us to 
the city of Amsterdam with its treasure trove of 
cultural historical delights and it’s picturesque 
landscape dotted with traditional windmills and 
quaint houses.  The highlight of the tour is our 
visit to the world-famous Keukenhof Gardens 
with it’s dazzling displays.

Our tour includes a mini-cruise both on the 
outward and return journey, with an overnight 
sailing from Hull to Rotterdam on one of P&O’s 
ferries with facilities on board that include a 
fabulous lounge/piano bar, two restaurants, a  
Continental Café, Wine Bar and Irish Bar.  

We will stay at the Holiday Inn at Leiden, a 
modern hotel in a great location.  The hotel 
boasts the Garden restaurant, convivial Ocean 
bar and indoor pool, sauna and gym.  All rooms 
en-suite with TV and courtesy tea tray.

Prices:
£495.00 per person sharing twin cabin 
£108.00 single supplement (cabin and hotel)  
£15.00 outside cabin supplement per person 
sharing twin
£35.00 insurance per person, inc. IPT
£46.00pp - opt meals 2 dinners 2 breakfasts
(clearly state if you require meals on board)

Tour includes:
Luxury coach travel throughout, return 
overnight crossing with en-suite inside cabins. 
Entrance to Burnby Hall Gardens, Kinderdijk & 
boat trip, Aalsmeer flower market, Keukenhof 
Gardens and canal trip in Amsterdam.
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5 DAYS | 1st MAY 2017

TYNTESFIELD & THE SECRETS OF SOMERSET

WEDNESDAY
Today we visit the spectacular Victorian 
Gothic Revival house and parkland that is 
Tyntesfield. Once hidden and inaccessible, the 
extraordinary lives and possessions of four 
generations of the Gibbs family are ready to 
be discovered. We spend the majority of the 
day at Tyntesfield, there will be time to explore 
the house, gardens and church.  Why not 
make use of the restaurant, café or ice cream 
parlour?  (NT members free, non-members 
approx £12.00) Alternatively spend the day 
exploring Clevedon or perhaps catch a local 
bus to a nearby place of interest. 

THURSDAY
This morning we venture to Cheddar Gorge 
village with time to visit the cheese, cider 
and fudge shop and have coffee, before we 
continue on to Wells with its magnificent 
cathedral.  After lunch we have a guided tour 
of the Cathedral followed by a cream tea.

FRIDAY
Today we head for home calling at Westonbirt 
Arboretum; at this time of year the wildflowers 
and fresh new foliage on of the native trees 
should be flooded with a sea of bluebells.  Just 
after lunch we join the motorway network 
north, making a comfort stop en-route we 
aim to arrive in the Macclesfield area early 
evening.

Join us in stunning Somerset! Stunning views 
across open countryside, come and enjoy sandy 
beaches, superb strawberries, Cheddar cheese, 
cider, the magnificent Wells Cathedral and the 
myths of Glastonbury Tor.

We will be staying in the Best Western Walton 
Park Hotel, with its wonderful cliff-side location, 
overlooking the Bristol Channel.  A 15 minute 
gentle stroll takes you to the pier, promenade 
and Hill Road with all it’s artisan shops.  
The hotel boasts the Somerset Restaurant 
overlooking the sea, the Terrace bistro, and the 
atmospheric bar.  The en-suite bedrooms are 
individually designed with TV, complimentary 
beverages and free WiFi.

Prices:
£468.00 per person sharing twin/double
£60.00 single supplement
£25.50 insurance per person, inc. IPT

Tour includes:
Luxury coach travel throughout, 4 nights 
dinner bed and breakfast, entrance to 
Slimbridge, guided tour of Willow Centre, 
Guided tour of Wells Cathedral & cream tea 
and Entrance to Westonbirt Arboretum.

www.roymccarthycoaches.co.uk

MONDAY
We depart Macclesfield calling for coffee en-
route to the Wildfowl and Wetlands Trust at 
Slimbridge. The centre cares for and studies 
ducks, geese and swans of the world and 
offers an excellent opportunity for budding bird 
watchers and photographers.  There will be 
time to stroll at leisure and have lunch in one 
of the cafes.  Mid-afternoon we continue on to 
Clevedon and our Hotel.

TUESDAY
Our excursion today takes us firstly to Coates 
English Willow Centre on the Somerset Levels 
where we have arranged a guided tour to learn 
about the history and art of willow growing and 
basket making. We then head to Glastonbury 
for the remainder of the day.  Enjoy the ancient 
buildings, stop for a relaxing lunch, visit the 
Abbey, perhaps walk up the Tor or browse the 
local market.
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2 DAYS | 12th MAY 2017

RHS MALVERN SPRING SHOW

FRIDAY
We depart Macclesfield calling for coffee  
en-route to the beuatiful and historic Spetchley 
Park Gardens.  Surrounded by deer parks and 
lakes. Spetchley is set in the Worcestershire 
countryside with far reaching views of the 
Malvern Hills.  We spend the remainder of 
the day at leisure in the gardens, there is a 
tea room for lunch and afternoon tea.  Late 
afternoon we board the coach for the short 
journey to our hotel.  Dinner and evening can 
be spent at your leisure.

SATURDAY
After breakfast we venture to the Great 
Malvern Spring Show arriving nice and early 
to make the most of the day.  Late afternoon 
we head for home making a comfort stop  
en-route. We aim to arrive in the Macclesfield 
area early evening.  

Set amongst the beautiful Malvern Hills, the 
RHS Malvern Spring Show is a gardening delight 
for all.  You can meander around the stunning 
collection of show gardens, lose yourself in 
the floral marquee and pick up tips from the 
experts.  Bringing together inspirational ideas 
and practical tips, it makes for a fantastic visit 
with the stunning Show Gardens taking centre 
stage. 

Our base for the tour is The Salford Hall Hotel, 
a fascinating Tudor manor almost unchanged 
by time. The hotel has been lovingly restored, 
boasts lots of character and is ideally located 
in the picturesque Vale of Evesham. In the 
evenings you can relax in front of warming log 
fires in the oak-panelled rooms and enjoy dinner 
in the award-winning restaurant.  All bedrooms 
are en-suite with modern facilities.

Prices:
£148.00 per person sharing twin/double
£15.00 single room supplement
£15.50 insurance per person, inc. IPT

Tour includes:
Luxury coach travel throughout.
1 night dinner bed and breakfast.
Entrance to Spetchley Park and  
Great Malvern Spring Show. 
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5 DAYS | 22nd MAY 2017

THE MOUSEMAN & THE YORKSHIRE DALES

MONDAY
We depart Macclesfield calling for coffee en-
route to the pretty village of Grassington. 
There will be time for a stroll and lunch and 
then on to the Nidderdale Musuem – the 
museum of Yorkshire Life.  Mid-afternoon we 
continue our journey to our hotel.

TUESDAY
After a leisurely breakfast we take the short 
journey to the pretty little village of Kilburn to 
visit the Mouseman Museum, we will have a 
guided tour and time to visit the local church.  
We then travel to Bedale for free time, lunch 
and a trip on the Wenslydale Railway through 
the Dales.

WEDNESDAY
This morning we take the short journey into the 
city of York where we spend the day.  We have 
a short guided tour on arrival part on board the 
coach and part on foot.  The remainder of day 
will be spent at leisure in York. Lots to see and 
do. Why not take a trip on the river.

THURSDAY
Our excursion today takes us firstly to 
Yorkshire Lavender where we take a break 
for  a browse and coffee.  We then continue 
on to the picturesque Yorkshire manor house 
of Nunnington Hall (NT members free, non 
members approx £8). As an alternative the 
coach will drop you in the pretty town of 
Helmsley where you can browse the shops 
and have a leisurely lunch.  We return to the 
hotel mid-afternoon for a Birds of Prey Show, 
situated at the back of the hotel.

FRIDAY
We head for home calling at Nostell Priory 
an 18th century architectural masterpiece 
with landscape park and gardens. You will 
have time to explore the parkland and newly 
planted orchards, visit the house and have 
lunch before we continue home.  We make a 
comfort stop en-route and aim to be in the 
Macclesfield area around tea time

The Yorkshire Dales is an area of great natural 
beauty and a wonderful place to visit.  It 
showcases amazing wildlife, cultural heritage, 
towns and villages offering a vast array of charm 
and character.  A particular feature of our tour, 
we will enjoy the works of Robert Thompson, 
better known as ‘Mouseman’, who famously 
signed his carved wooden furniture with a little 
mouse. 

The Best Western Burn Hall Hotel is set in eight 
acres of parkland, and surrounded by North 
Yorkshire countryside.  Burn Hall offers two 
stylish restaurants, a conservatory, modern bar 
and Free wi-fi.  The comfortable bedrooms have 
a private bathroom, TV, tea and coffee facilities 

Prices:
£395.00 per person sharing twin/double
£40.00 single room supplement
£25.50 insurance per person, inc. IPT

Tour includes:
Luxury coach travel throughout, 4 Nights 
Dinner bed and breakfast, all coach travel, 
guided tour for York, ent to Nidderdale 
Musuem, Mouseman Museum, single journey 
on railway, Birds of Prey Show and ent to 
Nostell Priory.
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6 DAYS | 26th MAY 2017

FRED OLSEN – BOUDICCA – 
HIGHLANDS & LOCHS OF SCOTLAND

FRIDAY
We depart Macclesfield in the morning calling 
for coffee and lunch en-route to Greenock for 
the late afternoon departure on Boudicca.

SATURDAY
Today we pass through the Corran Narrows – 
the narrowest point of Loch Linnhe – en route 
to Fort William.  Loch Linnhe is flanked by 
rolling hills and magnificent mountains and we 
will also cruise past Duart Castle which dates 
back to the 13th century.

SUNDAY
Ullapool today – founded by the British 
Fisheries Department in 1788, Ullapool sits on 
the edge of Lochbroom and is perfectly placed 
for trips into Ross-shire and the Scottish 
Highlands.  We will cruise Lochbroom, a 
beautiful sea loch located in northwestern 
Ross and Cromarty. 

MONDAY
Invergodon today– located at the head of 
a beautiful firth – it boasts stunning scenic 
beauty and epic landscapes, and serves as a 
gateway to the mystical waters of Loch Ness 
– home to the legendary Loch Ness Monster. 

TUESDAY
Cruising Loch Seaforth today – Loch Seaforth 
forms the boundary between the beautiful 
Isles of Lewis and Harris in Scotland’s Outer 
Hebrides.  We will cruise by Canna and Rum, 
Scotland’s most scenic small isles.  We will 
also cruise Fingal’s Cave – located on the 
inhabited island of Staffa in Scotland’s Inner 
Hebrides. 

WEDNESDAY
We arrive back in Greenock where we will be 
waiting to take you home.  We head south 
making comfort stops for coffee and lunch.  
We aim to arrive in the Macclesfield area in 
the early evening.

Experience the unspoilt natural beauty and 
tranquility of one of Britains’s most beautiful 
regions on this special sail into the Scottish lochs 
and highlands.  Iconic landmarks, inspirational 
landscapes and intriguing destinations are all 
packed into this six day celebration of scenic 
Scotland, proof that there is no reason to travel 
far to create memories which will last a lifetime.

Boudicca is loved by Fred’s staff and guests 
alike. On board Boudicca, like on all Fred Olsen 
ships, the emphasis is on providing an intimate 
and more traditional cruise experience, ensuring 
our guests disembark after their relaxing holiday 
as friends, not just customers.  Boudicca’s large 
windows bring unconfined access and views to 
all the elegant lounges, restaurants and public 
areas.  You can take a dip in one of the three 
heated pools; watch a show in the Neptune 
Lounge; simply relax on the Sun Deck; enjoy al 
fresco dining at The Grill without ever feeling 
overcrowded.  The cabins are generously roomy 
with en-suite facilities, hairdryer, television and 
courtesy tea trays available on request.

Prices from:
£799.00 
Please enquire for cabin prices.

Tour includes:
Luxury coach travel to and from Greenock, 
full board on board Boudicca, an all inclusive 
drinks package.

This tour runs in conjunction with the Island 
Hopping on the West Coast of Scotland
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6 DAYS | 26th MAY 2017

ISLAND HOPPING ON THE 
WEST COAST OF SCOTLAND

MONDAY
Today we venture south to Alloway and 
the Robbie Burns Birthplace Museum. The 
museum comprises the famous Burns Cottage 
where the poet was born, gardens and the 
world’s most important collection of his work.  
There will be time for lunch before we return 
to Irvine via the Electric Brae, The remainder 
of the day is at your leisure.

TUESDAY
Today we venture to the Isle of Bute lying just 
a short boat trip from Wemyss Bay to the 
historic resort of Rothesay, with its palm trees 
and promenade.  Enjoy Bute’s extraordinarily 
varied landscapes. From the lush, fertile and 
rolling hills of the island’s heart to the craggy, 
heather-covered moorlands of the north.  We 
have free time for lunch in Rothsay followed 
by a tour of the island.

WEDNESDAY
After breakfast we head south calling coffee 
and lunch en-route..  We aim to arrive in the 
Macclesfield area early evening.

Ayreshire – The Land of Robert Burns – where 
the Gulf streams’ warm current brings with it the 
blessing of a mild climate.  Inland are lofty hills 
cut by rivers flowing through wooded valleys 
and the coast is dotted with holiday resorts set 
among rocky coves and sandy beaches, giving 
easy access to the islands lying just off the 
coast.

Our base for the tour is the historic town of 
Irvine and the Menzies Hotel.  The hotel is 
situated on the outskirts of Irvine surrounded 
by a golf course.  There is a sumptuous cocktail 
bar, a stylish restaurant and a spacious lounge 
bar. The fresh and airy bedrooms feature tea & 
coffee facilities, en suite bathrooms and TVs. 

Prices:
£536.00 per person sharing twin/double
£50.00 single room supplement
£28.00 insurance per person, inc. IPT

Tour includes:
Luxury coach travel, 5 nights dinner bed 
and breakfast, ferry crossing to the Isles of 
Arran, Bute and Cumbrae. Ent to Dalgarven 
Museum and Robbie Burns Museum.

www.roymccarthycoaches.co.uk

FRIDAY
We depart Macclesfield in the morning calling 
for coffee en-route to the amazing Glasgow 
Riverside Museum of travel and transport. We 
will have ample time to browse all the exhibitions 
and have lunch.  Mid-afternoon we re-board 
the coach and then continue down the coast to 
Irvine and our hotel. 

SATURDAY
This morning we take the short journey to 
Ardrossan for our ferry crossing to the Isle of 
Arran.  A typical Scottish island; with an ever-
changing coastline, dramatic mountain peaks, 
sheltered beaches, verdant forests, great 
cultural festivals and a wealth of tasty local 
produce.  We have a scenic tour of the island 
calling for lunch as we go.

SUNDAY
After a leisurely breakfast we spend the morning 
at Dalgarven and the Museum of Country Life 
and Costume.  We then head past Camphill 
Reservoir to the seaside town of Largs with free 
time for lunch before catching the ferry across 
to the island of Cumbrae.  Once on the island we 
drive down to Millport the ‘capital’ of Cumbrae 
with its attractive hilly bay and pretty seafront 
promenade, perfect for a gentle afternoon stroll.

This tour runs in conjunction with the Fred Olsen Scottish Highlands & Islands Cruise
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5 DAYS | 5th JUNE 2017

WARNER BREAK – BEMBRIDGE & THE ISLE OF WIGHT

MONDAY
We depart Macclesfield calling for coffee and 
lunch en-route to Portsmouth where we board 
the ferry for our crossing to the Isle of Wight.  
We arrive at our hotel in time for dinner.

TUESDAY
We will enjoy a full day tour of the Island.  The 
ideal way to view the island in a leisurely style.

WEDNESDAY
Day at leisure. 

THURSDAY
Today you have the option of visiting Osborne 
House.  The peaceful rural retreat of Queen 
Victoria, Prince Albert and their family.  They 
spent some of their happiest of times here, 
(ent £13.80 English Heritage Members Free).  
Firstly we call at Whippingham Church.  The 
Church site has been a place of worship since 
1854, and was frequented by Queen Victoria 
when in residence on the Isle of Wight. The 
very fabric of the church is rich in royal history 
and heritage.  We then continue on to Osborne 
House where we spend the remainder of the 
day.

FRIDAY
We depart after breakfast and take the ferry 
crossing back to the mainland, where we join 
the motorway network north.  We stop for 
lunch en-route and aim to arrive in Macclesfield 
early evening.

The Isle of Wight is one of the most picturesque 
of Britain’s smaller islands, just five miles 
form the south coast and a popular holiday 
destination.  The island contains a wonderful 
mixture of bustling resorts, glorious countryside, 
small quaint villages, safe beaches and a 
stunning coastline. 

This year our tour is based at The Warner 
Bembridge Coast Hotel.  The hotel  is a first-
rate modern hotel which sits quietly on a 
secluded eastern shore of the Isle of Wight just 
metres from the lapping, glistening Solent. With 
its 23 acres of grounds, its famously landscaped 
Spanish Gardens and its marvellous sea views, 
Bembridge Coast is the ideal place from which 
to explore the Isle of Wight.  Boasting a modern 
dining room, bar and entertaining lounge where 
you can enjoy a fun filled evening with fabulous 
team shows, comedians and resident band. 
There is indoor and outdoor bowls, lots of leisure 
pusuits including an indoor leisure complex with 
pool, sauna, steam room and tropicarium.  All 
bedrooms offer modern up to date en-suite 
facilities with TV, courtesy tea trays, hairdryer 
and telephones.

Prices from:
£498.00 per person sharing twin/double
Nil single room supplement
£20.00 per person for signature room
£25.50 insurance per person, inc. IPT 

Tour includes:
Luxury coach travel throughout, return ferry 
crossing, 4 nights dinner, bed and breakfast.
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2 DAYS | To be confirmed

PRINCE CHARLES’S GARDEN AT HIGHGROVE

If you are interested in the Tour please ring to 
put you name on our waiting list we will then 
confirm dates once we have the availability.  

We are pleased to offer a short break to 
Gloucestershire and to Highgrove. Since 1980 
when The Prince of Wales first arrived at 
Highgrove, His Royal Highness has devoted 
much energy to transforming the gardens 
around the house. With the help and advice 
of notable individuals and the dedicated 
assistance of the garden staff, what was once 
a somewhat bleak landscape is now one of the 
most creatively inspired gardens of today. A 
series of interlinked areas, each with their own 
character and purpose, weave magically around 
the garden, with the house always visible in the 
distance.

The tour is based over two days, calling at a 
place of interest en-route to the hotel and to the 
Gardens at Highgrove.

Prices:
Cost to be announced once Highgrove and 
the hotel has been confirmed.

Tour includes:
Luxury coach travel throughout
1 night dinner bed and breakfast
Ent. to a Gardens en-route, two course 
lunch at Highgrove.
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7 DAYS | 19th JUNE 2017

THE ISLAND OF JERSEY

MONDAY
We depart Macclesfield for the short journey to 
Manchester Airport.  We take a mid-morning 
flight to Jersey and upon arrival we will be met 
by a representative who will then escort us by 
local coach to our hotel.  This evening we have 
a welcome meeting by a local guide.

TUESDAY
We will have a full day tour of the island today 
taking in many of the beautiful sights.  We will 
call for lunch whilst we are out and about.

WEDNESDAY
A day at your leisure, to explore the many 
coastal paths, browse around the shops in St. 
Helier or take a stroll around Howard Davis 
Park.

THURSDAY
Half day tour taking us to Jersey Lavender.  
We arrive and are given a guided tour.  We 
have free time for lunch in the little café before 
returning to the hotel.

FRIDAY
Today why not catch the train that runs along 
the seafront to St. Aubin’s and stop half way 
to visit the Famous Glass Church with its 
Lalique window?

SATURDAY
There will be an optional morning visit to 
Samares Manor situated just a short walk 
from the hotel.  The Manor boasts a beautiful 
garden and carriage museum (Ent. approx 
£8.00 adults £7.50 seniors).

SUNDAY
Mid-morning we head for the airport and 
our lunch time flight home.  We are met in 
Manchester by a Roy McCarthy Coach and 
continue our journey home to arrive in the 
Macclesfield area early evening. (flight times 
subject to change).

Jersey is the most popular of the Channel 
Islands a pace of life that is refreshingly relaxed 
and easy going.  A delightful blend of France and 
England, it has a character all of its own.  Here 
you will have no passport or language problems 
yet enjoy a climate which is the envy of the 
British mainland resorts.  There are broad bays 
and sandy beaches to bask the days away on, 
pretty fishing harbours, beautiful parks, historic 
castles and fascinating museums all providing 
excellent sightseeing.

The Hotel Ambassadeur is conveniently located 
on the coast road overlooking St Clements Bay 
and is just a mile from St Helier centre.  The 
hotel offers its guests a high standard of comfort 
and service with a modern cocktail bar, a quiet 
lounge, a large restaurant serving breakfast and 
table d’hote dinner. The hotel boasts an outdoor 
pool and a large terrace overlooking the sea.  All 
bedrooms have private bathrooms, TV, and tea/
coffee making facilities. The hotel has a lift.

Prices:
£735.00 per person sharing twin/double
£48.00 single room supplement
£48.00 per person sea view supplement
£46 insurance per person, inc. IPT
Roy McCarthy Coaches act as retail agents 
for Destination Specialists and financial 
protection is provided by ATOL 9503

Tour includes:
Coach transfers to and from airport, return 
flight to Jersey, transfers by local coach 
operator on Jersey, 6 nights dinner, bed and 
breakfast. Full day guided tour and tour to 
Jersey Lavender. 
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2 DAYS | 22nd JUNE 2017

LIVERPOOL – FERRY ACROSS THE MERSEY & 
THE INTERNATIONAL RIVER FESTIVAL

THURSDAY
We depart Macclesfield and head straight to 
Liverpool. With so much to see and do, it can 
be difficult to see all of the city’s unique views 
and fascinating history, so we have included 
a city pass called “Doing the Double” it 
combines Mersey Ferries fantastic 50 minute 
River Explorer Cruise with a fabulous City 
Explorer Open Top Bus Tour.  The cruise ticket 
includes entrance the ‘U’ Boat Story see the 
amazing life on board a real German WWII 
Submarine located inside Woodside ferry 
terminal. The hop on hop off bus tour gives 
you the opportunity to visit different areas 
of Liverpool without all the leg work.  There 
is a stop outside St Georges Hall just a few 
minutes walk from the hotel. You can either 
meet back at the hotel or the coach will collect 
passengers at the waterfront late afternoon.  
Dinner and evening at leisure.

FRIDAY
After a relaxing breakfast we suggest you 
head back down to the water-front as it’s the 
start of The International River Festival today. 
The festival is a celebration of Liverpool’s 
wonderful and historic docklands in a free 
three day extravaganza.  The festival sees 
the visit of everything from narrow boats 
to tall ships, to polo tournaments to jet ski 
demonstrations, water sports sessions to 
thrilling air displays.  Late afternoon we board 
the coach for our journey home.  We aim to 
arrive in the Macclesfield area around tea 
time.

Why not join us on our short break to the vibrant 
city of Liverpool?  There is so much to see and 
do with its unique attractions, exciting events, 
unrivalled musical heritage and famously warm 
welcomes, Liverpool is an ideal destination to 
visit and explore.

The 4* Marriott Hotel is situated in the heart 
of Liverpool overlooking St. Georges Hall, 
just a five minute walk from Liverpool One 
shopping centre and a 15 minute gentle stroll 
to Liverpools Albert Dock and Waterfront with 
its many museums. This city centre hotel offers 
a fitness centre and an indoor swimming pool 
with a relaxation area. Free WiFi is available in 
public areas.

Each stylish bedroom features satellite TV 
and tea/coffee facilities. Meals are served in 
Olivier’s Restaurant, with views of St George’s 
Hall gardens. The Lounge Bar serves a light 
menu and hot beverages.

Prices from:
£156.00 per person sharing twin/double
£25.00 single room supplement
£15.50 insurance per person, inc. IPT

Tour includes:
Luxury coach travel throughout, 1 night dinner 
bed and breakfast, “Doing the Double” ticket.
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4 DAYS | 7th JULY 2017

THE NORTH EAST – RIVERS SEASHORES & MORE

you will find everything from Polar Bears 
to Pottery. The art gallery houses a large 
collection of Lowry paintings. The Winter 
Gardens, a 21st Century addition to the 
museum is a tropical paradise. Over 2,000 
plants thrive in the glass rotunda and from 
the tree top walkway visitors have a bird’s 
eye view of beautiful Mowbray Park.  We 
then continue on to Washington Wildfowl and 
Wetlands Trust for a relaxing afternoon. Get 
close to rare and exotic birds, mammals and 
different wetland habitats.  Why not complete 
the day with afternoon refreshments in the  
café with a gorgeous panorama over graceful 
Eurasian cranes. 

SUNDAY
This morning we meet our guide for a 
sightseeing tour of Newcastle and its environs. 
We complete our tour around lunch time and 
then have free time to wander around the 
quayside Sunday market.  We return to 
the hotel mid-afternoon for a little rest and 
relaxation.

MONDAY
This morning we head for home but not before 
calling to see Antony Gormley’s Angel of 
the North.  We then continue south to the 
Wetherby Whaler were we make our lunch 
stop for fish and chips. We then join the 
motorway network south and aim to arrive in 
the Macclesfield area around tea time.

England’s North East boasts unspoilt scenery, 
industrial heritage and miles of sandy beaches.  
There’s plenty to do in the North East and so 
why not join us and see for yourself?

The 4* Marriott Sunderland Hotel is situated 
in a prime location overlooking the beautiful 
beaches of Whitburn Sands in Seaburn.  The 
hotel bedrooms are designed with your comfort 
in mind, and offer high-speed Internet access 
and flat-screen TVs, courtesy tea trays - as well 
as 24-hour room service. The hotel also boasts 
the Seaburn Bar & Grill and a modern leisure 
club with an indoor heated pool.

Prices:
£346.00 per person sharing twin/double
£60.00 single room supplement
£22.50 insurance per person, inc. IPT

Tour includes:
Luxury coach travel throughout, 3 nights 
dinner bed and breakfast, Guide for tour of 
Newcastle, entrance to Hartlepool Quay, 
Washington WW Centre and Fish & chip 
lunch.

FRIDAY
We depart Macclesfield calling for coffee  
en-route to Hartlepool Historic Quay.  You will 
have free time for lunch before we explore the 
historic quayside, featuring guides dressed in 
authentic period costume, period shops and 
houses.  Also marvel at Britain’s oldest warship 
afloat HMS Trincomalee.  Mid afternoon we 
continue north to Seaburn and our hotel.  There 
will be time for a stroll along the prom before 
dinner.

SATURDAY
Our visit this morning takes us to Sunderland 
Museum and Winter Gardens. At this museum 
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2 DAYS | 8th JULY 2017

GARDENERS DELIGHT - THE HAMPTON COURT 
FLOWER SHOW & KEW GARDENS

SATURDAY
We depart Macclesfield in the morning calling 
for coffee en-route to Kew Gardens where 
we spend the day exploring the world’s most 
famous botanic garden. Kew Gardens boasts 
landscapes, glasshouses, historic buildings 
and a vast range of rare and beautiful plants.   
Late afternoon we take the short journey to 
the hotel.  Dinner and evening at leisure.

SUNDAY
After breakfast we depart for Hampton Court 
Palace, where we spend the full day at the 
Flower Show.  If you would prefer to visit the 
Palace instead we are happy to deduct the 
cost of the Flower Show allowing you to pay 
direct at the Palace.  We head for home late 
afternoon calling for afternoon tea en-route to 
arrive in Macclesfield late evening.

Experience the world’s largest annual flower 
show in the setting of an historic palace at this 
year’s RHS Hampton Court Flower Show where 
25 acres of parkland are transformed into a 
blaze of colour.  Garden lovers can marvel at the 
beautiful flowers and the innovative conceptual 
gardens showcasing the next big name! Watch 
demonstrations by celebrity gardeners, pick up 
new ideas and learn how to implement them 
via a variety of talks and demonstrations kindly 
provided by gardening experts and celebrities 
of the horticultural world. 

We will stay at the Raddison Blu Edwardian 
Hotel, Hayes. This 4* hotel offers two stylish 
restaurants, a lounge bar and the Pegasus 
Health Spa with sauna, steam room and gym. 
The spacious bedrooms have a bath and a 
shower, satellite TV, tea and coffee facilities, a 
hairdryer and air conditioning.

Prices from:
£172.00 per person sharing twin/double
£40.00 single supplement 
(limited number of rooms)
£15.50 insurance per person, inc. IPT

Tour includes:
Luxury coach travel throughout, 1 night 
dinner bed and breakfast, Full Day ticket to 
Hampton Court Flower Show and entrance to 
Kew Gardens.
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THE ITALIAN LAKES BY AIR – LAKE MAGGIORE

Join us at one of the most famous lakes of the 
‘Italian Lake District’.  Lake Maggiore is the 
second largest Italian Lake and certainly the 
most beautiful. It is surrounded by picturesque 
ornamental gardens, ancient villas steeped 
in history with breathtaking backdrops of 
majestic snow capped mountains. It offers 
charming resorts to explore and the famous 
gardens and palaces of the Borromean Islands.

The Simplon Hotel is nestled in centuries 
old Mediterranean gardens in the little town 
of Baveno, situated on a panoramic of Lake 
Maggiore.  The little town itself has an array 
of shops, cafés and bars, a weekly market and 
a lovely lake-side promenade for that after 
dinner stroll. The Simplon hotel’s buildings 
flaunt a pretty pink façade which is not only 
attractive, but signifies the colour of the famous 
local marble. The interiors are also striking, 
with grand décor, stained glass windows and 
detailed furnishings. The bedrooms follow suit 
too – they are all stylish, clean and in-keeping 
with the elegant ambiance.  The Simplon 
also boasts an outdoor pool nestled within 
the gardens, as well as a bar and lounge for 
a relaxing nightcap. In addition to this, the 
Simplon is connected to its sister hotel, the 
Hotel Dino, by a mesmerising passage lined 
with oil paintings for you to admire as you 
journey between the two. At the Dino, guests 
of the Simplon are free to use their  indoor 
swimming pool, as well as a range of other 
amenities. The hotel has a lift.  

Tour includes:
All coach travel.  Return flights to Milan 
Malpensa, 7 nights dinner  bed and breakfast.  
Excursion to Stresa and Villa Taranto 

Prices:
£998.00 per person sharing twin/double
£218.00 single room supplement  
£48.00 insurance per person, inc. IPT
Please note that you will have to pay a tax 
of approx 1.60 euros per person per night 
direct to the hotel.
This tour is arranged in conjunction with 
Greatdays Holidays Atol 4279

tel: 01625 425060 www.roymccarthycoaches.co.uk

8 DAYS | 10th JULY 2017
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FRIDAY
Today we visit the town of Stresa.  Once again 
we stroll down to the pier and take a short ferry 
ride to Stresa.  Today is also market day. You 
will have time to browse at leisure or take a trip 
on the cable car, stroll along the lake front or 
just sit in one of the pavement cafes and watch 
the world go by.  

SATURDAY
Optional excursion – Come with us on the Lake 
Maggiore Express to Locarno Switzerland.  
It starts with a short walk from the hotel 
to the train station.  We catch the train to 
Domedossolo, when we get there we change 
to the Centovalli Narrow gauge Railway for 
a stunning scenic run taking us through the 
wildest and romantic of landscapes in this area 
to Locarno.  There will be free time in Locarno 
before we board the afternoon ferry sailing 
back to Baveno.  (cost approx 36 Euro)

SUNDAY
After breakfast we board the coach for our 
journey back to Milan Malpensa  airport for our 
flight home.  A Roy McCarthy Coach will meet 
us at Manchester airport for the short journey 
home.

MONDAY
Morning departure from Manchester Airport 
for our flight to Milan Malpensa Ariport.  Upon 
arrival in Italy we will be met by a representative 
and board a coach for our 50 minute scenic 
transfer to Lake Maggiore and Hotel Simplon.

TUESDAY
This morning we have a welcome meeting.  The 
remainder of the day at leisure to explore the 
town or perhaps hop on a boat to one of the 
islands.

WEDNESDAY
Today we take the ten minute stroll down to 
the pier to catch the boat to Villa Taranto.  A 
stunning botanical garden with over 20,000 
varieties of plants and trees.  There will be time 
for morning coffee in the café before we visit 
the gardens to stroll at leisure.  

THURSDAY
A free day to explore.  Why not visit Isla Bella 
to see the White Peacocks. 
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5 DAYS | 12th JULY 2017

SIDMOUTH & THE SOUTH DEVON COAST

WEDNESDAY
We depart Macclesfield by luxury coach calling 
for coffee en-route to the seaside resort of 
Burnham on Sea.  You will have time for a 
stroll along the promenade and have lunch 
before we continue on to Sidmouth and our 
Hotel.

THURSDAY
This morning we take the short journey to the 
Donkey Sanctuary, where we stop for morning 
coffee.  We then carry on to Colyton for a ride 
on the Seaton Tramway.  The coach will collect 
you in Seaton and we then return to Sidmouth 
for the afternoon at leisure.  On the return 
journey why not ask the driver to drop you off 
at the top of the hill in Sidmouth at Connaught 
Gardens?  There is a lovely little café that 
serves snacks and homemade cake and then 
stroll back along the promenade to the hotel.  

FRIDAY
A morning at your leisure in Sidmouth.  This 
afternoon we have a relaxing cruise on the 
River Exe with a cream tea served on board.

SATURDAY
Today we venture to Honiton famous for it’s 
Lace Making.  Upon arrival we visit the Lace 
Museum where we have a short introductory 
talk followed by time to browse the museum 
at leisure.  It is also market day today, you will 
have time to explore and have lunch before we 
return to the hotel. 

SUNDAY
After breakfast we depart and head for home 
calling for coffee en-route to Cadbury Garden 
Centre where we stop for an early lunch.  We 
then continue our journey home to arrive in 
Macclesfield late afternoon/early evening.

Sidmouth is one off the most unspoilt and 
beautiful resorts in the country.  Quiet and 
unhurried, it is ideal for that relaxing get away, 
with spring on its way and the delightful gardens 
of daffodils, narcissi, crocus’s and more.   In the 
resort you will find cliff path walks, safe beaches 
and shops that still offer the personal service 
and friendliness of a country town.

The Royal York and Faulkner Hotel is situated 
on the seafront and boasts three lounges, 
cocktail bar, health complex with spa pool, 
sauna and solarium, short mat bowling and a 
full size snooker table.  All rooms have en-suite 
facilities, TV, telephone and courtesy tea trays.

Prices from:
498.00 per person sharing twin/double
Nil single room supplement
£25.50 insurance per person, inc. IPT

Tour includes:
Luxury coach travel throughout and 4 nights 
dinner bed and breakfast, River Cruise with a 
cream tea, single journey on Seaton Tramway.
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THE SHETLAND & ORKNEY ISLES EXPLORER

TUESDAY
We meet our guide after breakfast for a 
full day sightseeing of the unspoilt sea and 
landscapes, bountiful wildlife and outstanding 
archaeology.  Discover over 5,000 years of 
history, visit the World Heritage sites of Skara 
Brae and Scapa Flow to name but a few. We 
return to our hotel late afternoon.

WEDNESDAY
A day at your leisure in Kirkwall. There is lots 
to see and do in the town, why not visit St 
Magnus Cathedral or the museum?

THURSDAY
We depart after breakfast and board the 
ferry for Scrabster.  We then head south for 
our overnight stay at the Craiglynne Hotel, 
Grantown on Spey.  Situated in its own 
grounds and a short walk from the town centre, 
the Craiglynne Hotel offers a warm, friendly 
atmosphere with a lounge, bar and traditional 
restaurant. Guest rooms  feature tea/coffee 
making facilities and en suite bathrooms.

FRIDAY
We say our farewell to Bonny Scotland 
and make our way home calling for coffee 
and lunch en-route.  We aim to arrive in the 
Macclesfield area early evening.

FRIDAY
We depart Macclesfield early morning for 
our journey to Aberdeen where we board the 
North-Link cruise ferry for our overnight sailing 
to Lerwick.  Dinner and cabin on board.

SATURDAY
After breakfast we disembark and meet our 
guide for a tour of the west of the island. Mid 
afternoon we head to Busta and our base for 
the next two nights. Overrlooking the shore of 
Busta Voe,  Busta House Hotel is a lovely old 
building with en suite bedrooms, large garden 
and superb local food. The traditional rooms 
are individually appointed, have an en suite, 
and feature modern amenities including TVs.

SUNDAY
Our excursion today takes us far north, to the 
islands of Yell and Unst. Enjoy the stunning 
scenery en route, we then stop for coffee and 
lunch.  We return to the hotel mid-afternoon for 
a little rest and relaxation.

MONDAY
We meet our guide for a tour of the south of 
the island taking in the sights and the capital 
Lewick.  We depart on the early evening sailing 
for the Orkney Isles.  There will be dinner on 
board the boat as we do not arrive in Kirkwall 
until approximately 22.30. Once we have 
docked we take the very short journey to our 
Hotel and our base for the next two nights.  
The Ayre Hotel, Kirkwall is a family-run hotel 
overlooking Kirkwall harbour. It offers local 
produce in its restaurant and traditionally 
styled bedrooms, Wi-Fi and modern amenities.

The wild beauty of the Shetland and Orkney’s is a unique experience to any visitor.  The Orkney 
Isles lie at the crossroads between Scotland and Scandinavia and exhibit something of the 
character of both as well as having its own unique identity.  Shetland is as close to Norway as it 
is to the Scottish mainland an owes much of its heritage to the Vikings.  On all the islands you 
will find dramatic coastlines, landscapes, beaches and incredible scenery. 

Tour includes:
Luxury coach travel throughout.  All ferry 
crossings. 7 nights dinner bed and breakfast.  
All guided tours.

Prices:
£1085.00 per person sharing twin/double
£195.00 single room supplement
£32.00 insurance per person, inc. IPT

8 DAYS | 21st JULY 2017
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4 DAYS | 25th JULY 2017

STAMFORD, BURGHLEY HOUSE & 
THE SANDRINGHAM FLOWER SHOW

TUESDAY
We depart Macclesfield calling for coffee en-
route to the historic town of Stamford.  Upon 
arrival we meet our guide for a walking tour 
of this fascinating town.  There will be free 
time for lunch and a browse around the shops 
before we continue on to our hotel and our 
base for the next three nights.

WEDNESDAY
Today we head to Sandringham for the 
Flower Show.  We spend the day at the show 
with plenty of time to stroll at your leisure. 
The ticket also gives you free entrance to 
Sandringham Gardens, Museum and Church. 
Comfy walking shoes are the order of the day!

THURSDAY
A leisurely day today, firstly we venture to 
St. Neots, a charming town nestled around 
the River Great Ouse.  The town has a rich 
medieval heritage with plenty of shops, cafés 
and restaurants.  This afternoon we visit 
the Swiss Garden, a unique and beautiful 
example of one of the great periods of English 
Gardening.  Taking us back to the early 19th 
century, the explore the time when ornamental 
gardening and picturesque architecture was 
combined with a passion for ‘Swiss Vogue’. 

FRIDAY
Our last visit takes us to Burghley House, a 
much loved family home, Burghley is perhaps 
best-known for its historical collections of 
important works of art, early tapestries, 
impressive Japanese ceramics and sculptures, 
some of which have not moved since their 
installation in 1688. We have a guided tour 
of the house followed by free time to explore 
the gardens and have lunch.  We depart 
mid-afternoon and head for home making a 
comfort stop en-route we aim to arrive in the 
Macclesfield area around tea time.

Sandringham Flower Show is one of Norfolk’s 
most prestigious horticultural events of the 
year and is always filled with beautiful show-
gardens that feature amazing floral displays and 
landscaping expertise.

The 4* Marriott Hotel is situated on the outskirts 
of Huntingdon in a quiet location and is the ideal 
base for all our excursions.  The hotel boasts 
a bar and lounge, a pleasant dining room and 
indoor leisure centre with pool, jacuzzi and gym.  
All bedrooms are en-suite with TV and courtesy 
tea tray. The hotel has a lift.

Prices from:
£335.00 per person sharing twin/double
£60.00 single room supplement
£22.50 insurance per person, inc. IPT

Tour includes:
Luxury coach travel throughout, 3 nights 
dinner bed and breakfast, entrance to 
Sandringham Flower Show, Swiss Garden 
and Burghley House and guide for tour of 
Stamford.
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5 DAYS | 3rd AUGUST 2017

THE WONDERS OF WILTSHIRE & STONEHENGE

THURSDAY
We depart Macclesfield calling for coffee en-
route to the city of Bath.  You will have free 
time to explore at leisure. Late afternoon we 
continue on to Chippenham and our hotel for 
the next four nights.

FRIDAY
This morning we meet our guide for a tour of 
the Vale of Pewsey on the trail of the White 
Horses. Our tour takes us through some of the 
quaint villages and towns stopping for coffee 
and lunch whilst we are out and about.  

SATURDAY
Enjoy the morning at leisure in Chippenham.  
For the afternoon we visit the village of Lacock 
with its Abbey and the Fox Talbot  Museum. 
The village has been used as a location in TV 
and film productions of Wolfman, Pride and 
Prejudice, Cranford Chronicles, Emma and 
the Harry Potter Films. (Abbey & Musuem 
National Trust Property entrance fee payable 
to non-members. There is no charge to visit 
the village).

SUNDAY
Our excursion today takes us to Stonehenge, 
the world’s most famous prehistoric 
monument.  It was built in several stages: the 
first monument was built about 5,000 years 
ago, and the unique stone circle was erected 
in the late Neolithic period about 2,500 years 
ago. In the early Bronze Age many burial 
mounds were built nearby. There is a café, 
shop and they offer a shuttle to take you to 
the stones.

MONDAY
We head for home through the Cotswolds 
with the pretty village of Tetbury our morning 
coffee stop.  We then continue north calling 
at Fosseway Garden Centre at Moreton in 
Marsh where we stop for lunch, we then join 
the motorway network and aim to arrive in the 
Macclesfield area around teatime.

Our summer break takes us to Wiltshire, a 
county of great diversity.  Within the wide 
expanses of the Wiltshire Downs are the ancient 
monuments of Stonehenge, Avebury Stone 
Circle and numerous White Horses carved into 
the hillside there are also numerous charming 
villages and pretty market towns.  Much of the 
county still remains largely undiscovered by 
tourists, a rural idyll and there for us to discover 
on this relaxing break. 

Dating back to the 17th century, the Best 
Western Plus Angel Hotel offers high-quality 
accommodation in the centre of Chippenham. 
The hotel has a pleasant lounge bar, The Angel 
dining room, garden, indoor pool and gym, and 
provides free WiFi. All rooms have a 32-inch flat-
screen TV, safe, telephone and tea and coffee 
facilities. Each room has an en suite bath and 
shower, with a hairdryer and toiletries provided.

Prices:
£462.00 per person sharing twin/double
£60.00 single room supplement
£25.50 insurance per person, inc. IPT 

Tour includes:
Luxury coach travel throughout, 4 nights 
dinner bed and breakfast, Guide for tour of 
the Vale of the White Horse and entrance to 
Stonehenge
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2 DAYS | 3rd AUGUST 2017

COUNTRYFILE LIVE & THE COTSWOLDS

THURSDAY
We depart calling for a quick coffee en-route 
to the Cotswolds.  We take the scenic route 
through Broadway and on to Stow on the 
Wold where we stop for lunch.  Mid-afternoon 
we head to Stratford upon Avon and our hotel.  
You will have free time for a stroll to Stratford 
or perhaps a dip in the pool at the hotel.

FRIDAY
After breakfast we head for Blenheim Palace 
and Countryfile Live.  Enjoy all day to explore 
the show. Late afternoon we board the coach 
for the journey home.  We make a comfort 
stop en-route and aim to be in the Macclesfield 
area mid evening.

For the first time in 2016 Countryfile Live 
explored every aspect of the British countryside, 
through exciting live arena shows, talks, hands-
on activities, animal displays, farming in action 
and shopping with more than 600 food and craft 
producers and even a great British pub garden. 
After its huge success plans were put into 
action for an even bigger show in 2017 and we 
can’t wait to be there!

The Stratford Manor Hotel is set in 21 acres of 
beautiful Warwickshire countryside.  The four 
-star hotel has an award winning restaurant, 
the Terrace lounge and a leisure centre with 
a sauna, steam room, fully equipped gym and 
indoor pool.  The elegant bedrooms each have 
a luxury bathroom with toiletries, a flat-screen 
satellite TV and Wi-Fi access, hairdryer and tea 
tray.

Prices from:
£165.00 per person sharing twin/double
£30.00 single room supplement 
£15.50 insurance per person, inc. IPT

Tour includes:
Luxury coach travel throughout, 1 night dinner 
bed and breakfast.
Entrance to Countryfile Live.
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7 DAYS | 4th AUGUST 2017

CHANNEL ISLAND HOPPING
GUERNSEY, HERM & SARK

FRIDAY
We depart Macclesfield for the short journey 
to Manchester Airport.  We take a morning 
flight to Guernsey*.  Upon arrival in Guernsey, 
we will transfer to our hotel.

SATURDAY
After breakfast we have a tour of the Island.  
We take in many of the pretty sights and call 
for lunch whilst we are out and about.

SUNDAY
Today we have the option of visiting the Island 
of Sark.  The island is three miles long by one 
and a half miles wide, almost cut in two it is 
linked by La Coupee causeway.  On Sark you 
will find enchanting bays, caves, pools and no 
cars.  The only modes of transport on the island 
are bicycle, tractor or horse drawn carriage.  
Well worth a visit! (Cost not included return 
ferry crossing approximately £48.00) 

MONDAY
Day at leisure to explore the many coastal 
paths or relax by the pool.

TUESDAY
Our tour today takes us across to the 
neighbouring Island of Herm.  This tiny island 
of 600 acres has a surprising variety of natural 
scenery. There are no cars or roads just a 
delightful coastal walk around the island that 
takes you through wooded valleys, undulating 
grassland and beautiful beaches.  There are a 
couple of shops, a hotel and a café for lunch.

WEDNESDAY
The last day to top up your tan or perhaps 
catch the local bus and do a little shopping in 
St. Peter Port.

THURSDAY
Morning at leisure. Around lunch time we head 
for the airport and our flight home*.  We are 
met at Manchester Airport by a Roy McCarthy 
Coach to return us home early evening. 

*Flight times subject to change

This year we try a spot of Channel Island 
hopping and our base for this adventure is 
Guernsey, the Second largest of the Channel 
Islands boasting beautiful scenery, rural calm 
and a mild climate.  There are over 20 curving 
bays and beaches, miles of spectacular cliff 
walks, winding lanes and hours of sunshine to 
enjoy.  St. Peter Port is the capital of Guernsey 
and is a town of narrow cobbled streets offering 
a great visit. During our stay we visit the two 
fascinating islands of Herm and Sark both are, 
quiet and peaceful.

The Peninsula Hotel Guernsey, is ideally situated 
on a sandy beach on the north-west coast of 
the island. The hotel has wonderful views over 
Grand Havre Bay from the front and boasts a 
lovely sheltered beach at the edge of five acres 
of private landscaped gardens. In addition to 
a restaurant, the hotel features an outdoor 
heated pool and pleasant bar/lounge. Guest 
rooms are all en-suite with complimentary  Wi-
Fi, coffee/tea makers and TV. The local bus 
runs from outside the hotel giving easy access 
to the Island.

Prices from:
£799.00 per person sharing twin/double 
£96.00 single room supplement
£12.00 sea view sup. per room per night
£46.00 insurance per person, inc. IPT
Roy McCarthy Coaches act as retail agents 
for Destination Specialist financial protection 
is provided by ATOL 9503

Tour includes:
6 nights dinner bed and breakfast, Coach 
transfers to and from airport, return flight to 
Guernsey, transfers by local coach operator 
on Guernsey, Tour of the Island. Full day tour 
to Herm including ferry. 
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3 DAYS | 11th AUGUST 2017

THE EDINBURGH TATTOO, 
ROYAL YACHT & FALKIRK WHEEL

FRIDAY
We depart Macclesfield in the morning calling 
for coffee en-route to the city of Carlisle where 
we stop for lunch.  We then continue on to our 
hotel to arrive in time for a swim before dinner.

SATURDAY
Today we head to Edinburgh where we meet 
our guide for a tour of this splendid city.  You 
can then choose to either visit the former 
Royal Yacht Britannia returning to the city 
centre on the coach late afternoon or alight the 
coach after the tour and spend the remainder 
of the day at leisure in the city centre. The 
Royal Yacht is situated by the side of a 
shopping complex with lots of places to buy 
lunch.  The coach will collect everyone early 
evening for the short journey for the 7.30p.m. 
performance of the famous Military Tattoo. 
There will be an approximate 20 minute walk 
up hill to the Tattoo. After the performance we 
return to the hotel where a supper of  Soup 
and Sandwiches will be waiting for us.

SUNDAY
After a leisurely breakfast we take the short 
journey to Falkirk for our visit to the Falkirk 
Wheel and Visitors Centre.  There will be an 
optional trip aboard the Worlds first and only 
rotating boat lift. We then continue our journey 
south calling for lunch and afternoon tea en-
route to arrive in Macclesfield early evening.

The Edinburgh Military Tattoo held every 
August is the World’s most famous military 
spectacle and an unforgettable blend of music, 
colour, pomp and pageantry.  Steep rocks 
form the dramatic back-drop to the Tattoo’s 
Castle setting and when subtle lighting picks 
out the lone piper playing a lament from the 
ramparts, few in the audience fail to be moved 
by the atmosphere.  It really does have all the 
ingredients for a truly memorable event.  

Our base for the weekend is the four star 
Westerwood Golf and Spa Hotel situated in 
the heart of Scotland between Glasgow and 
Edinburgh with stunning views of the Campsie 
Hills.  The hotel has just completed a £14 
million refurbishment and offers a lounge, 
dining room, bar and a state of the art leisure 
club.  All bedrooms offer subtle décor, gorgeous 
bathrooms, flat screen TV, telephone, hairdryer 
and complimentary refreshment trays.

Prices:
£288.00 per person sharing twin/double 
room
£40.00 single room supplement
£19.50 insurance per person, inc. IPT
Optional ride on Falkirk Wheel -
  Ad £10.50  Snr £9.50
Optional visit to Royal Yacht Britannia -
  Ad £13.50 Snr £12.25 
Please clearly state at the time of booking if 
you require tickets for the Falkirk Wheel and 
Royal Yacht

Tour includes:
Luxury coach travel throughout, 2 nights bed 
and breakfast, 1 dinner, 1 supper, Guided 
tour of Edinburgh, Ticket for the 7.30p.m. 
performance of the Tattoo.
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6 DAYS | 18th AUGUST 2017

TORQUAY & THE ENGLISH RIVIERA

FRIDAY
Depart Macclesfield calling for coffee en-route 
to Cadbury Garden Centre.  We then continue 
on our journey and aim to arrive in Torquay late 
afternoon.

SATURDAY
Morning orientation tour of Torquay with 
remainder of the day at leisure.  Why not take 
a stroll along the seafront or perhaps catch 
the local bus to Paignton or Brixham? There is 
a bus stop directly outside the hotel.

SUNDAY
This morning we venture to Totnes for the 
Good Food Sunday Market, enjoy free time to 
wander and have lunch before our afternoon 
visit to the Benedictine Monastery of Buckfast 
Abbey.  Take a stroll through the grounds and 
why not partake of a Devon cream tea in the 
café before we return to the hotel.

MONDAY
Today we venture to Dartmouth with its 
ancient narrow streets, its museum, shops, art 
galleries, cafés and pubs.  Take time to wander 
at leisure before our afternoon treat.  Firstly 
we board the boat for a trip across the river, 
then join the steam train for our scenic journey 
to Paignton.  The coach will be waiting to take 
you on the short journey back to the hotel.

TUESDAY
A day at leisure in Torquay.  Why not walk 
to the pretty village of Cockington Forge for 
lunch or perhaps catch the local bus to the 
model village in Babbacombe?

WEDNESDAY
Sadly we say farewell to Torquay and head 
north calling for coffee en-route to Tewkesbury. 
There will be time for a stroll around the local 
market and have lunch before we continue 
north making a quick comfort stop en-route. 
We aim to arrive in Macclesfield early evening.

The jewel of the English Riviera, Torquay is 
a sophisticated holiday resort with a truly 
international flavour.  The palm trees and 
colourful flower beds, with the glistening yachts 
in the busy harbour, give Torquay its unique 
atmosphere.  The resort boasts a host of 
amenities with smart shops, places of interest 
and all types of entertainment.  

The Best Western Livermead Cliff is set in a 
perfect location on the waterfront in Torquay. 
This traditional hotel boasts a stunning sea view 
lounge and bar overlooking Torbay.  There is also 
the recently refurbished Oceanic Restaurant 
and the new Riviera Terrace.  All rooms have 
private bathrooms, flatscreen TV, telephone, 
hairdryer and tea and coffee making facilities. 
The hotel does have a lift.

Prices from:
£575.00 per person sharing twin/double
£38.00 single room supplement
£28.00 insurance per person, inc. IPT

Tour includes:
Luxury coach travel throughout, 5 nights 
dinner bed and breakfast. Entrance to 
Buckfast Abbey, River trip and Steam train 
ride.
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5 DAYS | 22nd AUGUST 2017

THE ISLE OF MAN EXPLORER

TUESDAY
We travel north to Heysham near Morecambe, 
where we board the early afternoon sailing to 
Douglas.  We then take a short drive to our 
hotel and our base for the next four nights.

WEDNESDAY
Today we meet our guide for a full day tour of 
the island with the chance to see the beauty 
and surprising variety of the Manx landscape, 
including both Tynwald, the oldest parliament 
in the world and the famous Laxey Wheel.

THURSDAY
A day at leisure in Douglas. Why not take 
a trip on the narrow gauge steam train or 
perhaps a ride on a horse drawn tram? Visit 
the museum and learn the history of the Isle 
of Man.  Take a look inside the Gaiety Theatre, 
it was designed by the same architect who 
designed the Buxton Opera house, or perhaps 
stroll along the prom or browse the shops.  
There is lots to see and do and the choice is 
yours!

FRIDAY
Our tour today takes us south to the Calf of 
Man and Sound at the very tip of the Island.
Take time for morning coffee before our visit 
to Cregneash – a living village showcasing 
traditional Manx Crofting Life.  We return 
to the hotel via Castletown where you have 
the chance to visit the Old House of Keys or 
the Nautical Museum.  The entrance cost is 
nominal however if you are a National Trust 
Member the entrance is free.

SATURDAY
After breakfast we take the short journey to 
Douglas and board the boat for our morning 
crossing to Heysham.  Once in Heysham we 
head for the motorway network for our journey 
home calling at Barton Grange Garden Centre 
for coffee.  We aim to arrive in Macclesfield 
late afternoon

The Cats have no tails, the sheep have four 
horns and the Coat of Arms has Three Legs 
– the Isle of Man may just be a short distance 
from the British mainland but it has a unique 
character that sets it apart.  The pace of life 
is less hurried and the air is cleaner, as the 
ravages of industry have largely passed the 
island by.  The wild scenery of heather clad hills, 
wooded glens, rocky headlands and secluded 
coves will testify to this.

Our base for the tour is The Ascot Hotel, a warm, 
friendly and contemporary hotel which enjoys a 
good location.  Just 200 yards uphill off Douglas 
sea front and promenade.  All of Douglas’ main 
tourist sites such as the Manx Museum, the 
Gaiety Theatre and shopping centre are just a 
short walk away. The hotel boasts a relaxing bar 
where guests can unwind with a drink, and enjoy 
Mackey’s restaurant which offers a selection of 
traditional Manx dishes as well as cuisine from 
around the world.   All rooms are en-suite with 
TV, Wi-Fi and courtesy tea trays.

Prices:
£498.00 per person sharing twin/double
£60.00 single room supplement
£35.00 insurance per person, inc. IPT

Tour includes:
Luxury coach travel throughout, return ferry 
crossing, 4 nights dinner bed and breakfast, 
Guide for tour of the Island, entrance to 
Cregneash
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2 DAYS | 25th AUGUST 2017

DURHAM & BEAMISH

FRIDAY
We depart Macclesfield after breakfast calling 
for coffee en-route to Durham, we arrive in 
time for lunch with the afternoon at leisure to 
explore the city.  Why not visit the Cathedral, 
take a stroll around the shops or a trip on the  
River? The cruise takes in many of the sights 
of the city from the unique perspective of 
the River Wear.  Dinner and evening at your 
leisure.

SATURDAY
After a leisurely breakfast we head for the 
fascinating world famous open air museum of 
Beamish.  Take a ride on a tram, visit the old 
school room and the shops or perhaps have 
a gill in the pub with your lunch.  We start 
to head for home mid-afternoon calling for 
afternoon tea en-route, we aim to arrive in the 
Macclesfield area early evening.

This corner of England offers beautiful 
countryside and a rich heritage, which can be 
seen in both Beamish and Durham. Beamish 
is an Open Air Museum, with an outstanding 
collection of artefacts and buildings reflecting 
the way people used to live and work in the 
North East between 1825 and 1913.  The 
museum offers a Colliery Village, a Town and 
Home Farm all recreating a bygone age.  There 
are a number of eating establishments, shops 
and a tramway system which takes you around 
the site.  Durham is a World Heritage Site 
home to the great Norman Cathedral situated 
overlooking the River.  There is also a Castle 
situated in the medieval quarter of the city 
and for the shoppers the city boasts a great 
shopping centre.

Our base for the tour is the four star Radisson 
Blu Hotel, situated on the banks of the River 
Wear in the heart of charming Durham.  A 
short walk from Durham’s castle, cathedral 
and marketplace, the hotel offers elegant guest 
rooms and suites, the Filini restaurant and bar 
and the casual Lobby Bar serving light meals, 
coffee and snacks.  The hotel also boasts the 
Lime House Spa with a spa bath, sauna, steam 
room, gym and indoor pool. Prices from:

£138.00 per person sharing twin/double
£25.00 single room supplement
£15.50 insurance per person, inc. IPT

Tour includes:
Luxury coach travel throughout, one night 
dinner bed and breakfast, Entrance to 
Beamish.
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4 DAYS | 1st SEPTEMBER 2017

STEAMING THROUGH WALES & 
THE SNOWDON MOUNTAIN RAILWAY

FRIDAY
We depart Macclesfield in the morning calling 
for coffee at Grosvenor Garden Centre en-
route to the little town of Bala.  Enjoy free 
time for lunch and a stroll, and perhaps take a 
trip on the Bala Lake Railway.  We then take 
the scenic route to Caernarfon and our hotel 
for the next three nights.

SATURDAY
Morning at leisure in Caernarfon.  Just after 
lunch time we board the steam train for our 
ride on the Welsh Highland Railway taking us 
on a scenic run to Porthmadog.  The coach 
will pick you up in Porthmadog for our return 
journey to our hotel.

SUNDAY
Today we take a ride on the Snowdon 
Mountain Railway, an incredible journey to the 
rooftop of Wales.  Hafod Eryri is the Visitor 
Centre at the Summit of Snowdon, the centre 
has a refreshment area selling snacks  and 
drinks and a shop selling souvenirs.  After 
our amazing train journey you have free time  
to explore Llanberis. Perhaps visit the Slate 
Museum or take a boat trip on the lake or a 
ride on the Lake Railway?

MONDAY
This morning we travel to Porthmadog, you 
will have  time for morning coffee before we 
board The Ffestiniog Railway, for a 13½-mile 
journey from the harbour in Porthmadog to the 
slate-quarrying town of Blaenau Ffestiniog.  
We then continue on to Llangollen for lunch.  
We depart mid-afternoon and head for home 
making a quick comfort stop en-route.  We 
arrive in the Macclesfield area around teatime.

This delightful tour gives you the opportunity to 
experience the magical appeal of Wales by both 
coach and train.  A land of song, choirs, castles 
and Celtic connections, splendid countryside, 
and a coastline of outstanding natural beauty.

The Celtic Royal Hotel is situated within just 
a ten minute walk from Caernarfon’s walled 
town, harbour and castle. The hotel features a 
brasserie, restaurant, lounge bar, leisure club 
with indoor pool, sauna and steam room and 
free Wi-Fi. The bright and airy bedrooms all 
feature tea/coffee facilities, a TV and a private 
bathroom with a hairdryer.

Prices:
£368.00 per person sharing twin/double
£75.00 single room supplement
£22.50 insurance per person, inc. IPT

Tour includes:
Luxury coach travel throughout, three nights 
dinner, bed and breakfast,  ticket for the 
Snowdon Mountain Railway, a single ride 
on the Welsh Highland Railway and the 
Ffestiniog railway.  
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Prices:
£648.00 per person sharing twin/double
£114.00 single room supplement
£37.00 insurance per person, inc. IPT

Tour includes:
Luxury coach travel throughout, return ferry 
crossing, 5 nights dinner bed and breakfast, 
entrance to Giant’s Causeway, Glencolmcille 
Folk Village, Glenveagh Castle. Train ride 
from Colraine to Derry and mini-bus to Slieve 
League Cliffs.

6 DAYS | 3rd SEPTEMBER 2017

IRELAND – DONEGAL & THE WILD ATLANTIC WAY

Old Franciscan Abbey. It offers the Granary 
restaurant, a Café Bar, an indoor pool and  
Wi-Fi.  The spacious en-suite rooms have TVs.

TUESDAY
Our tour today explores the Wild Atlantic 
way and begins with a scenic drive along 
the edge of Donegal Bay to the Folk Village 
at Glencolmcille.  Its one of Irelands best 
living history museums with its collections of 
traditional thatched cottages perched on a 
hillside overlooking Glen Car Bay.  Another 
highlight of our tour is a trip to the viewpoint 
on Slieve League to see the incredible sea 
cliffs reaching 2000ft above the Atlantic, a 
truly wild and wonderful sight!

WEDNESDAY
Today we discover the delightful coast and 
countryside of County Donegal, we begin with 
a trip to Glenveagh Castle, lying half hidden in 
woodland at the edge of a lake in a protected 
national park.  After our visit to the Castle and 
gardens we have time for lunch before we take 
the scenic journey down the dramatic wild 
Atlantic west coast, through the Blue Stack 
Mountains before returning to our hotel.

THURSDAY
A free day to explore Donegal, why not visit 
the well preserved castle, the abbey ruins, 
take a stroll around the shops and then after 
a relaxing lunch why not take a ride on the 
waterbus boat around the bay. The 75 minute 
cruise explores the history, environment 
and wildlife of this unique estuary, which is 
renowned for its vistas of mountains and sea. 

FRIDAY
We say a sad farewell to Donegal and head 
into Southern Ireland to Dublin to catch our 
ferry home.  We make coffee and lunch stops 
en-route.  Our ferry departs at 15.10 bound for 
Holyhead.  Once back on dry land we join the 
main road network, make a quick comfort stop 
en-route and aim to be home late evening.

This year our Irish Adventure takes us around 
Derry, the Inishowen Peninsula, and the 
mystical Giant Causeway.  We enjoy a scenic 
railway journey that Michael Palin described as 
“one of the most beautiful in the world”. 
SUNDAY
We head north calling for coffee and lunch 
en-route to the small village of Cairnryan in 
Dumfries and Galloway, where we catch the 
ferry across to Larne in Northern Ireland.  
Once in Ireland we head to Ballygally and 
our overnight Hotel.  The four star Ballygally 
Castle Hotel is a stunning 17th century castle 
overlooking Ballygally Bay.  Offering a large 
garden and terrace, and a lounge with an open 
fire and antique furniture. All bedrooms en-
suite, TV and courtesy tea trays.  

MONDAY
After a leisurely breakfast we venture along 
the Antrim Coast  to the legendary Giant’s 
Causeway.  We experience the visitors centre 
and use the outdoors interpretive audio 
guide.  We take a stroll to the causeway, or 
alternatively there is a shuttle bus you can 
catch.  Just after lunch we venture to Colraine 
where we catch the train for our scenic railway 
journey with stunning scenery all the way to the 
walled City of Derry where the coach will meet 
you.  We then continue our journey to Donegal 
and The Mill Park Hotel, situated a gentle 15 
minute stroll from Donegal Castle and the 
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2 DAYS | 10th SEPTEMBER 2017

HULL THE CITY OF CULTURE 2017 & 
THE HUMBER BRIDGE

SUNDAY
We depart in the morning calling for a quick 
coffee en-route to Hull where we meet our 
guide for a tour of this splendid waterfront city.  
Once the tour is over the remainder of the day 
is for you to explore the city and maybe visit 
one of the museums. Late afternoon we take 
the short journey to our hotel.  Dinner and 
evening at leisure.

MONDAY
After breakfast we venture down to the River 
Humber to get amazing views of the Humber 
Bridge.  We make a quick photo-stop and 
then head to Beverly.  This stunning market 
town has beauty in abundance, with an 
awe-inspiring Minster, popular racecourse, 
historical buildings, vibrant festivals and small 
town charm. There will be free time to stroll 
around this lovely little town and  have lunch 
before we wind our way home.  We make a 
comfort stop en-route and aim to be back in 
the Macclesfield area around tea time.

The magnificent waterfront city of Hull is 
located on the banks of the River Humber and 
is the UK City of Culture 2017. The city offers 
plenty to see and do, with its historic old town, 
waterfront, galleries, museums including Hull’s 
maritime museum and famous fish trail.  There 
is also a super shopping centre if retail therapy 
is more your thing. 

The four star Hallmark Hotel enjoy’s an enviable 
location on the outskirts of Hull and features 
panoramic views over the Humber Estuary and 
boasts a relaxing lounge area, bar and Brasserie 
restaurant serving modern British food and 
a gym. The hotel features 95 stylish en suite 
bedrooms with views across the River Humber, 
a TV, and tea/coffee making facilities.

Prices:
£132.00 per person sharing twin/double
£15.00 single room supplement
£15.50 insurance per person, inc. IPT

Tour includes:
Luxury coach travel throughout, 1 night dinner 
bed and breakfast, guide for tour of Hull. 
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7 DAYS | 17th SEPTEMBER 2017

CORNWALL & ST IVES

THURSDAY
Today we venture to Truro, there will be free 
time to visit the cathedral or museum or take 
a browse around the shops.  Then we board 
a boat for a sail down the River Fal, an area 
of outstanding natural beauty and a stunning, 
unspoilt landscape with the bustling maritime 
port of Falmouth.  We spend the remainder of 
the afternoon here before returning to St. Ives. 

FRIDAY
This morning we visit the National Trust 
Gardens of Trengwainton, a 25 acre garden 
with plants from all over the globe. You will 
have time to wander along the winding wooded 
paths and enjoy the panoramic sea views from 
the top of the garden.  (NT members free, 
non-members £8.00) Enjoy an afternoon at 
leisure in St. Ives. 

SATURDAY
We say a sad farewell to Cornwall and head 
for home calling for morning coffee and lunch 
en-route.  We aim to arrive in the Macclesfield 
area early evening.

The pretty fishing port of St Ives is one of 
Cornwall’s most colourful and popular resorts.  
It is full of character and charm with the blue 
sea, golden sand and greystone cottages.  
Behind its habour walls you will find cobbled 
streets and crooked alleyways with antique 
shops, art galleries and museums.

The Chy An Albany Hotel sits on the hillside 
looking out across the beautiful St Ives Bay, 
and is just a short walk downhill into town. This 
Edwardian hotel offers a restaurant serving 
freshly caught fish and local produce, a pleasant 
lounge bar, and a terrace over looking the bay.  
All the en suite bedrooms feature a TV and tea 
tray.  The hotel has a lift.

Prices from:
£679.00 per person sharing twin/double
Nil single room supplement
£30.00 insurance per person, inc. IPT

Tour includes:
Luxury coach travel throughout, 6 nights 
dinner bed and breakfast.  Entrance to 
Gweek Seal Sanctuary,  Minnack Theatre 
and Boat trip on the River Fal.

SUNDAY
We depart calling for coffee and lunch en-route 
to St. Ives and our hotel.

MONDAY
Morning at leisure, this afternoon we visit the 
Seal Sanctuary at Gweek set in the picturesque 
Helford Estuary. The Seal Sanctuary is a 
Rescue, Rehabilitation, and Release centre for 
seals, and most seasons they rescue over 50 
pups.  You will have time to stroll around the 
sanctuary and perhaps indulge in a Cornish 
Cream tea before we return to the hotel.

TUESDAY
Scenic tour around the spectacular Atlantic 
coastline calling at Geever Tin Mine for coffee 
and then via the pretty village of St. Just to 
Lands End.  We return to the hotel calling at 
the Minack Theatre Cornwall’s world famous 
open-air theatre, carved into the granite cliff 
and set in glorious gardens.  We spend time at 
the Rowena Cade Visitors Centre telling the 
remarkable story of how a girl from Victorian era 
Cheltenham grew up to build this internationally 
famous Theatre.

WEDNESDAY
Free day to explore St. Ives at leisure.  Runs in conjunction with The Isles of Scilly
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7 DAYS | 17th SEPTEMBER 2017

THE ISLES OF SCILLY

Just 28 miles off the southwest tip of Britain, 
lies the small, beautiful archipelago of the 
Isles of Scilly ... a charismatic destination with 
unique charm and warmth: with mile after 
mile of white sandy beaches, acres of natural 
landscape to explore, a rich and fascinating 
history.  The skies seem bigger here, the 
horizons further away, and the landscape 
broader. It all feels quite intimate and old-
fashioned, as if you’ve stumbled upon an idyllic 
film set from a bygone era. Let the concerns of 
everyday life drift away on the falling tide. This 
is the stuff that holiday memories are made of: 
beautiful surroundings, a gentler pace of life, 
quiet conversation and nature’s soundtrack.

The Bell Rock Hotel is in the best position 
in St. Mary’s situated on the level in Church 
Street, a quiet part of town, very convenient 
for the two beaches and the shops of High 
Town.  The Hotel offers comfort and elegance, 
the highest standard of service and pleasant 
friendly atmosphere.  It boasts a super 
dining room, delightful lounge/bar and an 
indoor swimming pool.  All bedrooms offer 
comfortable accommodation with colour TV, 
radio, direct dial telephone and courtesy tea 
trays.  The Hotel has no lift.
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SATURDAY
Morning at leisure this afternoon we visit the 
island of St. Agnes and Gugh. 

SUNDAY
Tresco today and the world famous Tresco 
Abbey Gardens. 

MONDAY
Today we have a boat trip to the Island of St. 
Martins where we visit the Flower Farm. 

ADVENTURE
SATURDAY
To explore at leisure.

SUNDAY
To explore at leisure.

MONDAY
To explore at leisure.

FREE AND EASY TOUR

Free and Easy Prices:
£925.00 per person sharing twin/double
£28.00 single supplement 
£36.50 insurance per person, inc. IPT.

Adventure Prices:
£972.00 per person sharing twin/double
£28.00 single supplement 
£36.50 insurance per person, inc. IPT.

Free and Easy Tour includes:
Luxury coach travel, 4 Nights Dinner bed 
& breakfast at the Bell Rock Hotel, St. 
Mary’s Isles of Scilly, 2 Nights Dinner bed 
& breakfast at The Queens Hotel. Return 
transfers by plane. Mini-bus transfer on Isles 
of Scilly to the hotel.  Please note you are 
more than welcome to join the adventure 
tour on any day.  Boat trips and entrance 
fees payable on the day.

Adventure Tour includes:
Luxury coach travel, 4 Nights Dinner bed 
& breakfast at the Bell Rock Hotel, St. 
Mary’s Isles of Scilly, 2 Nights Dinner bed 
& breakfast at The Queens Hotel. Return 
transfers by plane. Mini-bus transfer on 
Isles of Scilly to the hotel. Guided tour of St 
Mary’s, all boat trips and entrance to Tresco 
Abbey Gardens.

www.roymccarthycoaches.co.uk

THURSDAY
Depart Macclesfield calling for coffee and lunch en-route to The Queens Hotel, Penzance.  

FRIDAY
After breakfast we take the journey south to Penzance to board the plane for our late morning 
flight across to St. Mary’s, where a mini-bus will be waiting to take us to The Bell Rock Hotel.  
The Adventure tour passengers meet our Guide for a walking tour of St. Mary’s.

TUESDAY
Mid-afternoon we catch the bus to the airport for our flight back to the mainland. A Roy McCarthy 
coach will be waiting to take us back to Penzance and the Queens Hotel for our last night.  Dinner 
and evening at leisure.

WEDNESDAY
After breakfast we head for home stopping for coffee and lunch en-route to arrive in Macclesfield 
early evening.

This tour runs in conjunction with Cornwall & St Ives. 
Sea transfer will only be necessary if the plane is out of service.
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5 DAYS | 25th SEPTEMBER 2017

BEATRIX POTTER & THE LAKES

MONDAY
We depart Macclesfield calling for coffee at 
Williamson Park en-route to the pretty little 
village of Cartmel.  You will have free time for 
lunch before our guided tour of Cartmel Priory.  
After our tour we take the short journey to 
Grange and the Netherwood Hotel.

TUESDAY
After breakfast we venture to Lakeside 
where we board the boat for a cruise on Lake 
Windermere up to Bowness.  Enjoy free time 
in Bowness for lunch and a browse.  The coach 
will pick you up early afternoon for our scenic 
run down the lake and back to Grange.  Spend 
the remainder of the day at leisure in Grange.

WEDNESDAY
Today we venture up the west coast to 
Ravenglass where we take a relaxing ride on 
the Ravenglass and Eskdale Railway, one of 
the oldest and longest narrow gauge railways in 
England. After our train ride we take the short 
journey to the privately owned Muncaster 
Castle where we spend the afternoon.  

THURSDAY
This morning we take the scenic run up the 
side of Coniston Water and into the pretty 
village of Hawkshead for lunch.  Take time 
for a stroll around the village and have lunch 
before our visit to Hill Top where we enjoy the 
tales of Beatrix Potter.  The house is full of 
her favourite things and every room contains a 
reference to a picture in a ‘tale’.  (NT members 
free. Non-members approx £11.00). 

FRIDAY
Our journey home takes us firstly to Kendal for 
a little retail therapy and lunch.  We then join 
the motorway network and call at the village 
of Scorton for refreshments on our return. We 
aim to be back in Macclesfield by tea time.

The Lake District is often referred to as 
England’s greatest beauty spot with its craggy 
hill tops, mountain tarns, glittering lakes and 
stunning countryside.  Awash with things to 
do, many people visit for the region’s literary 
connections; among the many writers who 
found inspiration here are William Wordsworth, 
Samuel Taylor Coleridge and of course Beatrix 
Potter, a lifelong lover of the Lakes.

The Netherwood Hotel, a former stately home, 
is set in extensive gardens in a stunning location.  
With dramatic views across Morecambe Bay it is 
just a short walk from Grange-over-Sands town 
centre and it’s delightful Victorian promenade.  
A daily changing menu of local produce is 
served in the Hazelwood restaurant, there are 
two very pleasant lounges, the Jacobean bar 
and an on-site spa and wellness centre with 
indoor swimming pool, sauna and hot tub.  All 
bedrooms boast en-suite bathrooms flat screen 
TV, hairdryers and courtesy tea trays. The hotel 
does have a lift.

Prices from:
£498.00 per person sharing twin/double
£20.00 single room supplement
£25.50 insurance per person, inc. IPT

Tour includes:
Luxury coach travel throughout, 4 nights 
dinner bed and breakfast. Guided tour of 
Cartmel Priory, Lake cruise from Lakeside 
to Bowness, ride on Ravenglass railway, 
Muncaster Castle.
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3 DAYS | 6th OCTOBER 2017

4 DAYS | 27th DECEMBER 2017

FANCY A WEEK-END AWAY? THEN WHY NOT 
JOIN US ON A MAGICAL MYSTERY TOUR

TWIXMAS

Fancy a week-end break in Britain?  No cooking 
and definitely no washing up but not sure where 
to go!  We have a multitude of destinations to 
take you, but we won’t spoil the excitement 
of the surprise so the only thing that we will 
reveal is that you’ll travel by luxury coach, 
we enjoy an excellent sightseeing itinerary 
benefiting from years of coaching experience 
and stay overnight in an excellent hotel with 
en-suite rooms, including full English Breakfast 
and Evening Dinner – LET THE INQUISITIVE 
SIDE OF YOUR NATURE TAKE OVER AND 
JOIN IN OUR MAGICAL MYSTERY TOUR …..

If you get fed up between 
Christmas and New Year then 
why not join us on our Twixmas 
Tour.  

Please enquire at the office 
for further details.

Prices from:
£195.00  per person sharing twin/dble
£20.00 single room supplement
£19.00 insurance per person, inc. IPT

Prices:
Cost to be confirmed.

?
??
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5 DAYS | 10th OCTOBER 2017

SCOTLAND’S AUTUMN GOLD
 PITLOCHRY & THE ENCHANTED FOREST

TUESDAY
We depart Macclesfield calling for coffee  
en-route to Moffatt where we break our 
journey for lunch.  We then continue north on 
to our Hotel aiming to arrive late afternoon.

WEDNESDAY
Today we venture into the glorious autumnal 
countryside. Firstly to the historic town of 
Crieff where we have time for morning coffee.  
We then continue on our scenic run through 
the Perthshire villages of Comrie and St 
Fillans, then along the shores of Loch Earn 
and the mighty Loch Tay making a lunch stop 
en-route. 

THURSDAY
After a leisurely breakfast our autumn theme 
continues with a scenic drive to Glamis 
Castle and Gardens – the childhood home 
of the Queen Mother.  After dinner we visit 
“The Enchanted Forest” sound and light show 
offering a unique opportunity to experience 
the outdoors at night and with spectacular 
imagery.

FRIDAY
This morning we have we have a short drive to 
the Queen’s View at the head of Loch Tummel, 
Queen Victoria’s favourite spot, in the autumn 
it is a magnificent site of purple clad hillsides, 
a shimmering loch and rustic autumn leaves. 
We then continue on to the House of Bruar, 
a shopping venue with a café and wonderful 
nature trail.  We return to Pitlochry for an 
afternoon at leisure.

SATURDAY
After a leisurely breakfast we journey south 
calling for morning coffee at the New Lanark 
Visitors Centre.  We make a late lunch stop 
at Tebay Services with its fabulous farm shop. 
Continuing on home we aim to arrive in the 
Macclesfield area early evening.

Our Autumn tints tour takes us across the 
border to Scotland when at this time of year the 
glens and mountains explode into colour, with 
deep red, gold, purple, copper and russets. To 
highlight the colours even more we visit ‘The 
Enchanted Forest’, Scotland’s sound and light 
show set amidst the stunning Autumn woodland 
of Faskally Wood in the Highlands.

The Fisher’s Hotel is a traditional Scottish hotel, 
located in the centre of the beautiful holiday 
resort of Pitlochry, with its clear sparkling air, 
beautiful scenery and rich clan history. The 
hotel has recently undergone a refurbishment 
programme and now offers the Courtyard 
Restaurant and three bars including the popular 
Kingfisher Pub.  All bedrooms are en-suite with 
bath or shower rooms, TV and tea and coffee 
making facilities.

Prices:
£399.00 per person sharing twin/double
£60.00 single room supplement
£25.50 insurance per person, inc. IPT

Tour includes:
Luxury coach travel throughout, 4 nights 
dinner bed and breakfast, Entrance to Glamis 
Castle and “The Enchanted Forest”
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5 DAYS | 15th OCTOBER 2017

RAVENSCAR AND 1940’S PICKERING

SUNDAY
We depart Macclesfield calling for a quick 
coffee en-route to the War time market town 
of Pickering.  This weekend sees Pickering 
turn 1940’s with attractions including singing, 
dancing, workshops, parades and fashion 
shows, in addition to living history showcases, 
period vehicle exhibitions and re-enactments. 
Mid-afternoon we board the coach and 
continue our journey to Ravenscar and the 
Ravenhall Hotel, our base for the next three 
nights.

MONDAY
This morning we have a scenic run calling 
at Danby Visitors Centre in the heart of the 
Yorkshire Moors National Park.  There will be 
time for coffee, we then head for the seaside 
town of Whitby, with time for a stroll around 
the harbour and shops and where fish and 
chips is a must for lunch.

TUESDAY
Today takes us on another nostalgic trip, 
firstly to the Scarborough Fair Collection  a 
magnificent working collection of Vintage 
Cars, Steam Engines, Vintage Fairground 
Rides and Mechanical Organs topped off with 
a ‘Mighty’ Wurlitzer Organ.  Take time for 
coffee before we venture back to the famous 
Victorian sea-side resort of Scarborough. 
Why not catch the open top bus that takes 
you along the seafront to Peasholm Park or 
perhaps take a stroll along the promenade or 
a browse around the shops?  

WEDNESDAY
This morning we say farewell to Ravenscar 
and head for home.  Firstly we will call to 
see how seaside rock is made, take time for 
morning coffee and then the short journey 
on to the historic town of Beverley where we 
make our lunch stop. We then continue our 
journey south, making a quick comfort stop 
en-route we aim to arrive in the Macclesfield 
area around teatime.

Ravenscar: ‘the town that never was’. A 
Victorian entrepreneur decided that a town 
should be built on the central point of the 
train line between Whitby and Scarborough.  
Roads were built, sewers were laid and plots 
of land sold to city dwellers.  The plan was 
badly researched as the route to the shore is 
precarious and the area, though beautiful is 
very exposed.  The building company folded in 
1913 having built less than a dozen houses but 
it has altered the area forever.  Peak was re-
named Ravenscar, the wide roads remained and 
the houses built for a new town look strangely 
out of place in the middle of open countryside.  

Our base for this tour is the Raven Hall Hotel 
dramatically situated 600 feet above sea level, 
overlooking Robin Hood’s Bay in Ravenscar and 
ideally located to explore this beautiful area.  
The hotel has super gardens, a cliff side golf 
course, tennis courts, fitness suite and pool.  
It also boasts a very pleasant bar and dining 
room overlooking the sea and serves traditional 
cuisine.  All bedrooms are en-suite with TV and 
courtesy tea trays.  The hotel has a lift.

Prices from:
£348.00 per person sharing twin/double
Nil single room supplement
£25.50 insurance per person, inc. IPT

Tour includes:
Luxury coach travel throughout, 3 nights 
dinner bed and breakfast, entrance to 
Scarborough Fair, Rock making demonstration                       
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5 DAYS | 23rd OCTOBER 2017

CHEPSTOW, THE WYE VALLEY & FOREST OF DEAN

MONDAY
We depart Macclesfield calling for coffee en-
route to Great Malvern where we stop for 
lunch.  After a leisurely stroll around the town 
and Priory we continue our journey south to 
Chepstow and our hotel.

TUESDAY
Our excursion today takes us firstly to 
Abergavenny on market day.  Enjoy the 
morning at leisure to wander and have 
lunch.  We then take the scenic route down 
to the town of Usk and The Gwent Rural Life 
Museum.

WEDNESDAY
Take a relaxing morning, go for a swim in 
the pool or a stroll around the hotel grounds 
or simply read the paper.  Mid-morning we 
venture into Chepstow for a stroll around the 
shops, perhaps visit the castle or museum 
and have lunch. This afternoon we take a 
steam train ride through the Forest of Dean 
to admire all the autumn colours on the Dean 
Forest Railway.  Our nostalgic journey includes 
a Cream Tea served on board.

THURSDAY
This morning we pass Tintern Abbey and 
call for coffee at the little Craft Centre next 
door, we then continue on to the County 
town of Monmouth for lunch and a browse.  
Mid-afternoon we take the short journey to 
Symonds Yat West where we board  our boat 
for a 40 minute cruise through the stunning 
Autumnal Wye Valley on the River Wye.

FRIDAY
After breakfast we cross the Severn Bridge 
and head for Westonbirt Arboretum.  The 
famous Japanese maples at this time of year 
are a blaze of reds, oranges and yellows.  Just 
after lunch we join the motorway network 
and head for home making a comfort stop en-
route.  We aim to arrive in the Macclesfield 
area in the early evening.

The Wye Valley and Forest of Dean is alive 
with colour and is a magical place to visit at 
this time of year. The stunning landscapes 
and spectacular scenery of both have inspired 
artists, crafts-people, inventors, poets and 
playwrights, as well as the many visitors who 
return year after year. 

Our base for the tour is the four star Marriott 
St. Pierre Hotel and Country Club.  Set in 400 
acres of beautiful parkland, making it the perfect 
country retreat.  Built around the 14th century 
Manor House, it is a harmonious blend of ancient 
and modern, set in a wonderfully relaxed setting 
and offers a warm and welcoming atmosphere.  
The hotel facilities include a leisure club with 
indoor pool, steam room, sauna and spa, health 
and beauty salon, golf facilities, a lounge, café 
bar and Orangery restaurant.  All bedrooms are 
fully equipped to the highest standard.

Prices:
£448.00 per person sharing twin/double
£100.00 single room supplement
£25.50 insurance per person, inc. IPT

Tour includes:
Luxury coach travel throughout, 4 nights 
dinner bed and breakfast, river cruise and 
steam train ride with Cream Tea.
Entrance to Westonbirt Arboretum.
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3 DAYS | 16th NOVEMBER 2017

THURSFORD CHRISTMAS SPECTACULAR

THURSDAY
We depart Macclesfield calling for coffee 
en-route to Spalding and the Springfields 
Shopping Outlet, where we have time for a 
wander and lunch.  We then continue across 
country to Barnham Broom and our hotel. 
Dinner and evening at your leisure.

FRIDAY
This morning we head into the city of Norwich, 
why not take this opportunity to do a little 
Christmas shopping, take a look in the famous 
Colman’s Mustard shop or one of the many 
places of interest this fascinating city has to 
offer. This afternoon we head for Thursford and 
the fabulous Spectacular. (Tickets will be for 
either the afternoon or evening performance).

SATURDAY
We depart after a leisurely breakfast, calling 
for coffee en-route to the Georgian market 
town of Newark-on-Trent.  A town steeped 
in history with a dramatic castle and two 
museums. Market day today, enjoy free time 
for lunch and a stroll, or perhaps visit the 
Town Hall Museum and Art Gallery.  We head 
for home mid-afternoon and aim to be in the 
Macclesfield area early evening.

The Thursford Christmas Spectacular is a 
truly wonderful experience.  Be enthralled by 
the sight and sounds of gigantic mechanical 
organs, wonder at the display of colossal 
traction engines and be astounded with the live 
entertainment at the ‘Mighty Wurlitzer Show’.

The Barnham Broom Golf and Spa is set in 
250 acres of beautiful Norfolk countryside, 
this idyllic country hotel has an award-winning 
restaurant and superb relaxation facilities, 
including two golf courses and a heated indoor 
swimming pool.  The hotel also offers the 
Sports bar café and the Valley bar and lounge. 
All 46 stylish en-suite guest rooms offer modern 
luxury combined with traditional charm. This 
hotel has ground floor bedrooms.

Prices from:
£296.00 per person sharing twin/double
£30.00 single room supplement
£19.50 insurance per person, inc. IPT

Tour includes:
Luxury coach travel throughout, two nights 
dinner, bed and breakfast, Ticket for the 
Thursford Spectacular.
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4 DAYS | 24th NOVEMBER 2017

CROMER AT CHRISTMAS TIME & 
THE THURSFORD SPECTACULAR 

FRIDAY
We depart Macclesfield calling for coffee 
and lunch en-route to Burghley House for the 
Christmas Craft Fair, take time for a browse 
and lunch. We then continue on to Cromer 
making a comfort stop en-route. 

SATURDAY
This morning we visit Holkham Hall where 
we visit the Field to Fork Farming exhibition. 
Browse the shop for that perfect Christmas 
present and drop in for refreshments after a 
stroll in the grounds.  We return to Cromer for 
an afternoon at leisure.  Why not pre-book to 
see the show on the pier?

SUNDAY
After a leisurely breakfast we venture to 
Wroxham Barns for the morning.  This 
afternoon is the highlight of the weekend the 
magnificent Thursford Christmas Spectacular.  
We arrive in plenty of time to visit the shops 
and Santa’s Magical Journey before taking 
our seats for the show.

MONDAY
We depart after breakfast calling for morning 
coffee at Sandringham Visitors Centre.  We 
then continue on to charming Stamford. With 
time for lunch and a stroll around the historic 
town before we head for home.  We aim to 
arrive in the Macclesfield area early evening.

Prices:
£388.00 person sharing twin/double
£30.00 single room supplement 
£30.00 supplement per person for a suite 
£22.50 insurance per person, inc. IPT

Tour includes:
Luxury coach travel throughout, 3 nights 
dinner, bed and breakfast and ticket to 
The Thursford Christmas Spectacular and 
entrance to Holkham Field to Fork exhibition.

On this tour we travel to Cromer and one of our 
favourite hotels for a very  festive short break.  
The highlight of the tour has to be our visit to 
the amazing Thursford Christmas Spectacular. 
A whole world of Yuletide and Christmas cheer 
has been created and the Spectacular is a truly 
wonderful experience.  Originally started as a 
collection of steam and fairground engines, this 
extravaganza is not to be missed.

The Virginia Court Hotel is in a quiet tree-lined 
avenue just three minutes’ walk from Cromer 
town centre, the seafront and pier.  This stylish 
hotel boasts a very pleasant lounge bar and 
a restaurant serving award winning food.  All 
bedrooms have private bathrooms, luxury linen, 
flat screen TV and tea/coffee making facilities.
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3 DAYS | 1st DECEMBER 2017

DUNSTER BY CANDLELIGHT & 
BATH CHRISTMAS MARKET

FRIDAY
We depart and head south calling for coffee 
en-route to Cadbury Garden Centre for lunch 
and a little Christmas shopping.  A super 
Garden Centre you will find lots of Christmas 
goodies to buy.  Mid-afternoon we continue 
south and to Tiverton and our hotel.

SATURDAY
This morning we venture into Tiverton for a 
browse around the market and shops.  If you 
prefer why not visit Tiverton’s Museum of mid-
Devon life?  We return to the hotel for a two 
course lunch. This afternoon we make our way 
to Minehead where we have to catch a shuttle 
bus to take us to the village of Dunster for the 
fabulous Candlelight event.  You will have free 
time to browse the market stalls, watch the 
entertainment,  visit Dunster Castle and enjoy 
a glass of mulled wine or a hot chocolate.  We 
return to the hotel late evening where we have 
arranged a supper of soup and sandwiches.

SUNDAY
After breakfast we join the motorway network 
north and to Bath for the fabulous Christmas 
market.  There will be free time to stroll 
through this beautiful city, visit the market 
and have lunch before we head for home.  We 
make a comfort stop en-route and aim to be in 
the Macclesfield area early evening.

Dunster by Candlelight sees the remarkably 
preserved medieval village turn its back on the 
present and light its streets with soft lights and 
candles. During the evening there is a variety 
of street entertainers including Carol Singers, 
Morris Dancers, Hand Bell Ringers, a Brass 
Band, a large Fairground Organ and Choirs 
in the Parish Church. The atmosphere is both 
traditional and exciting, truly an event for all 
ages. 

The Tiverton Hotel is set in mature gardens on 
the edge of the market town of Tiverton.  In the 
heart of the Mid Devon region, the hotel boasts 
the Gallery restaurant serving traditional cuisine 
using fresh local produce and a cosy lounge 
bar. The spacious bedrooms have a private 
bathroom, tea and coffee facilities and TV.

Prices from:
£248.00 per person sharing twin/double
£36.00 single supplement
£19.50 insurance per person, inc. IPT

Tour includes:
Luxury coach travel, 2 nights bed and 
breakfast, 1 dinner, 1 lunch and 1 supper. 
Shuttle service from Minehead to Dunster.
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5 DAYS | 4th DECEMBER 2017

WARNER AT CHRISTMASTIME  –
HEREFORD & HOLME LACY

MONDAY
We depart Macclesfield calling for coffee at 
Dobbies Garden centre, we then head south 
enjoying stunning scenery all the way and 
stopping in Ludlow for lunch.  We continue 
after lunch to arrive at the hotel late afternoon.

TUESDAY
This morning we meet our guide for a tour of 
the Black and White villages of Herefordshire 
all dressed up for Christmas, calling for coffee 
and mince pies en-route.  We return to the 
hotel early afternoon.

WEDNESDAY
Today we visit the City of Hereford with its 
magnificent Cathedral and fabulous shops, 
the ideal time to purchase all those Christmas 
goodies!

THURSDAY
After a leisurely breakfast we visit The Hop 
Pocket Craft Centre, a unique collection of 
little shops and a café set in a number of old 
agricultural buildings. We return to the hotel 
for the afternoon activities. 

FRIDAY
Sadly we say farewell to Holme Lacy and head 
for home calling at Worcester for lunch.  We 
then continue north making a comfort stop 
en-route to arrive in the Macclesfield area late 
afternoon/early evening.

Prices:
£399.00 per person sharing twin/double
Nil single room supplement (limited number)
£20.00 per person upgrade to a signature 
room
£25.50 insurance per person, inc. IPT

Tour includes:
Luxury coach travel throughout, 4 nights 
dinner, bed and breakfast. Guided tour of 
Black and White Villages, coffee & mince pie.

Our Festive Party Break this year takes us to 
the fabulous Warner Historic House Hotel - 
Holme Lacy.  This beautiful Georgian manor 
house is set in the Herefordshire countryside 
and surrounded by Grade I listed gardens, a 
lake and two acres of landscaped parkland.  

As with all Warner Hotels, Holme Lacy boasts a 
vast array of amenities to include the courtyard 
restaurant, bar, coffee shop and leisure facilities 
with indoor pool and spa.
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2 DAYS | 10th DECEMBER 2017

LINCOLN CHRISTMAS MARKET

SUNDAY
We depart Macclesfield in the morning calling 
for a quick coffee en-route to Lincoln where 
we spend the remainder of the day.  There will 
be ample free time to explore this fantastic 
city and amazing Christmas Market.  Early 
evening we leave Lincoln and take the short 
journey to our hotel.  Dinner and evening at 
your leisure. 

MONDAY
On our return journey we visit Doddingtan Hall, 
a privately owned, late Elizabethan Mansion 
with stunning gardens.  At this time of year it 
is all dressed up for Christmas.  After our tour 
you will have time for lunch and to visit the 
farm shop, the homestore and the bauble barn 
all selling lots of Christmas goodies. We then 
continue across country, making a comfort 
stop en-route and aim to arrive in Macclesfield 
around tea time.

The Lincoln Christmas Market is an event not to 
be missed. Offering a unique festive experience 
with a time when choirs, bands, carol singers 
and performers mingle amongst the brightly 
coloured stalls. The smell of chestnuts roasting, 
mince pies and hot mulled wine all give Lincoln 
a great Christmas atmosphere.

Belton Woods Hotel is set in 475 acres of 
tranquil Lincolnshire countryside.  This four 
star hotel boasts Stantons Brasserie, that uses 
local Linconshire produce wherever possible.  
The Claret Jug pub showcases views over the 
Lakes Golf Course, and the Health Club boasts 
an indoor swimming pool and spa. All the en-
suite bedrooms are beautifully furnished, with a 
TV, climate control and courtesy tea trays.

Prices from:
£149.00 per person sharing twin/double
£25.00 single room supplement
£15.50 insurance per person, inc. IPT

Tour includes:
Luxury coach travel throughout, 1 night dinner 
bed and breakfast. Entrance to Doddington 
Hall all dressed up for Christmas.
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PICK UP AND DROP OFF POINTS 

STOCKPORT	TOWN	CENTRE	 Pineapple	Inn,	Heaton	Lane	

DAVENPORT	(Stockport	Grammer)	 Bus	Stop,	end	of	Woodsmoor	Lane	(North)	or	Bus	Stop,	 
	 Lake	Street	(South)	

HAZEL	GROVE	 Wynsors	Shoes	/	ASDA	Hazel	Grove	

 Carpet Right / Fiveways / Fiveways Travel 

POYNTON	 Bus	Stop,	Kingfisher,	London	Road	(North)	or	

	 Bus	Stop,	opposite	Aldi,	London	Road	(South)	

BOLLINGTON	 Cock	&	Pheasant	

MACCLESFIELD	 Brocklehurst	Arms/Hulley	Rd,	Corner	of	Hurdsfield	Rd/ 
 COOP Hurdsfield Road/Majestic Wine, Churchill Way/ 
 Thornton Sq 

HANDFORTH	 The	Paddock	

WILMSLOW	 The	Bluebell	/	Bank	Square	/	Kings	Arms	

ALDERLEY	EDGE	 Nat	West	Bank	

KNUTSFORD	 Bus	Station	

CONGLETON	 Grove	Inn	/	Kwik	Fit	

BRAMHALL	 Outside	the	Methodist	Church,	Bramhall	Lane	South	

FOR	ADDITIONAL	PICK	UPS	PLEASE	ENQUIRE	AT	THE	OFFICE.	
ON	THE	RETURN	JOURNEY	PASSENGERS	WILL	BE	DROPPED	OFF	AT	THEIR	DESIGNATED	
PICK	UP	POINTS	TO	CATCH	A	TAXI	OR	MEET	A	FRIEND	OR	RELATIVE.	

DEPOSITS
All tours require a deposit of £50 per person with the exception of Jersey & Guernsey 
which are £150 each, Italian Lakes is £300 each and the Fred Olsen cruise is 20% of 
the total cost. Further information can be found in our Trading Charter. 

SURCHARGES
We guarantee that the price of your holiday will not be subject to any surcharges except those 
resulting from Government action, V.A.T. exchange rate variations and fuel increases. Any 
surcharges levied by third parties. If this means paying more than 10% on the holiday you are 
entitled to cancel your holiday with a full refund of all monies paid, except for the premium paid for 
holiday insurance. Should you decide to cancel because of this you must exercise your right to do 
so within 14 days from the date printed on the second invoice. 

All prices quoted in this brochure are based on the following exchange rate: Euro €1.115

Please state on the booking form at which point you would 
like to board the coach: 
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Roy	McCarthy	Coaches	Ltd.	of	The	Coach	Depot,	Snape	Road,	Macclesfield,	Cheshire,	SK10	
2NZ	(“we”,	“us”	and	“our”)

OUR TRADING CHARTER WITH YOU
1. Does this Trading Charter Apply to My Booking?
 Yes, if you are booking a “package” to which the Package Travel, Package Holidays 

and Package Tours Regulations 1992 apply and which does not comprise a flight, but not 
otherwise. 

 In brief, those Regulations apply to a booking of at least two of the following components when 
sold or offered for sale at an inclusive price and when the service covers a period of more than 
twenty-four hours or includes overnight accommodation:-

•	 transport,
•	 accommodation,
•	 other	 tourist	 services	 not	 ancillary	 to	 transport	 or	 accommodation	 and	 accounting	 for	 a	

significant proportion of the package.

2. Why should I read this?
Because it is very important.  Our Trading Charter forms a key part of our agreement with you 

because it not only comprises the booking terms and conditions for the booking of your 
package, but also the Consumer Guarantee (described below) from The Bonded Coach 
Holidays Group (“BCH Group”), part of the Confederation of Passenger Transport UK, 
providing protection for the money you pay to us for the booking should we go out of business. 
Both the booking terms and conditions and the Consumer Guarantee, together with the 
confirmation of booking we give you at the time we commit to your booking for you, together 
make up the legally binding contract between you as the lead name making the booking, 
anyone else in your party and us. 

 When you make this booking as the lead name you undertake that you are 18 and have the 
authority to accept, and do accept, on behalf of your party the terms of this Trading Charter.  
This contract is made subject to the terms of this Trading Charter, which are governed by 
English Law, and the non-exclusive jurisdiction of the English Courts.  However, if you are 
resident in Scotland or Northern Ireland, you are able to choose the law and courts in your 
country, but if you wish to do so we would ask you to request this before placing your booking.  

 This Trading Charter and the Consumer Guarantee will not apply to any booking involving any 
type of flight.  Instead, if you are booking a holiday which includes a flight, you will be supplied 
with the full booking conditions of the ATOL holder arranging your holiday with whom you have 
a contract.  Your booking agent will have a copy or alternatively you can request one prior to 
booking your holiday from. 

3. How and when do I make this contract with you?
 We welcome you making contact with us in a number of ways.  You can write to us, phone us, 

use a travel or booking agent, email, or visit our website. Whichever way you contact us, the 
contract is made when your booking is entered on to our reservation system and we issue a 
confirmation of booking.   We will send you, or your booking agent the confirmation of your 
booking within three weeks.  Please check this confirmation very carefully to ensure all the 
information is correct and tell us, or your agent, immediately of any errors. 

4. How is my money for the package I book protected?
 Your money is protected by the Consumer Guarantee described below and provided to you by 

the BCH Group.

 This is possible because we subscribe to the Code of Conduct of the BCH Group, which 
requires us to take out a bond from a financial entity in favour of the BCH Group for it to use 
to provide protection for your package money in the unlikely event that, for financial reasons, 
we can’t carry out our booking obligations to you. 

5. BCH Group Consumer Guarantee
 The Bonded Coach Holiday Group guarantees to you that in the event of our failure through 

insolvency to provide your package as booked, BCH Group will:
5.1 wherever possible, arrange for your package to be completed;
5.2 where failure occurs after your package has begun, arrange for you and those in your 

party covered by the booking to be returned by an appropriate means of transport to their 
UK area of departure;

5.3 if the package cannot be completed as booked, to reimburse your booking-payments 
received by us, provided that BCH Group will first take in to account and withhold an 
appropriate amount if any part of the service has already been provided (including any 
substituted service) or you are entitled to a refund from your credit card provider. 

 In the event that you are to be reimbursed under the BCH Group consumer guarantee, you 
will be asked to assign absolutely to BCH Group any right, claim or cause of action which you 
may have arising out of or connected with the subject matter and will be asked to assist BCH 
Group in any claim brought by them connected with the subject matter.

6. Payments by Credit Card
 If you made payment for the booking of any services using a credit card it is likely in many 

circumstances that you have recourse against the credit card company in the event of 
services not being supplied in whole or in part due to the supplier’s financial failure. In those 
circumstances, you will be advised to check that you have exhausted your remedies against 
the credit card company. 

7. When do I need to pay for my package and how much?
 We reserve the right to alter the prices of any of the packages that we advertise.  At the time 

of booking you will be told the current price of the package.  You can book by paying a deposit 
for each person named on the booking. You will be told at what point in time you will become 
committed to a booking, but we are not committed to the booking until such time as we provide 

you with our confirmation of booking. Our commitment is always conditional upon any balance 
being paid before the dates listed below.  

 If you book within our balance due period you will need to pay the total package cost at the 
time of your booking.

 If you do not pay the outstanding balance for your package on or before the date when it is due 
we may cancel your booking and you will be required to pay the cancellation charges detailed 
below. The date of cancellation will normally be the date on which we receive your written 
confirmation that you intend to cancel or 15 days after the balance due date, whichever comes 
first.   

 The deposit on all tours within this brochure is £50 per person, with the exception of flying 
holidays which is £150 and Fred Olsen 20% of the holidays total cost. 

 Your balance is due eight weeks prior to departure, the exception to this is for flying and cruise 
holidays, where this information will be printed on your booking confirmation.  

 Where optional items are purchased as part of the package these are payable on the balance 
due date except where items, such as theatre tickets, have been specifically purchased for 
you. In this case the cost will be payable at a separate date notified to you and will not normally 
be refundable unless we obtain a refund from the supplier we use.  

8. If I use an agent who does my money belong to?
 Your agent will hold your deposit on your behalf until we issue a confirmation of your booking, 

which confirms there is a contract between us.  The agent then holds this money on our behalf.  
The agent holds the balance you pay on our behalf until the date the balance is due.  The agent 
will then forward to us. 

9. Can you change the price of my package after you have issued the booking 
confirmation?

 Yes we can, but only in very limited circumstances and not within 30 days of your departure.  
The price of your package can be varied due to changes in:-
•	 Transportation	 costs	 such	 as	 fuel	 and/or	 fuel	 tax,	 ferry	 operator	 fares	 and	 tolls,	

embarkation or disembarkation fees at terminals;
•	 Exchange	rates	applied	to	the	particular	package	booked;	or
•	 Dues	and	taxes	including	changes	in	VAT	or	any	other	Government	imposed	charges.

 In the case of any variation described above, an amount equivalent to 2% of the price of your 
package, which excludes insurance premiums and any amendment charges, will be absorbed.  
An administration fee of £1 per person will be paid by you. If this means that you would have 
to pay an increase of more than 10% of the price of your package before increase, you may 
cancel it and receive a full refund of all monies paid, except for any amendment charges.  We 
will consider an appropriate refund of insurance premiums paid if you can show that you are 
unable to transfer or reuse your policy. Should you decide to cancel for this reason, you must 
exercise your right to do so within 14 days from the issue date printed on your revised invoice. 
Alternatively, you can accept an offer of an alternative comparable package of equivalent or 
superior quality, if available, or an alternative package of lower quality, if available. You may 
then transfer payment made in respect of the original package to the alternative package. If 
the cost of the alternative package is less than the original package, the difference in price 
will be refunded. We will also pay compensation as set out below.  Please note that travel 
arrangements are not always purchased in local currency and some apparent changes have no 
impact on the price of your package due to contractual and other protection in place.

 We calculate the price of your package using the exchange rates quoted in the Financial Times 
Guide to World Currencies on 18/10/16 using the following currencies.  Country Exchange 
rate £/Euro 1.115 

10. Can I change my package arrangements?
 After we have issued our booking confirmation we will do our best to accommodate any 

changes you may want to make but we cannot guarantee to do so.  Any changes must be 
notified to us in writing and signed by the person who signed the booking form.  If we are able 
to make the changes an amendment fee of £10 will be payable plus the cost that we incur in 
making the amendment.  The costs of making a change increases the closer to the departure 
date you want to make it.  Some arrangements, like particular types of tickets, cannot be 
changed without paying a cancellation charge of up to 100% of the cost of the ticket.   

11. Can I transfer my booking to someone else?
 You can transfer your booking to someone else provided you give us reasonable notice.  This 

person must be able to satisfy all the conditions for the package and a change cannot normally 
be made later than seven days prior to departure.  We will make an administration charge 
of £10 per booking for every transfer we make plus any reasonable additional costs caused 
by the transfer.  You will remain responsible for ensuring that the package is paid for by the 
balance due date. This is in addition to (and does not affect) the separate liability of the 
transferee to us. 

12. How can I cancel my package?
 You, or any member of your party, may cancel at any time provided that the cancellation 

is made by the person in whose name we issued the confirmation of booking and is 
communicated to us in writing via the office at which you made your original booking.  You 
will have to pay cancellation charges set out in the scale below to cover our estimated loss 
resulting from the cancellation.  If you are insured against cancellation you may be able to 
recover the charges from your insurers.  Your cancellation will take effect from the date when 
either the travel agent or we receive your written confirmation of your cancellation.  You must 
also return any tickets or vouchers that you have received.  A reduction in room occupancy 
may increase the charges for the remaining passengers by the application of supplements for 
low occupancy of rooms. 

HOLIDAYS TRADING CHARTER
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13. Scale of Cancellation Charges  

Flying Italian Lakes – Lake Maggiore

Jersey & Guernsey

Cruise

14. What happens if you change my package?
 The arrangements for your package will usually have been made many months in advance.  

Sometimes changes are unavoidable and we reserve the right to make them at any time.  Most 
of these changes are likely to be minor and we will do our best to keep you or your booking 
agent informed.

 If, after booking and before departure, we make a significant change to your package you will 
have the option of withdrawing from the package without penalty or alternatively you may 
transfer to another package without paying an administration fee.  In either case we will pay 
you compensation according to the scale set out below. 

 A significant change includes a change in departure time or return time of more than 12 hours, 
a change of departure point, location of resort or type of hotel, (excluding single overnight 
hotels on touring packages where the quality of the hotel is comparable), a change of mode 
when crossing the Channel, or the specification of the coach.  

 If you withdraw from the package because we have made a significant change or if we have 
to cancel your package for any reason other than non-payment by you we will offer you the 
choice of:
•	 A	comparable	replacement	package	if	available;
or:
•	 a	replacement	package	of	lower	quality	together	with	a	refund	of	the	price	difference;
or:
•	 a	full	refund	of	the	money	you	have	paid.

 When we have notified you of the changes and options available, you must tell us your 
decision as soon as possible and within any timescale we may set bearing in mind the need to 
safeguard the booking arrangements of other customers.

15. Scale of Compensation 
 We will pay you compensation for significant changes on the following scale: 

 

 Payment of compensation according to the scale set out above will not affect your statutory 
right to claim further compensation if, in all the circumstances, you remain dissatisfied.

 If, prior to departure, we make a significant change to your package arrangements or cancel 
your package we will pay you compensation on the above scale unless:-
•	 the	package	is	cancelled	because	the	number	of	persons	who	agreed	to	take	it	 is	 less	

than the minimum number required, and you were informed of the cancellation in writing 
within the period indicated in the description of the package; or where the performance of 
our contractual obligations is prevented or affected (for example but not limited to delay, 
cancellations, change of itinerary, change of accommodation, change of transport) by 
“Force Majeure”. 

 Force Majeure means an event which we or the supplier(s) of the service(s) in question 
could not, even with all due care, foresee or avoid and is therefore an event beyond our 
or the supplier’s reasonable control. These events include but are not limited to strikes, 
riots, political/civil unrest, government acts, hostilities, war, threat of war,  terrorist 
activity or threat of terrorist activity, industrial disputes, natural or nuclear disaster, 
fire, flood, tornadoes, hurricanes, transportation problems, airport closures, and severe 
weather conditions. We suggest that you take out adequate travel insurance to cover 
such eventualities. 

 [In the unlikely event that the performance of our contractual obligations are prevented or 
affected due to Force Majeure after departure, we regret we will be unable to make any 
refunds (unless we obtain any from our suppliers)]

 Advice from the Foreign Office to avoid or leave a particular country may constitute Force 
Majeure. We will follow the advice given by the Foreign Office.

 Payment of compensation according to the scale set out above will not affect your statutory 
right to claim further compensation if, in all the circumstances, you remain dissatisfied.

 If, after departure, we need to make a change to a significant proportion of your package we 
will do our best to make suitable alternative arrangements at no extra cost to you. If it proves 
impossible to make suitable alternative arrangements, or if you have reasonable grounds for 
refusing the alternative offered, we will arrange transport back to your point of departure, or 
to an alternative location that we agree to, Unless the change is as a result of unusual and 
unforeseeable circumstances beyond our control (force majeure as described above), you will 
also be entitled to compensation.

16. What is the extent of our liability?
 Your package contract with us will be performed or provided with reasonable skill and care.  

We accept responsibility if you or customers named in the booking suffer death or personal 
injury, or the contractual arrangements are not provided as promised as a result of the failure 
of us or our agents or suppliers or the employees of each whilst acting in the course of their 
employment unless the failure or improper performance is due to:-
•	 you,	or
•	 any	of	the	following:

o a third party unconnected with the provision of the travel arrangements, or
o unusual and unforeseeable circumstances beyond our control, the consequences of 

which could not have been avoided even if all due care had been exercised, or
o an event which we or our suppliers, even with all due care, could not foresee or 

forestall

 provided that in these 3 events we would still endeavour to give prompt assistance if you are in 
difficulty and, if you inform us that you don’t believe you have received the contracted service, 
we will make prompt efforts to find appropriate solutions. 

 For claims which involve death or personal injury we do not impose any restriction upon our 
liability to the extent that it arises from our negligence.

 For all other claims which do not involve personal injury or death:
•	 the	most	we	will	have	to	pay	if	we	are	liable	to	you	is	twice	the	price	you’ve	paid	for	your	

package (not including insurance premiums and amendment charges).  
•	 Our	liability	will	also	be	limited	in	accordance	with/or	in	line	with	all	relevant	international	

convention. 

 The above suppliers (such as accommodation or transport providers) have their own booking 
conditions or conditions of carriage, and these conditions may limit or remove the relevant 
transport provider’s or other supplier’s liability.  You can get copies of such conditions from 
our offices, or the offices of the relevant supplier.  We will pay you in accordance with these 
conditions which are incorporated into the Trading Charter.  

 If we make any payment to you or any member of your party for death or personal injury or 
illness, you will be asked to assign to us or our insurers the rights you may have to take action 
against the person or organisation responsible for causing the death, personal injury or illness.

 NB: this clause does not apply to any separate contracts that you may enter into for 
excursions or activities during or outside of your package.

17. What do I need to do if I have to complain?
 If you have a complaint during your package you should tell the driver/representative or 

supplier at the earliest opportunity so that they can do their utmost to resolve the problem 
immediately.   If, on your return from your package, you remain dissatisfied you should write 
within 28 days to the Managing Director, Roy McCarthy Coaches, The Coach Depot, Snape 
Road, Macclesfield, Cheshire, SK10 2NZ. 

 In your letter you will need to quote your booking reference number, holiday number and 
departure date.

 If you do not tell us at the earliest opportunity about a problem giving rise to your complaint 
we cannot take steps to investigate and rectify it at the time.  We will take into account the 

Period before departure within which written 
cancellation of package price is received

Prior to 42 days
29 - 42 days
15 – 28 days
0 – 14 days

Amount of cancellation Charge as a  
% of total package cost

Deposit only
40% or deposit if it is greater

60%
100%

Period before departure within which written 
cancellation of package price is received

More than 56 days
43 - 56 days
29 - 42 days
22 - 28 days

Within 21 days

Amount of cancellation Charge as a  
% of total package cost

Deposit only
30% or Deposit, if greater

60%
90%
100%

Period before departure within which written 
cancellation of package price is received

More than 56 days
42 - 55 days
28 - 42 days
8 - 27 days
0 - 7   days

Amount of cancellation Charge as a  
% of total package cost

Deposit only
30% or Deposit, if greater

60%
90%
100%

Period before departure within which written 
cancellation of package price is received

More than 112 days
111 - 58 days
57 - 43 days
42 - 17 days

Less than 16 days

Amount of cancellation Charge as a  
% of total package cost

Deposit only
60%
75%
85%
100%

Period before departure in which significant 
change is notified to you or your agent

More than 56 days
29 - 56 days
15 - 28 days
8 - 14 days
0 - 7 days

Amount per person

Nil
£10
£15
£20
£25
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date you first drew the problem to the attention of our driver/representative or supplier when 
responding to your complaint and it may affect your rights under this Trading Charter if we 
have not been able to investigate and remedy the situation at the time.

 The Confederation of Passenger Transport UK has an independent arbitration scheme and full 
details are available from them.  The scheme does not apply to claims that arise mainly in the 
respect of physical injury and illness or the consequences of any illness or injury.   

18. Our Coaches
 We will always use our reasonable endeavours to provide a coach to the specification as 

described in our brochure or advertisement but reserve the right to substitute an alternative 
vehicle should unforeseen circumstances arise. There is a seating plan of the coach for each 
package, but it is possible that on occasions operational reasons will require a coach with a 
different configuration to be used.  We therefore reserve the right to alter a coach-seating plan 
and allocate seats other than those you have booked.  

 Requests for particular seats can be made on most packages when booking but because 
allocations are made on a first come, first served basis you are recommended to book early. 
When your booking is confirmed you will be offered the best seats that are available at that 
time.  If you know someone who may want to book later but sit near you please discuss this 
with the booking clerk at the time you make your booking.

 Specific seats will not be allocated on coaches which operate on feeder services between 
joining points and main package departure points, on coaches which carry out transfers to and 
from seaports or on hired in coaches.

19. Hotel Facilities
 Some hotel facilities, such as indoor or outdoor swimming pools or leisure facilities, may from 

time to time be withdrawn for routine maintenance or be subject to seasonal availability. The 
provision of these facilities is therefore not guaranteed.

20. Health & Safety during your package
 In some foreign countries, standards of infrastructure, safety and hygiene may be lower than 

those to which we are accustomed in the UK.  You should therefore exercise greater care 
for your own protection.  Further information can be obtained from your GP or from your 
travel agent who can provide you with the leaflet “Health Advice for Travellers” published 
by the Department of Health.  Some people may be at risk from discomfort or deep vein 
thrombosis (DVT) if they remain immobile on a journey for a long period of time.  If you 
are planning to undertake a bus or coach journey of more than 3 hours you should consult 
your doctor if you have ever had DVT or pulmonary embolism, a family history of clotting 
conditions, cancer or treatment for cancer, a stroke, heart or lung disease or if you have had 
major surgery in the past 3 months.  We reserve the right to refuse any booking in the absence 
of a doctor’s certificate confirming that you are fit to travel.  During the journey we will provide 
comfort stops as frequently as possible.  During these stops you are encouraged to  get off 
the coach and walk around.  Exercise reduces any discomfort which may be caused by periods 
of immobility.  During any journey you should drink alcohol only in moderation as it leads to 
dehydration.

21. Passenger behaviour
 We want all our customers to have a happy and carefree holiday.  But you must remember 

that you are responsible for your behaviour and the effect it may have on others.  If you or any 
member of your party is abusive or disruptive or behaves in a way which, in our reasonable 
opinion, could cause damage or injury to others or affect their enjoyment of their holiday, or 
which could damage property, we have the right, after reasonable consideration, to terminate 
your contract with us.  If this happens we will have no further obligations or liability to you. The 
coach driver/representative, ship’s captain, or authorised official of other means of transport 
is entitled to refuse you boarding if in their reasonable opinion you are unacceptably under the 
influence of drink or drugs or you are being violent or disruptive.  If you are refused boarding 
on the outward journey we will regard it as a cancellation by you and we will apply cancellation 
charges according to the scale set out above.  If the refusal is on the return journey we have 
the right to terminate the contract and will have no further obligations or liability to you. 

22. No smoking policy
 Smoking is not permitted on our coaches, this includes E-Cigarettes. 

23. Pets
 We do not allow pets to taken on our packages.  Registered Assistance Dogs will normally be 

accommodated on UK packages but not on overseas packages. 

24. Pick up point, itineraries, travel documents and passport
 You are responsible for ensuring that you are at the correct departure point, at the correct 

time, with the correct documents and we cannot be held liable for any loss or expense suffered 
by you or your party because of an incorrect passport or late arrival at the departure point.

 If you are a British citizen travelling outside the United Kingdom you must have a full UK 
passport valid for a minimum of three months [See note 37] after your scheduled date of 
return.  Non-UK citizens must seek passport and visa advice from the relevant consulates or 
embassies of the countries you plan to visit prior to making a booking for one of our packages 
(and you are advised to check with the relevant consulate or embassy to ensure you allow 
sufficient time before your departure to apply for a visa). The name on the passport must 
match the name on the ticket.  If someone in your party changes name after the booking is 
made you must tell us immediately so that we can issue the ticket in the new name.   

 When you have paid the balance we will send you or your booking agent all the necessary 
labels so that you receive them in good time for your holiday.  Certain travel documents may 
have to be retained by us and your driver/courier will then issue them to you at the relevant 
time.  If you lose a travel document after it has been issued to you we will require you to meet 
the direct cost charged by the carrier/supplier for the issue of a duplicate or replacement.

 Roy McCarthy Coaches Ltd reserve the right to modify itineraries to conform with requests 
from the competent authorities in the United Kingdom and any other sovereign state 
through which the tour will operate. We recommend that you read the British Foreign and 
Commonwealth Office (FCO) advice about your holiday at www.fco.gov.uk.

 Excursions which are included in the cost of your booking and are part of your package are 
detailed on the relevant brochure page and refunds will not be made for any excursion not 
taken. Optional excursions may be booked and paid for in resort but these will not form part of 
your booking.

 Admission fees to buildings, grounds etc. are not included in the price of the package unless 
otherwise stated on the relevant brochure page. 

25. What happens if I am delayed?
 Your travel insurance may cover you for some delays.  In addition where you are delayed 

for more than six hours in any one day we will seek to minimise any discomfort and where 
possible, arrange for refreshments and meals.  

26. Do I need to take out travel insurance?
 We recommend that all our customers to take out travel insurance to cover medical and 

repatriation costs, personal injury, loss of baggage and cancellation charges. If you do not 
have adequate insurance and require our assistance during your package, we reserve the right 
to reclaim from you any medical repatriation or other expenses which we may incur on your 
behalf which would otherwise have been met by insurers. 

27. What assistance will you give me if things go wrong when it is not your fault?
 In addition to what has already been stated (and without affecting that), if you, or any member 

of your party, suffer death, illness or injury whilst overseas arising out of an activity which 
does not form part of your package travel arrangements or an excursion arranged through 
us in the UK, we shall at our discretion, offer advice, guidance and assistance.  Where legal 
action is contemplated and you want our assistance, you must obtain our written consent prior 
to commencement of proceedings.  Our consent will be given subject to you undertaking to 
assign any costs, benefits received under any relevant insurance policy to ourselves.  We limit 
the cost of our assistance to you and any member of your party to £5000 per party.

28. Passengers with disabilities 
 We want to ensure the arrangements for your package are suitable and appropriate. Not all 

the packages in this brochure may be suitable for you and if we reasonably consider we cannot 
provide what is required, we will not accept the booking. 

 Should you or a member of your party have any medical condition or disability that may affect 
your/their holiday or that of other passengers, you must provide full written details to us at 
the time of booking so that we can advise you of the suitability of the holiday. This applies 
whether the booking is made on-line, in person, in writing, or by telephone. If a particular 
issue is identified, we reserve the right to request a doctor’s certificate confirming that the 
passenger is fit for travel and reserve the right to refuse any booking in the absence of such 
doctor’s certificate being produced upon request. 

 If a passenger requires personal assistance (for example but not limited to assistance with 
feeding/dressing/toileting/mobilising) then this passenger must travel with an able bodied 
companion/carer and written confirmation that such assistance will be provided for the 
entirety of the holiday is required at the time of booking. Coach drivers/tour managers are 
unable to offer such assistance.

 Whilst we will make every reasonable adjustment to do so, if we are unable to accommodate 
the needs of a passenger or believe that the medical condition or disability of a passenger is 
likely to adversely affect other passengers, we reserve the right to decline the booking. We 
also reserve the right to cancel any holiday and impose cancellation charges if we are not fully 
advised of any relevant disability or medical condition at the time the booking is made and 
subsequently decide that we are unable to accommodate this passenger. This applies whether 
we advise that we are unable to accommodate a passenger either before departure or during 
the holiday and if this occurs during the holiday then we will seek the additional costs of 
returning the passenger home.

 We want you to enjoy your package and will try to help you select an appropriate trip.  If you 
need advice or further information either you or your booking agent should contact our booking 
staff 

29. Special requests
 If you require a special diet please tell us before booking, or as soon as you are medically 

advised, and send us a copy of the diet.  We will notify the hotel or hotels identified in your 
booking but please note that some hotels may not have facilities to provide special diets and 
we cannot be held liable for their failure to do so unless the hotel has confirmed in writing that 
a special diet will be catered for.  Where we think that a hotel is likely to be unable to cope with 
a special diet, we will tell you prior to your booking confirmation being issued so that you can 
exercise your right to cancel your package booking without charge.  Any extra costs incurred 
by you during your package must be paid to the hotel by you prior to departure from the hotel.

 You should also detail any other requests, for example, low floor rooms, particular rooms or 
locations on the special requests section of the booking form.  We will pass your request to 
the relevant supplier but this does not necessarily mean that your request will be fulfilled.  If 
a request can be fulfilled you may incur an extra charge payable either to us or direct to the 
hotel.  Please note that requests cannot be guaranteed unless we confirm on your booking 
confirmation that this is a guaranteed requirement.  

30. Single Occupancy
 Single occupancy of rooms when available may be subject to a supplementary charge and this 

will be shown on the brochure page.   
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31. Data Protection Act 
 In order to process your booking and to ensure that your travel arrangements run smoothly and 

meet your requirements we, and your travel agent, need to use the information you provide 
such as name, address, any special needs/dietary requirements etc.

 We take full responsibility for ensuring that proper measures are in place to protect your 
information.  We must pass the information on to the relevant suppliers of your travel 
arrangements such as hotels, transport companies etc.  The information may also be supplied 
to security or credit checking companies, public authorities such as customs/immigration if 
required by them, or as required by law.

 Additionally, where your package is outside the European Economic Area (EEA), controls on 
data protection in your destination may not be as strong as the legal requirements in this 
country. We will not, however, pass information on to any person not responsible for part of 
your travel arrangements.  This applies to any sensitive information that you give to us such as 
details of any disabilities or dietary/religious requirements.  If we cannot pass this information 
to the relevant suppliers, whether in the EEA or not, we cannot provide your booking.  In 
making this booking, you consent to this information being passed on to the relevant persons.  
Please note that where information is held by your travel agent, this is subject to your agent’s 
own data protection policy.

 Your data controller is Max McCarthy.  You are entitled to a copy of your information held by 
us.  If you would like to see this, please contact us.

 We retain your full contact details and other information in secure files and electronic storage 
facilities.  We may use this information to contact you by mail, telephone or electronic means. 
We will provide you with details of other goods and services including those of selected third 
parties.  If you do not wish to receive the further information about products and services 
[from either ourselves or third parties] please write to the data controller. 

32. Publication date and details
 This brochure was printed in the United Kingdom by Roy McCarthy Coaches, The Coach 

depot, Snape Road, Macclesfield, Cheshire, SK10 2NZ. December 2016. 

COACH HOLIDAY TRAVEL INSURANCE
A Holiday Travel Insurance Scheme is available for all passengers travelling on our holidays 
which is arranged with ETI – International Travel Protection (the UK branch of Europäische 
Reiseverscherung AG) who are Licensed by the Bundesanstalt für Finanzdienstleistungsaufsicht 
(BAFIN – www.bafin.de) and approved by the Financial Conduct Authority (FCA – www.fca.org.
uk) to undertake insurance business in the UK. Should you wish to take advantage of this Holiday 
Travel Insurance please include the appropriate premium when booking your holiday.

DEMANDS AND NEEDS
This insurance policy will suit the demands and needs of an individual or group (where applicable) 
who have no excluded medical condition(s), are travelling in countries included within the policy 
terms and who wish to insure themselves against unforeseen circumstances/events detailed in 
the cover section below. Subject to the terms, conditions and maximum specified sums insured.

IMPORTANT
We will not provide you with advice about the suitability of this product for your individual needs but 
will be happy to provide you with factual information.

We summarise below the details of the insurance cover provided which also includes 24-hour 
emergency service from Specialty Assistance Limited. The following is a brief summary of the 
cover available. Full details of cover and exclusions will be forwarded with your confirmation of 
booking. In any event you may ask for a specimen copy of the policy wording before booking should 
you wish to examine this in advance.

SUMMARY OF COVER

PLEASE SEE THE POLICY WORDING FOR FULL DETAILS OF THE COVER, 
LIMITATIONS AND EXCESSES, A SPECIMEN COPY OF WHICH IS AVAILABLE 
UPON REQUEST

SECTION OF COVER MAXIMUM SUM INSURED AND / MAXIMUM EXCESS
 OR BENEFITS PER PERSON  PER PERSON
Cancellation £1,500 UK, Channel Islands & Europe /  £20 Loss of Deposit
 £3,500 Worldwide £70 Cancellation

Travel Delay £60 Delayed Departure Nil
 £1,500 UK, Channel Islands & Europe /  Delayed Departure
 £3,500 Worldwide Holiday Abandonment £60 Holiday  
  Abandonment 

Missed Departure £100 UK /  Nil
 £300 Channel Islands & Europe / 
 £600 Worldwide 

Personal Accident £15,000  Nil

Medical & Other Expenses £2,000,000  £60
(Including Curtailment)

Hospital Benefit £100 UK / £450 Non-UK Nil

Baggage (Including  £1,500 (£200 Personal Money /  £50
Personal Money) £100 Delayed Baggage)  Nil Delayed Baggage

Loss of Passport / Visa £200  Nil

Personal Liability £2,000,000 Nil

Legal Expenses £25,000 Nil

SIGNIFICANT EXCLUSIONS

RESIDENCY
If you or anyone else named on this policy has not been a resident in the UK for the past 6-months 
this policy cannot cover you.

HEALTH CONDITIONS
You must be able to comply with the following conditions to have the full protection of your policy.
If you do not comply we may refuse to deal with any relevant claim or reduce the amount of any 
relevant claim payment.

If you are travelling within the United Kingdom
You are not required to declare your medical conditions. However, to be covered for any medical 
conditions you have or have had, you must be able to answer NO to questions 1. to 4.
and YES to questions 5. and 6. a) and b) below:
1. Are you aware of any reason why the trip could be cancelled or cut short.
2. Are you travelling:

a) against the advice of a medical practitioner, or b) for the purpose of obtaining medical 
treatment.

3. Have you been given a terminal prognosis.
4. Are you receiving or awaiting treatment for any bodily injury, illness or disease as a hospital 

day case or in-patient.
5. If you are on prescribed medication, are your medical condition(s) stable and well controlled.
6. If you suffer from stress, anxiety, depression or any other mental or nervous disorder, have 

you received written confirmation (at your cost) that you are fit enough to take this trip
by either:

a) a registered mental health professional (if you are under the care of a Community 
Mental Health Team), or

b) a consultant specialising in the relevant field.

If you are travelling outside of the United Kingdom
You must telephone the Towergate Medical Line on 0344 892 1698 if anyone to be covered by this 
policy, or any person upon whose health the trip depends:
1. Has or has had a medical condition (excluding childhood and minor ailments not requiring 

treatment)
2. Is taking prescribed medication
3. Has or has had any medical condition still requiring periodic review
4. Is awaiting any tests, treatment, investigation, referral or the results of these.

The Towergate Medical Line office hours are 9am to 5pm Monday to Friday excluding Bank 
Holidays.

PLEASE NOTE - You must also notify the Towergate Medical Line, immediately of any changes in 
medical circumstances arising between the date the policy is issued and the time of departure for 
the trip. You may have to pay an additional premium to cover your medical conditions. This applies 
to all destinations including trips solely within the United Kingdom (being defined as England, 
Scotland, Wales, Northern Ireland and the Isles of Scilly)

Change in health conditions after Booking
You must also notify the Towergate Medical Line immediately of any changes in medical 
circumstances arising between the date the policy is issued and the time of departure for the 
trip. You may have to pay an additional premium to cover your medical conditions. This applies 
to all destinations.

In addition to the above the policy also contains the following main exclusions:
•	 Any	existing	medical	conditions	unless	they	have	been	declared	to	(where	appropriate)	and	

accepted by the insurer.
•	 Your	participation	in	any	organised	sports,	winter	sports	or	dangerous	activities	unless	they	

have been declared to and accepted by the Insurer.
•	 Suicide	or	the	wilful	exposure	to	exceptional	personal	risk.
•	 Travel	against	the	advice	of	the	carrier,	any	other	public	transport	provider,	the	Foreign	Office	

or the World Health Organisation.
•	 Motorcycle	travel	during	the	insured	trip	where	the	engine	size	exceeds	125cc.
•	 Any	manual	work	or	hazardous	occupation	undertaken	during	the	insured	trip.
•	 The	bankruptcy	/	liquidation	of	the	tour	operator,	travel	agent	or	transportation	company	with	

whom you have booked your trip.

Examples of these and other conditions and exclusions are contained within the policy wording, a 
specimen copy of which is available upon request. If after purchasing a policy from us should you 
find it does not meet your requirements you have 14-days from the date of issue or prior to travel, 
whichever is sooner, to cancel the policy and receive a full refund of your premium.

Roy McCarthy Coaches Limited is an Appointed Representative of ITC Compliance Limited who 
are authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority (their firm reference is 313486) 
and which is permitted to advise on and arrange general insurance contracts.
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PLEASE RESERVE ............................. Seats ........................Departure Date ...............................

FOR THE TOUR TO .......................................................................................................................

Pick up point (1) ...............................................  Pick up point (2) ...............................................

Accommodation: Single ................... Twin .....................Double ...................... Triple ..................

Tickets Required for .......................................................................................................................

Special requests
(Noted but not guaranteed) ....................................................................................................................

Mobility Aids, please specify .........................................................................................................

Please put both names and addresses for friends booking and travelling together.

DEPOSIT Enclosed .................... Persons at £ ................................. = £ ......................................

INSURANCE ............................. Persons at £ ................................. = £ ......................................
(Inc IPT Tax)

Total amount of Cheques/Cash enclosed  £ ......................................

Date of booking ......................................................Signed ...........................................................

HOLIDAY INSURANCE IS 
OBLIGATORY
If you do not require this insurance you must 
complete the following: ‘I have arranged an 
alternative Insurance Policy which provides 
cover comparable with or greater than this 
insurance policy.’

My insurers are: ..............................................

Policy No: ........................................................

Signed: ............................................................

Mr/Mrs/Miss* ..........................Initial ..... * 

Please delete as appropriate

Address.....................................................

.....................................Postcode ..............

Tel: ............................................................

Emergency Contact Nº: ............................

Mobile: ......................................................

Email: ........................................................

Mr/Mrs/Miss* ..........................Initial ..... * 

Please delete as appropriate

Address.....................................................

.....................................Postcode ..............

Tel: ............................................................

Emergency Contact Nº: ............................

Mobile: ......................................................

Email: ........................................................

Your tour booking will only be confirmed on receipt of a completed booking form together with 
the required deposit (and insurance if required)

TOUR - BOOKING FORM
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DAY TRIP - BOOKING FORM

DAY TRIP - BOOKING FORM

Mr/Mrs/Miss:* .............................................................................................. Initial:.....................
* Please delete as appropriate

Address:.........................................................................................................................................

........................................................................................................................Postcode: ..............

Tel No:........................................................................ Mobile No .................................................

Email: .............................................................................................................................................

Tour: ...............................................................................................................................................

Date: ..............................................................................................................................................

Pick up Point/s: .............................................................................................................................

No. seats: Adult ..................................... O.A.P. ................................... Child ................................

I enclose a cheque for: ...................................................................................................................

Mr/Mrs/Miss:* .............................................................................................. Initial:.....................
* Please delete as appropriate

Address:.........................................................................................................................................

........................................................................................................................Postcode: ..............

Tel No:........................................................................ Mobile No .................................................

Email: .............................................................................................................................................

Tour: ...............................................................................................................................................

Date: ..............................................................................................................................................

Pick up Point/s: .............................................................................................................................

No. seats: Adult ..................................... O.A.P. ................................... Child ................................

I enclose a cheque for: ...................................................................................................................
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PLEASE RESERVE ............................. Seats ........................Departure Date ...............................

FOR THE TOUR TO .......................................................................................................................

Pick up point (1) ...............................................  Pick up point (2) ...............................................

Accommodation: Single ................... Twin .....................Double ...................... Triple ..................

Tickets Required for .......................................................................................................................

Special requests
(Noted but not guaranteed) ....................................................................................................................

Mobility Aids, please specify .........................................................................................................

Please put both names and addresses for friends booking and travelling together.

DEPOSIT Enclosed .................... Persons at £ ................................. = £ ......................................

INSURANCE ............................. Persons at £ ................................. = £ ......................................
(Inc IPT Tax)

Total amount of Cheques/Cash enclosed  £ ......................................

Date of booking ......................................................Signed ...........................................................

HOLIDAY INSURANCE IS 
OBLIGATORY
If you do not require this insurance you must 
complete the following: ‘I have arranged an 
alternative Insurance Policy which provides 
cover comparable with or greater than this 
insurance policy.’

My insurers are: ..............................................

Policy No: ........................................................

Signed: ............................................................

Mr/Mrs/Miss* ..........................Initial ..... * 

Please delete as appropriate

Address.....................................................

.....................................Postcode ..............

Tel: ............................................................

Emergency Contact Nº: ............................

Mobile: ......................................................

Email: ........................................................

Mr/Mrs/Miss* ..........................Initial ..... * 

Please delete as appropriate

Address.....................................................

.....................................Postcode ..............

Tel: ............................................................

Emergency Contact Nº: ............................

Mobile: ......................................................

Email: ........................................................

Your tour booking will only be confirmed on receipt of a completed booking form together with 
the required deposit (and insurance if required)

TOUR - BOOKING FORM
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DAY TRIP - BOOKING FORM

DAY TRIP - BOOKING FORM

Mr/Mrs/Miss:* .............................................................................................. Initial:.....................
* Please delete as appropriate

Address:.........................................................................................................................................

........................................................................................................................Postcode: ..............

Tel No:........................................................................ Mobile No .................................................

Email: .............................................................................................................................................

Tour: ...............................................................................................................................................

Date: ..............................................................................................................................................

Pick up Point/s: .............................................................................................................................

No. seats: Adult ..................................... O.A.P. ................................... Child ................................

I enclose a cheque for: ...................................................................................................................

Mr/Mrs/Miss:* .............................................................................................. Initial:.....................
* Please delete as appropriate

Address:.........................................................................................................................................

........................................................................................................................Postcode: ..............

Tel No:........................................................................ Mobile No .................................................

Email: .............................................................................................................................................

Tour: ...............................................................................................................................................

Date: ..............................................................................................................................................

Pick up Point/s: .............................................................................................................................

No. seats: Adult ..................................... O.A.P. ................................... Child ................................

I enclose a cheque for: ...................................................................................................................
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2017 DAY EXCURSION
PROGRAMME & INFORMATION

WE LOOK FORWARD TO WELCOMING 
YOU ABOARD

TO MAKE YOUR BOOKING JUST 
FOLLOW THE FIVE EASY STEPS

•	 Choose	your	destination
•	 Telephone	the	office	to	ensure	space	is	available
•	 Place	your	booking.		The	seat	will	be	provisionally	held	for	14	days
•	 Send	off	the	full	payment	straight	away
•	 Upon	receipt	of	payment	your	tickets	will	be	sent	to	you.

WE OFFER A DISCOUNT OFF THE ADULT 
FARE TO ALL O.A.P’S
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Spend a full day shopping at Boundary Mill for all those post Christmas bargains. 
You	will	 find	great	 value	 for	money	offers,	 top	brand	names	and	not	 forgetting	
the	M&S	Outlet.	Arriving	by	coach	you	get	the	added	bonus	of	an	extra	10%	off	
everything	in	store.	(Not	valid	in	the	café)

Why	not	join	us	on	our	New	Year	Surprise?	After	departure	we	will	take	a	scenic	
run en-route for lunch before taking a leisurely drive through lovely scenery on the 
way home. A great day out with very little walking  (Inc. Two course lunch)

We arrive at Manchester Town Hall in time for coffee before having a Guided Tour 
of this splendid building. The tour looks at the architecture of the building, its 
purpose,	politics	and	the	people	who	populated	it.	We	also	visit	the	Central	Library	
next	door.	After	the	tour	we	take	the	short	journey	to	Salford	Quays	where	you	can	
have lunch and explore at leisure. (Inc. Guided Tour)

First we call at Wedgewood Visitors Centre, where we have time for morning 
coffee. There will be time for a browse around their shop selling their fine bone 
china,	 before	we	continue	on	 to	Trentham	Gardens.	You	will	 have	 free	 time	 for	
lunch and a wander around the independent shops and garden centre before 
returning home.

Our first port of call on this special day is St Asaph Tweedmill, where we stop for 
morning coffee and a browse. We then continue on to the pretty town of Conwy, 
where today, St David’s day, the Castle offers free entry.  We have time for lunch, 
a stroll by the quay, perhaps take a look in the smallest house in Great Britain and 
visit the Castle before we head for home.

Firstly, we visit Rode Hall to admire the snowdrops Rode Hall Gardens are the 
setting	of	one	of	the	most	spectacular	displays	of	Snowdrops	in	the	North	West	of	
England.		You	will	have	free	time	for	coffee	before	our	morning	stroll	through	the	
gardens we then venture to Inglewood Manor for a delicious two course Sunday 
Lunch.		Afterwards	we	have	a	delightful	run	through	the	Cheshire	Lanes	and	finally	
head	for	home.	(Inc.	ent.	to	Rode	Hall	and	two	course	Sunday	Lunch)

Spend	the	full	day	in	Liverpool	at	leisure	taking	in	the	many	sights.	Why	not	take	
a trip on the Hop on Hop off Bus or have lunch at Jamie Oliver’s Restaurant, 
situated	a	short	walk	from	Albert	Dock.	Lots	to	see	and	do	and	the	choice	is	yours!	
We	leave	Liverpool	at	late	afternoon	and	head	for	home.

2017 DAY TRIPS
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Wed 11th Jan - Boundary Mill for the January Sales

Tue 24th Jan - New Year Surprise

Fri 3rd Feb - Guided Tour of the Manchester Town Hall

Fri 24th Feb - Wedgewood China, Pots & Perennials

Wed 1st March - Conwy On St David’s Day

Sun 19th Feb - Scenic Run, Sunday Lunch & Snowdrops

Tue 14th Feb - Liverpool: Museums, Art Galleries & Shops

Ad £19.50

Sn £18.50 

Pick Up: 
B

Ad £27.50

Sn £26.50 

Pick Up:
C

Ad £24.50

Sn £23.50 

Pick Up:
D

Ad £18.50

Sn £17.50 

Pick Up: 
C & CON

Ad £21.00

Sn £20.00 

Pick Up: 
EXP & W

Ad £37.50

Sn £36.50 

Pick Up: 
z & CON

Ad £18.50
Sn £17.50 
Pick Up: 
D & W
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We head straight for Poulton-le-Fylde for market day and to admire the amazing 
display	of	crocuses	at	St.	Chad’s	Church.		Around	lunchtime	we	head	for	Lytham	
St Annes for Fish and Chips at Seafarers. There will be free time for a stroll along 
the	prom	in	Lytham	before	our	pleasant	run	home.	(Inc.	Fish,	chips	and	peas,	tea/
coffee bread and butter) 

We take a scenic run though the Chatsworth Estate which should be full of the 
signs of spring and make our way to Bakewell where we stop for morning coffee 
and a look round the beautiful town. After lunch we make our way to Whaley 
Bridge where we board the Judith Mary for a two hour cruise with afternoon tea 
served on board. (Inc. cruise and afternoon tea)

We arrive at St Asaph Tweedmill in time for a little retail therapy and lunch. We 
then	 travel	over	 the	Horseshoe	Pass	 to	Llangollen,	where	we	board	 the	Steam	
Train and enjoy the journey alongside the River Dee, offering some of the most 
beautiful scenery in the country. (Inc. single train ride) 

This	year	our	charity	day	trip	is	in	aid	of	NSPCC.		We	first	venture	to	Cheshire	
Oaks for morning coffee and a browse, you then have the option of staying all 
day at the Designer Outlet or alternatively take the very short journey to Marks 
and Spencers for the afternoon.  The choice is yours.  Bucks Fizz will be served  
en-route.		ALL	PROCEEDS	WILL	BE	DONATED	TO	THE	NSPCC.

Join us as we visit Sheffield and The Cutlers’ Hall, set in the heart of the city centre 
and home to the Company of Cutlers. We have morning coffee on arrival before 
we are taken on a tour through this grand grade two listed building that houses 
a collection of local industries. We have the afternoon at leisure in Sheffield. 
ALTERNATIVELY	you	can	spend	 the	 full	 day	 in	Sheffield	with	 its	museums	and	
excellent shopping centre. (Inc. tour and morning coffee)

2017 DAY TRIPS

www.roymccarthycoaches.co.uk

Mon 6th March - Crocus Special - 
        Poulton Le Fylde and Fish & Chips

Thur 23rd March - Daffodil Cruise on the Judith Mary 
           with Afternoon Tea

Fri 17th March - Steaming Through Wales

Sat 11th March - NSPCC Day Trip To Cheshire Oaks and M&S

Tue 14th March - Sheffield & The Amazing Cutlers Hall

Ad £26.00

Sn £25.00 

Pick: B

Ad £33.50 

Sn £32.50 

Pick Up: B

Ad £29.00
Sn £28.00 
Pick Up: 
EXP & W

Ad £15.00

Sn £15.00 

Pick Up:
EXP

Ad £25.00 
Sn £24.00

Sheffield 
only

Ad £20.00
Sn £19.00 

Pick Up: B
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2017 DAY TRIPS
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We head to Ashbourne on market day, where we have time for morning coffee 
and to explore the market stalls. After lunch we head to Tissington Hall where we 
have a guided tour of the Hall, that takes us through the history and the politics 
of the house over the last 500 years. We have time for afternoon refreshments in 
Herbert’s tearoom before heading for home. (Inc. Guided Tour)

Join us for this delightfully inspiring day! We will spend the morning enjoying a 
tour of the Guide Dogs for the Blind Centre, which gives us an insight into how the 
dogs are trained.  We then continue on to Rochdale Garden Centre and Gordon 
Riggs Bistro where we stop for lunch and a browse before returning home.

We call for coffee en route to Hoghton Tower for their Plant Hunters Fair which is 
full of inspiration and a variety of plants for your own garden. We also have time 
to visit their beautiful Gardens which are also open today (£2.50), they follow the 
winding escarpment lined with giant beech trees. Enjoy the three very different 
walled gardens, the rose garden and the Wilderness garden. We have time for 
afternoon tea, then both you and your plant purchases board the coach for home. 
(Fair entrance £1 per person payable on the day.)

Heading north we call for coffee en-route to the delightful village of Hawes, the 
journey taking us through stunning scenery. Upon arrival we have a demonstration 
on Cheese making followed by a two course lunch. There will be time to visit the 
museum and try a little sample or two.  Mid afternoon we head for home, following 
the	River	Ribble	down	through	the	Yorkshire	Dales	National	Park	down	through	
Ingleton. (Inc. two course lunch, cheese making demonstration and museum)

Wed 5th April - Tissington Hall Guided Tour

Thur 13th April - A Visit To The Guide Dogs for the 
         Blind Training Centre

Sat 8th April - Hoghton Tower for the Gardens & 
     Plant Hunters Fair

Tue 11th April - Yorkshire Dales & Lunch at the 
       Wensleydale Creamery 

Ad £29.50 

Sn £28.50 

Pick Up: 
C

Ad £21.50 

Sn £20.50

Pick Up: B

Ad £20.00 

Sn £19.00 

Pick Up: 
D & CON

Ad £38.50

Sn £37.50  

Pick Up: 
EXP & 
CON

Firstly we venture to Boundary Mill where we have time for browsing and lunch.  
Early afternoon we head to Accrington and the Haworth Art Gallery where we have 
a guided tour around the largest Tiffany Glass Collection outside the USA. (Inc. 
guided tour)

Tue 28 Mar - Boundary Mill & Tiffany Glass
Ad £25.00

Sn £24.00

Pick Up: 
EXP
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2017 DAY TRIPS
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We call for a quick coffee en route to Bowness where we spend the remainder of 
the morning and you will have time for lunch. In the afternoon we board the boat 
and	cruise	down	to	Lakeside	pier,	where	we	take	the	train	to	Haverthwaite	where	
the coach will be waiting to whisk you back home. (Inc. single train ticket and boat 
trip)

We call for coffee en route to Morville Flower Festival, held every year in the 
beautiful setting of Morville Church and Morville Hall Gardens. There is lots to see 
and do including a flower festival in the Church, and the open gardens at Morville 
Hall. There are six interlinked but very different gardens to explore. There are 
refreshments available in the Tea Tent. (Inc. entrance to Morville Flower Festival)

We arrive in Bury in time for morning coffee. The day is the yours to either browse 
the famous market (and try a little black pudding!), visit the transport museum or 
take	a	relaxing	ride	on	the	East	Lancs	Railway.	A	day	to	do	as	you	please.

We venture to Caernarfon calling for coffee en-route.  We arrive in time for lunch 
and a stroll before boarding The Welsh Highland Railway for a two hour ride taking 
us coast to coast through the dramatic ever changing scenery of Snowdonia to 
Porthmadog.	Light	refreshments	are	available	on	board.	The	coach	will	then	collect	
you at Porthmadog for the journey home. (Inc. train ticket)

Spend the day in picturesque Shrewsbury with its town centre which is packed 
with timber-framed black and white buildings, steep narrow streets and alleyways.  
Boasting over 600 listed buildings, including the Castle (now a regimental museum) 
and the world-famous Shrewsbury Abbey, home of the fictional Brother Cadfael. 
You	will	have	time	to	browse	at	leisure	before	our	afternoon	cruise	on	the	River	
Severn.  We board the boat Sabrina for a 45 minute cruise with informative and 
entertaining Commentary. (Inc. cruise tea/coffee and hot cross bun)

Fri 21st April - The Lake District: Rails & Sails

Sun 30th April - Morville Flower Festival

Fri 28th April - Bury for the Market, Transport Museum or 
 East Lancs Railway

Tue 18th April - Springtime On The Welsh Highland Railway

Sat 15th April - Eastertime in Shrewsbury &  
     a cruise on the River Severn

Ad £33.00

Sn £32.00

Pick Up: 
EXP & 
CON

Ad £29.00 

Sn £28.00

Pick Up: 
EXP & 
CON

Ad £19.50 

Sn £18.50 

Pick Up:
B

Ad £43.00  

Sn £42.00 

Pick Up: 
EXP

Ad £28.50

Sn £27.50 

Pick Up: 
E & CON

We	firstly	call	for	a	browse	and	an	early	lunch	at	High	Leigh	Garden	Centre,	which	
has completed it’s recent refurbishment, with a large selection of plants, a craft 
shop, clothing section and the Topiary coffee shop and restaurant offering lots of 
cakes and lunches to tempt your taste buds. After lunch we visit Bluebell Cottage, 
with its ancient woodland carpeted with bluebells. We arrive and enjoy a welcome 
talk on the gardens and how they have developed over the years, we then have 
free time for a meander around the beautiful gardens and finish with tea/coffee 
and cake. (Inc. entrance, tea and cake)

Wed 26th April - Bluebell Time at Bluebell Cottage Gardens

Ad £26.50 

Sn £25.50 

Pick Up: 
C & W
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Come along on our journey by boat on the Manchester Ship Canal. Starting from 
Liverpool,	 travel	 the	35	miles	of	 the	canal,	enjoying	spectacular	scenery.	There	
will be a lively commentary along the way, telling the history of the waterway and 
how	it	has	shaped	Manchester	and	the	Northwest.	You	will	be	taken	through	locks	
and bridges that have remained largely unchanged since their construction 100 
years ago, plus you will see some of the region’s most stunning architectural and 
natural	sights.	The	coach	will	drop	off	in	Liverpool	at	the	beginning	of	the	journey	
and collect you in Manchester at the end of the journey and return you to the 
Macclesfield area. (Inc. cruise)

Sat 13th May - Cruising The Manchester Ship Canal:
    from Liverpool to Manchester

Ad £52.00

Sn £51.00

Pick Up: 
 EXP & W

Today we head to Sheffield Botanical Gardens with time for coffee. The Gardens 
contain several listed buildings including the Grade II listed curvilinear Glass 
Pavilions that cover 35 acres and have plants from all over the world. In the 
afternoon we head to Wentworth Castle Gardens where we have time for lunch 
before exploring some of the 40 acres of formal garden and national collections of 
Rhododendrons, camellias and magnolias. (Inc. entrances)

The	village	of	Haworth	in	the	heart	of	West	Yorkshire’s	Bronte	Country	is	famous	
(amongst other things) for hosting a very special 1940s weekend.  The event 
usually involves locals and visitors alike getting togged up in 1940s gear to enjoy 
a wide range of nostalgic events, which often include a RAF vintage plane flypast, 
a	morale	boosting	visit	from	‘Sir	Winston	Churchill”	as	well	as	spivs	peddling	their	
wares.	Why	not	join	us	on	our	trip	back	in	time?

We call for morning coffee at Tittersworth Resevoir before going on to Bakewell 
where you will have time to walk around this beautiful town and have lunch in one 
of the many cafes and perhaps try a famous Bakewell pudding. We then make the 
short journey to the pretty riverside village of Ashford-in-the-Water for their well 
dressings and the flower festival in the church. 

Tue 16th May - Sheffield Botanical Gardens & 
    Wentworth Castle Gardens

Sat 20th May - Haworth 1940’s Weekend 

Sat 27th May - Bakewell & Ashford in the Water Well Dressing

Ad £26.00 

Sn £25.00 

Pick Up: 
 B

Ad £22.00

Sn £21.00 

Pick Up: 
 EXP & 
CON

Ad £20.00 

Sn £19.00 

Pick Up: 
 B

We make our way to Wentworth Garden Centre where we have time for an early 
lunch and to browse the garden centre. Afterwards we make our way to Wentworth 
Woodhouse where we have a guided tour of this grand house which stretches over 
three acres. The mansion and 82 acre estate was bought by a conservation group 
in February 2016. It has been used in a number of film and TV productions such 
as Mr Turner. After our tour we have time for a cup tea and make our way home. 
(Inc. guided tour) 

Mon 8th May - Wentworth Woodhouse: 
      The largest privately owned house in Europe

Ad £29.50 

Sn £28.50 

Pick Up:
EXP
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We	make	our	way	 to	Liverpool’s	Catholic	Cathedral	 for	 the	flower	 festival	part	
of their Golden Jubilee Celebrations. There will be flower displays around the 
Cathedral	 and	 in	 the	Chapels,	 providing	an	oasis	of	 calm	and	beauty.	Next	we	
make our way to Albert Dock where we have time for lunch and free time to 
explore. Entrance to flower show is free but donations are greatly appreciated. 

Our visit today takes us to Grosvenor Garden Centre for morning coffee before 
continuing through the beautiful Welsh countryside and on to Betws-y-Coed in 
time for lunch. After a leisurely lunch we continue down the Conwy valley to spend 
the afternoon in Rhos on Sea where we have time for a stroll along the prom and 
an ice cream. We then take a relaxing and scenic run home.

New	for	2017	is	the	RHS	flower	show	set	in	the	stunning	grounds	of	Chatsworth	
House. We will head straight there to enjoy the impressive displays, inspirational 
gardens, fascinating talks and great opportunities to buy a wide range of interesting 
and high quality plants. There will be an array of dining options on offer. (Inc. 
Flower Show entrance)

We depart Macclesfield and make our way to Ormskirk market which is held in 
the pedestrianised streets around the famous clock tower. There are stalls selling 
a wide range of goods at great prices. After time for browsing we carry on to 
Southport where you have time to explore this beautiful seaside town. Why not 
take	a	walk	on	one	of	the	oldest	piers	in	the	UK	or	browse	the	shops?

What a fantastic day out! First we call for High Tea at The Bulls Head at Foolow en-
route to the afternoon performance of the Buxton Military Tattoo. For one day only 
this event takes place inside the magnificent Dome in Buxton. Here you will see a 
whole	host	of	bands	and	a	superb	military	spectacle	(Inc.	Lunch	&	Tattoo	ticket)		

We	 call	 for	 morning	 coffee	 en-route	 to	 Llandudno.	 	 Having	 dropped	 off	 the	
passengers	wishing	to	spend	the	day	in	Llandudno,	we	then	continue	on	to	Bodnant	
Gardens where at this time of year the Rhododendrons should all hopefully be at 
their best. The coach will collect the Bodnant Gardens passengers mid-afternoon 
and	 return	 to	 Llandudno.	 (Bodnant	 Gardens	 NT	 members	 free,	 non-members	
approx	£11.00	payable	on	the	day)			Llandudno	&	Coach	only	to	Bodnant	Gardens	

Fri 2nd June - Liverpool Catholic Cathedral Flower Festival

Mon 5th June - Scenic Special the Welsh Wanderer Tour  

Sun 11th June - RHS Flower Show at Chatsworth

Sat 24th June - Ormskirk Market & Southport

Sat 1st July - Buxton Military Tattoo & High Tea 

Tue 30th May - Llandudno Seaside Special or  Bodnant Gardens

Ad £20.00

Sn £19.00

Pick Up:
D 

Ad £23.00

Sn £22.00

Pick Up:
A

Ad £44.00 

Sn £43.00 

Pick Up:
A 

Ad £19.50 

Sn £18.50 

Pick Up:
D

Ad £46.00   

Sn £45.00

Pick Up:
z & CON

Ad £22.00

Sn £21.00 

Pick Up: 
EXP & W
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We first make our way to Croxteth Hall and gardens, home to the Earls of Sefton. 
We have time to explore the Hall and the Walled Garden with its scented borders, 
well	stocked	vegetable	plot	and	Liverpool’s	very	special	botanical	collection.	After	
lunch	 we	 make	 our	 way	 to	 Sefton	 Palm	 House	 home	 to	 Liverpool’s	 Botanical	
Gardens. We meet our guide for a talk and tour and finish with tea and cake. 
(Inc.	all	entrances	and	tea	&	cake)

We make our way to the Anglican Cathedral where we have time for morning 
coffee before we venture on our tower experience. We first are guided through 
how the cathedral was built and then we make our way up the UK’s highest 
Cathedral	tower	to	see	breath	taking	views	across	Liverpool	and	beyond.	We	also	
see the World’s highest and heaviest set of peal bells. There is a lift part of the 
way.	Afterwards	we	make	our	way	to	central	Liverpool	where	we	have	time	for	a	
late lunch and the opportunity to explore. (Inc. tour)

Calling for coffee en-route to Kidderminster, we spend our day on the Severn Valley 
Line	Railway.		We	have	included	a	‘Freedom	of	the	Line’	ticket	giving	you	access	
to	the	line.		You	could	alight	the	train	at	Bewdley	or	go	straight	to	Bridgnorth	for	
lunch.  This ticket also includes entrance to The Engine House Museum at Highley; 
well worth a visit and it has a nice little cafe. The coach will then pick you up at 
Kidderminster	station.	(Inc.	Freedom	of	the	Line	ticket)	

Having	called	for	coffee	en-route,	we	will	head	to	the	Netherwood	Hotel	in	Grange	
over Sands for a Special Salmon and Strawberries lunch. After lunch we have 
a little free time in Grange-Over-Sands for a stroll along the promenade before 
heading for home.  (Inc. two course lunch and tea/coffee) 

Chesterfield steps back to the Middle Ages for the day! Visit the Medieval 
Encampment complete with knights and sword fights in the grounds of the 
‘Crooked Spire’ Church.  Meet a Medieval Miller at Chesterfield Museum or take a 
trip up the Tower of the ‘Crooked Spire’. Chesterfield’s Market steps back in time 
with stall holders in fancy dress, and even a ducking stool! A fun day out for all! 

Thur 6th July - Croxteth Hall & Liverpool’s Botanical Gardens

Wed 19th July - Liverpool Anglican Cathedral 
       “Up The Tower Tour”

Mon 31st July - Full Steam Ahead on the 
       Severn Valley Railway

Tue 11th July - Scrumptious Summertime Lunch 
      at the Netherwood Hotel

Tue 25th July - Chesterfield Medieval Market 

Ad £29.50

Sn £28.50 

Pick Up:
B

Ad £26.00  

Sn £25.00

Pick Up:
B

Ad £38.50 

Sn £37.50 

Pick Up:
EXP & 
CON

Ad £39.00  

Sn £38.00 

Pick Up:
EXP & 
CON

Ad £20.00 

Sn £19.00 

Pick Up:
B

Fancy	a	day	out	with	a	difference?	Why	not	 join	us	on	our	mystery	 trip,	which	
includes luxury coach travel throughout, an excellent sightseeing itinerary and two 
course lunch.  (Inc. two course lunch)  

Thur 27th July - Summertime Surprise Ad £29.00 

Sn £28.00 

Pick Up:
B
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We arrive at Barton Grange where we have time for a browse around the wonderful 
garden centre and an early lunch. We make our way to Holehird Gardens, a 
demonstration	garden	managed	by	the	Lakeland	Horticultural	Society.	Its	spacious		
12 acres host a great variety of specimen trees and shrubs, herbaceous borders, 
a walled garden and extensive rock and heather gardens. Afterwards we make 
the	 short	 journey	 to	 the	 Lake	District	 Visitors	Centre	where	we	 have	 time	 for	
afternoon tea. (Inc. entrance to Holehird Gardens)

Come along on our journey by boat on the Manchester Ship Canal. Starting from 
Salford, travel the 35 miles of the canal, enjoying spectacular scenery. There will 
be a lively commentary along the way, telling the history of the waterway and how 
it	has	shaped	Manchester	and	the	Northwest.	You	will	be	taken	through	locks	and	
bridges that have remained largely unchanged since their construction 100 years 
ago, plus you will see some of the region’s most stunning architectural and natural 
sights. The coach will drop off in Salford at the beginning of the journey and collect 
you	in	Liverpool	at	the	end	of	the	journey	and	return	you	to	the	Macclesfield	area.	
(Inc. cruise) 

We make our way to Shrewsbury for their amazing flower show, having made a 
short stop en route. We spend the full day at the Flower Show enjoying the amazing 
floral displays, taking advantage of the great horticultural tips and the opportunity 
to	buy	the	odd	plant	or	two!	ALTERNATIVELY	spend	the	day	in	Shrewsbury.	

We head to Port Sunlight where we have time for morning coffee before we meet 
our guide for a tour around this fascinating village. We then have free time for 
lunch	and	a	wander	around	the	Lady	Lever	Art	Gallery	before	heading	home.	(Inc.	
guided tour) 

Wed 2nd Aug - Lakeland Horticultural – Holehird Gardens &
     Barton Grange Garden Centre

Thur 10th Aug 2017 - Cruising the Manchester Ship Canal

Fri 11th Aug - Shrewsbury Flower Show or Shrewsbury

Mon 7th Aug - Port Sunlight & The Lady Lever Art Gallery

Ad £26.00 

Sn £25.00 

Pick Up:
EXP & 
CON

Ad £52.00

Sn £51.00 

Pick Up:
EXP & 
CON

Ad £21.50 
Sn £20.50 

Flower
Show

Ad £43.50 
Sn £40.50
Pick Up: 

EXP & CON

Ad £24.00

Sn £23.00 

Pick Up:
D 
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We	call	for	coffee	en-route	and	aim	to	arrive	in	Lincoln	for	lunch.	There	will	be	time	
to explore; why not visit the Cathedral, the Medieval Bishops Palace, the Guildhall, 
St	Katherine’s	Heritage	Centre,	the	Wren	Library	or	the	excellent	shopping	centre?	
There	is	so	much	to	see	&	do!	We	depart	Lincoln	late	afternoon	and	head	for	home.

Our	excursion	takes	us	to	the	little	Welsh	town	of	Llangollen.		We	have	free	time	
for	lunch	and	a	meander	before	we	board	a	narrow	boat	for	a	trip	on	the	Llangollen	
Canal. It is one of the most spectacular and scenic canals in Britain and is known 
as the ‘stream in the sky’ as it travels over Thomas Telford’s famous Pontcysyllte 
aqueduct, which is 1126 feet above the floor of the River Dee Valley.  Our boat trip 
also includes a Welsh Cream tea. (Inc. boat trip and cream tea)

First we call for coffee at Findern Garden Centre en-route to Alrewas and the 
National	Arboretum,	where	we	spend	the	day.	You	could	take	a	stroll,	or	ride	on	
the land train through the parkland to see the many moving memorials that honour 
those that have fallen in war.  The new visitors centre opened October 2016 and 
has	hosted	a	variety	of	exhibitions.	It	also	has	a	larger	café	serving	hot	and	cold	
food. (Entrance is free but donations are greatly appreciated)

We	head	to	the	quaint	Lakeland	village	of	Hawkshead	where	Wordsworth	was	a	
scholar. We have time to browse the village and have lunch before we continue on 
to	Coniston	for	our	cruise	on	the	National	Trust	Victorian	steam	powered	yacht,	
the Gondola. We have time for a cup of tea before we head for home. (Inc. gondola 
cruise)

Sat 19th Aug - The City of Lincoln 

Thur 24th Aug - ‘Stream In The Sky’ & Llangollen

Tue 29th Aug - Summer at the National Arboretum, Alrewas

Mon 4th Sept - Hawkshead & Coniston Cruise on the 
    Steam Yacht Gondola 

Ad £24.00 

Sn £23.00 

Pick Up:
EXP

Ad £34.50 

Sn £33.50 

Pick Up:
A                          

Ad £21.00 

Sn £20.00           

Pick Up:
E & CON

Ad £32.00 

Sn £31.00 

Pick Up:
EXP & 
CON

We make our way to Melbourne Hall and Gardens calling for coffee en route. 
Melbourne Hall stands in an idyllic setting overlooking a 20 acre mill pond. We 
arrive in time for lunch in the tea rooms before we meet our guide for a tour around 
the hall. The house has a chequered and unusually well documented history, all the 
centuries from 16th to the 20th have left their mark. The house has a welcoming 
atmosphere as it remains a lived-in family home. The hall also boasts a fantastic 
garden with sweeping lawn and avenues, is one of the best known historic gardens 
in the country.

Tue 22nd Aug - Melbourne Hall & Gardens 

Ad £27.50 

Sn £25.50 

Pick Up:
E

Firstly we call for a quick coffee en route to Grassington where we stop for lunch 
and	a	browse.	We	then	continue	to	the	delightful	Yorkshire	village	of	Kettlewell	to	
see the unusual array of scarecrows on display at this time of year. Enjoy the rest 
of the afternoon at leisure in Kettlewell after which we head for home.

Tue 15th Aug - Yorkshire Explorer Grassington &
   Kettlewell Scarecrow Festival Ad £23.50 

Sn £22.50 

Pick Up:
EXP
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We first call at Amerton Working Farm Craft Centre. We then continue on to 
Lichfield,	home	to	the	only	three	spired	medieval	cathedral	 in	the	UK.	We	have	
time for lunch before our guided tour of the Cathedral, which will take us on a 
journey through 1300 years of history. We will see the famous Herkenrode stained 
glass,	 the	Lichfield	Angel,	hear	stories	of	 the	Cathedral	and	explore	the	hidden	
corners of this national treasure. We have time for tea before heading for home.

We depart Macclesfield for Southport, to spend a day either at the spectacular air 
show	or	browsing	the	lovely	collection	of	shops	and	cafés.	At	the	start	of	the	day	
you can see aircraft landing on the beach on the purpose built runway, a spectacle 
unique to Southport Air Show. Get up close to them and the micro lights as they 
park on the beach, and marvel at our aviation past and present with all the different 
aircraft on display. (Airshow £10.00 approx. entrance payable on the day)

Calling for coffee en-route to Skipton where we have time for a browse around 
the market and to also have lunch.  Mid-afternoon we board the Cobbydale barge 
for	a	leisurely	cruise	down	the	Leeds	and	Liverpool	Canal.		Relax	and	enjoy	the	
panoramic views of the Pennine countryside and soak up amazing views only seen 
by boat. (Inc. canal cruise with tea/coffee and a commentary) 

We depart early afternoon and make our way to The Bulls Head at Foolow for a 
two course high tea. We then continue on to Matlock Bath and their spectacular 
Illuminations.	The	town	first	started	the	illuminations	to	celebrate	Queen	Victoria’s	
Diamond jubilee in 1897, and are still going strong! It is a spectacular parade of 
illuminated and decorated boats along the River Derwent. (Inc. two course high 
tea	&	entrance	to	Illuminations)

Tue 12th Sept - Cathedral & Crafts 

Sat 16th Sept - Southport for the Air Show or Shopping

Fri 22nd Sept - Skipton & Pennine Boat Cruise

Sun 24th Sept - Matlock Bath Illuminations & 
       High Tea at The Bulls Head, Foolow 

Ad £27.50 

Sn £26.50 

Pick Up:
E & CON

Ad £20.50 

Sn £19.50 

Pick Up:
D 

Ad £30.00 

Sn £29.00 

Pick Up:
B   

Ad £35.00

Sn £34.00 

Pick Up:
z

Our excursion departs Macclesfield and takes us on to the Wirral peninsula. We 
then	call	at	The	Inglewood	Manor	Country	House	for	a	two	course	lunch.	Later	we	
take the scenic route home. A relaxing day out with very little walking. (Inc. two 
course lunch)

Thur 7th Sept - Wirral Wanderer with lunch at the 
      Inglewood Manor Ad £32.00

Sn £31.00

Pick Up:
B
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We	call	for	coffee	en	route	to	Shugborough	now	back	in	the	hands	of	the	National	
Trust. We spend the day here, giving you time to explore this great estate. 
Shugborough has been home to the Anson family since 1624, and was once 
described	as	‘a	perfect	paradise’.	You	can	explore	all	the	elements	of	this	Georgian	
mansion, from the glamour and royalty of the apartments to life ‘below stairs’. 
There will be time to discover what the gardens have to offer, from the sweeping 
parkland to the ancient woodland which should be full of beautiful Autumnal colour.
(NT	members	free,	non-members	to	pay	on	the	day)

We call for coffee en route to the Bramley Apple Festival, held every year to 
celebrate the origins of the Bramley apple in Southwell. The Bramley is famous 
and much loved throughout the world for its unique flavour and excellent cooking 
qualities. A food and drink festival is held in Southwell Minster and incorporates 
all manner of apple related products, fruit specialists and craftsmen. Throughout 
the	town	shops,	businesses,	Southwell	Library,	cafes	and	restaurants	all	take	part	
in the occasion. (£5 approx. entrance to Southwell Minister payable on the day)

We venture to Portmadog calling for coffee en-route. We arrive in time for lunch 
and a stroll before boarding The Bleanau Ffestinog Railway for our 13.5 mile 
train ride. The train takes us from Portmadog winding its way through the vale of 
Ffestinog	to	Blaenau	Ffestinog.	Light	refreshments	are	available	on	board.		The	
coach will collect you at Bleanau Ffestinog for the journey home. (Inc. train ticket)

Tue 17th Oct - Shugborough: Back in National Trust Hands

Sat 21st Oct - Bramley Apple Festival in Southwell

Wed 25th Oct - Autumn Time on the Ffestinog Railway

Ad £21.00

Sn £20.00 

Pick Up:
E

Ad £24.00 

Sn £23.00 

Pick Up:
Express

Ad £36.00

Sn £35.00

Pick Up:
EXP & 
CON

We make our way to the Cotswolds calling for a quick coffee en route. We take 
the  scenic route calling at two pretty villages for lunch and a meander before we 
head for home. Sit back and enjoy the charming Cotswold backdrop at this golden 
time of year.

Thur 19th Oct - Autumnal Colours in the Cotswolds Ad £24.00 

Sn £23.00 

Pick Up:
EXP & 
CON

We make a comfort stop en route to Melton Mowbray for their fantastic food 
festival. Taking place in the cattle market it showcases some of the finest locally 
produced food and drink. In addition to the traditional local specialities of Stilton 
Cheese and Pork Pies there will be delicacies from across the UK. There will be a 
professional food theatre with a full programme of talks and demonstrations. (Inc. 
entrance to food festival)

Sat 7th Oct - Melton Mowbray Food Festival
Ad £28.00 

Sn £27.00 

Pick Up:
EXP & 
CON

A relaxing evening trip with no walking join us for a delicious Fish and Chip Supper, 
then sit back and enjoy the famous Blackpool lights and the journey home (Inc. fish 
chips and peas, tea, bread and butter) 

Mon 9th Oct - Blackpool for Fish & Chip Supper & Lights Ad £28.00 

Sn £27.00 

Pick Up:
G 
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We make our way to Coventry making a refreshment stop en route. We drop you 
off in the centre of the city giving great access to this interesting destination. 
You	 have	 the	 opportunity	 to	 visit	 the	 new	 Cathedral	 and	 the	 Cathedral	 ruins	
bombed during the Second World War. Alternatively you could visit the Transport 
Museum which is home to the largest collection of British vehicles in the world and 
the current fastest car (entrance free). Alternatively spend the day shopping in 
Coventry’s vibrant city centre.

We venture to Broadstone Mill, a pleasant little shopping outlet with time for 
coffee followed by free time for shopping and lunch. Then we head to the Theatre 
Organ Heritage Centre for a trip down memory lane and an afternoon of nostalgic 
entertainment. The centre was opened in 2006 and is a replica of a theatre from a 
bygone era; it houses a 2/6 Wurlitzer Theatre Pipe Organ and is the first Theatre 
Organ Museum in the UK.  (Inc. Organ Heritage Centre)

We head back to Chatsworth House to view it bedecked in all its Christmas finery! 
We call at Bakewell for morning coffee before continuing on to Chatsworth House 
and Gardens where we have free time for lunch and a stroll around the market stalls 
before enjoying our timed tour through the house with all its beautiful Christmas 
decorations.	(Inc.	entrance	Hall	&	Gardens)			

Why	not	enjoy	our	scenic	tour	and	festive	lunch?		We	call	for	morning	coffee	en-
route to The Hanging Gate, beautifully dressed for Christmas.  We then have a 
three course lunch followed by an afternoon of entertainment.  (Inc. three course 
festive lunch and an afternoon of entertainment)       

Tue 7th Nov - Coventry Cathedral or Transport Museum

Fri 17th Nov - Broadstone Mill & Organ Heritage Centre 
    at Christmas

Mon 20th Nov - Christmas at Chatsworth House 

Thur 23rd Nov - Festive Lunch at the Beautifully Decorated 
       Hanging Gate 

Ad £23.00  

Sn £22.00 

Pick Up:
EXP & 
CON

Ad £24.00

Sn £23.00

Pick Up:
B

Ad £37.50 

Sn £35.50          

Pick Up:
B

Ad £33.00

Sn £32.00

Pick Up:
B 

Fancy	a	day	out	with	a	difference?	Why	not	 join	us	on	our	mystery	 tour,	which	
includes luxury coach travel throughout, an excellent sightseeing itinerary and a 
two course lunch with a scenic run en-route.   (Inc. two course lunch)

Mon 29th Oct - Autumn Time Surprise Ad £29.00

Sn £28.00 

Pick Up:
C & CON 
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Firstly we call for coffee at Findern Garden Centre en-route to Alrewas and the 
National	Arboretum	for	their	Christmas	Gift	and	Food	Fair.	We	spend	the	remainder	
of the day there, giving you time to explore the fair and get a little Christmas 
shopping	done.	You	will	also	have	time	to	stroll	through	the	parkland	to	see	the	
many moving memorials that honour those that have fallen in war.  (Entrance is 
free but donations are greatly appreciated)

Sat 2nd Dec - Christmas Gift & Food Fair at the 
    National Arboretum

Ad £21.00 

Sn £20.00 

Pick Up:
E 

A	full	day	in	York	for	the	Christmas	Fair,	which	is	held	on	the	cobbled	streets	of	
this beautiful city. The Fair includes market stalls, crafts, music and entertainment. 
There is lots going on to keep you entertained and get you in the Christmas spirit! 
Or alternatively you could visit the Minister or one of the many museums.  

Sun 3rd Dec - York’s Christmas Market Ad £25.00 

Sn £24.00 

Pick Up:
EXP & 
CON

Calling for a quick coffee en-route, we spend the day in Chester where shoppers 
are in for a magical time at the Christmas Market. There are around 70 traditional 
wooden chalets situated in the heart of the city, all of which wrap around a sparkling 
Christmas tree.  There will be an abundance of festive treats and gifts on offer, 
including quality local products, crafts, clothing, accessories, and jewellery.  

We call for a quick coffee en-route to the Mill Hotel, Chester, where we board 
the Hotel’s wonderful Restaurant Cruiser. Join us as we sail along the Shropshire 
Union	Canal	whilst	enjoying	a	sumptuous	four	course	Christmas	Lunch.		
(Inc. cruise and lunch) 

We make our way to Ulverston for their Dickensian Christmas Festival, calling for 
coffee en route. Savour the atmosphere as this traditional market town steps back 
to the Dickensian era. There is a fabulous Christmas market, with lots of unusual 
gifts and festive food. There is also a huge variety of free entertainment and a 
grand parade through the town. 

Thur 30th Nov - Chester for Christmas Shopping 
       and the Market 

Thur 30th Nov - Chester Christmas Cruise with Lunch 

Sat 25th Nov - Ulverston Dickensian Christmas Festival

Ad £19.50 
Sn £18.50 
Pick Up:

B & W

Ad £44.50 

Sn £43.50 

Pick Up:
B & W                  

Ad £25.00

Sn £24.00

Pick Up:
EXP 
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Fancy	joining	us	on	a	festive	day	out?	We	call	for	coffee	and	to	browse	at	all	the	
Christmas Goodies at Fryers Gardens Centre, we then continue on to Alvaston 
Hall	to	arrive	in	time	for	Christmas	Lunch.		We	enjoy	a	Christmas	Carvery	before	
relaxing for the afternoon’s entertainment.  A festive treat not to be missed! (Inc. 
three course Carvery lunch and entertainment - date and cost to be confirmed)                                                   

We	 call	 for	 morning	 coffee	 en	 route	 to	 Llandudno.	 	 We	 have	 time	 for	 lunch	
before	we	 take	our	 seats	 for	 the	matinee	performance	of	Peter	Pan.	Let	Peter	
and	friends	take	you	on	a	magical	adventure	to	Neverland!		With	a	sprinkling	of	
fairy dust and the big bad Captain Hook you’re sure to have a great afternoon. 
After the performance we have time for a cup of tea before we head for home. 
ALTERNATIVELY	spend	the	full	day	in	Llandudno	at	your	leisure	and	re-join	us	late	
afternoon for the journey home.  (Cost to be confirmed)

Firstly	we	call	at	Boundary	Mill	for	all	those	fantastic	bargains.	You	have	the	option	
to	stay	all	day	at	Boundary	Mill	or	ALTERNATIVELY	after	morning	coffee	rejoin	the	
coach and continue on to Skipton for lunch and a browse around the Christmas 
market. The coach will then return to Boundary Mill giving the Skipton passengers 
an hour for afternoon tea before we continue home. 

We call at Buxton Pavillion for morning coffee and a little free time to browse. 
Afterwards we make our way to Hardwick Hall; be amazed at this Elizabethan 
masterpiece dressed for Christmas! Hardwick captures the magic of Christmas 
with	 festive	 decorations	 throughout.	 (NT	 Members	 free,	 non-members	 £12.70	
approx.)

We head straight to Chesterfield allowing time to browse the market, do a little 
Christmas shopping and have a leisurely lunch. We return home via the pretty 
village of Castleton to admire the Festive lights, where we complete the day with 
coffee and mince pies (Inc. Coffee/tea and mince pies). 

Warner Winter Wonderland Christmas Cracker

Thur 28th Dec - Peter Pan Panotmime at Llandudno or 
       the day in Llandudno

Sun 10th Dec - Boundary Mill or Skipton Christmas Market

Thur 14th Dec - Hardwick Hall Dressed for Christmas

Thu 7th Dec - Castleton Christmas Tree Festival & 
    Chesterfield Christmas Shopping 

TBC

TBC

Ad £21.00 

Sn £20.00 

Pick Up:
D

Ad £21.00

Sn £20.00 

Pick Up:
B

Ad £21.50 

Sn £20.50 

Pick Up:
B

We call for coffee and an early lunch at Bents Garden Centre, with lots of beautiful 
Christmas decorations, great gift ideas, a large gardening section and a choice of 
three	cafés	for	lunch.	In	the	afternoon	we	make	our	way	to	Arley	Hall	to	see	the	
Hall beautifully decorated with thousands of fresh flowers by local florists and 
floristry college students. (Inc. entrance to Hall)

Tue 5th Dec - Bents Garden & Arley Hall Christmas
   Flower Extravaganza Ad £25.00 

Sn £24.00 

Pick Up:
B & W
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Booking your excursion
You	may	book	an	excursion	by	visiting	our	travel	office	or	by	telephone.	For	
day excursions full payment is required at the time of booking, but seats can 
be held on option for 7 days or 48 hours within 14 days of departure pending 
receipt of payment. For certain day excursions payment or a deposit maybe 
require to hold the tickets. Payment can be made either by cash, cheque or 
credit/debit	 card.	Your	booking	will	 be	confirmed	by	 the	 issue	of	a	 travel	
ticket showing your joining point and time and you seat number. 

If you change your booking
If, after your travel ticket has been issued, you wish to transfer to another 
of our excursion we will do our utmost to make the changes, provided 
that notification is received at our offices from the person whose name 
the booking was made. This must be accompanied by a payment of £5.00 
to cover administration costs. Any alteration by you within 14 days of 
departure will be created as a cancellation of the original booking and will 
be subject to the cancellation charges set out below. Other alterations such 
as the addition of requests or change of pick-up point must be notified and 
accompanied by a payment of £5.00 to cover administrative costs. 

Changes of pick-up point or any additional special requests cannot be 
guaranteed within 14 days of departure. If your booking includes a ticket 
for an event, show or concert, it may not be possible to change this in which 
case a cancellation charge as detailed below would be payable. 

If you cancel your excursion
You,	or	any	members	of	your	party,	may	cancel	your	excursion	at	any	time	
provided that the cancellation is made by the person in whose name the 
booking was made. Any cancellation by you will be treated as a cancellation 
of the original booking and will be subject to the cancellation charges set out 
below, which shows the Period before departure within which cancellation 
is received and the relevant amount of cancellation charge as a % of the 
excursion price.  

More than 14 days – 50%
14 days or less – 100%

For excursions where the Event/Show/Concert Tickets have been 
purchased the following cancellation charges will apply. 
More than 14 days – value of ticket and 50% of the remain excursion cost
14 days or less – 100%

If we cancel or amend your booking
The arrangements for our excursions are made many months in advance. 
Sometimes minor amendments (such as departure times or pick-up points) 
are unavoidable and we reserve the right to amend details when required. 
We will do our best to keep you informed. For major amendments, such 
as cancellation due to insufficient bookings, passengers will be offered the 
choice of an alternative tour if available, or a refund in full of all monies paid. 
Either way the company shall be exempt from any further liability.

Missed departure
Your	travel	ticket	clearly	shows	the	departure	point	and	time.	Please	check	
this	carefully.	You	are	responsible	for	ensuring	that	you	are	at	the	correct	
departure point at the correct time, and we cannot be liable for any loss 
or expense suffered by passengers because of their late arrival at any 
departure point. 

All drivers have a list of passengers joining at each point shown on the 
clients’ tickets, and in the event of clients not being at the arranged point 
will make every endeavour to trace them. The coach will wait a reasonable 
time, but if a client is delayed or not able to join the coach early notification 
will avoid unnecessary delay and inconvenience to other passengers. 

Delays/missed show/events etc.
We arrange departure times to give reasonable allowance for delays which 
maybe incurred en route to venues. In the event of delays beyond our 
reasonable control (e.g. accidents/roadwork’s etc), liability is restricted to 
returning you to your point of departure. 

.Coach Breakdown
In the event of coach breakdown, we will normally be able to provide 
alternative transport arrangements in sufficient time to avoid a major impact 
on the day. If the show/event is missed, or the day severely curtailed as 
a result of a coach breakdown, then the company will accept liability and 
passengers will be offered the choice of an alternative tour if available, or 
a refund in full of all monies paid. Either way the company shall be exempt 
from any further liability. 

Right of admission
The right of admission to any event is reserved to the promoter. The 
company will not accept any liability or offer any refund or compensation 
in the event you are refused entry to a venue by nature of your behaviour 
or	demeanour	(e.g.	being	under	the	age	limit).	You	must	be	prepared	to	be	
subject to a security search of you person and belongings. 

Cancelled event/show
In the event of a show/event being cancelled twelve hours or more before 
commencement of the performance, we will make every endeavour to 
contact clients to inform them of the cancellation. The Company will 
endeavour to obtain a transfer to the rescheduled date or refund in full. 

Coach Seating
Coach seats are normally allocated at the time of booking and subject to 
availability at that time. However, seat locations cannot be guaranteed 
because occasionally it may prove necessary to reallocate seating due to 
circumstances beyond our control. 

Journey times, pick up and return schedules
Although you will be provided with anticipated details at the time of booking, 
these cannot be guaranteed and may change due to circumstances beyond 
our control. Please note we have a number of pick up points, we aim to 
operate the pick ups in the most efficient way.

Passenger Behaviour
We reserve the unconditional right to refuse a booking or terminate a clients 
booking in the event of unreasonable conduct which in our opinion is likely to 
cause damage, distress, danger or annoyance to other clients, employees, 
property or to any third party. If you are prevented from travelling or 
continuing your excursion by such termination our responsibility for your 
excursion thereupon ceases. Full cancellations charges will apply and we 
will be under no obligation for any refund, compensation or loss which you 
may incur.

Passengers with disabilities
Should you or a member of your party have any medical condition or 
disability that may affect your excursion, or theatre booking, please advise 
us prior to confirming the booking so that we can advise as to the suitability 
of the excursion or theatre arrangements. If a passenger requires assistance 
then they must travel with an able bodied carer or friend. We will make every 
effort to accommodate the passenger. Please advice us in advance if you 
intend to use a wheelchair as spaces are limited. If you do bring a scooter 
or wheelchair, the driver may assist in putting the scooter/wheelchair but it 
is not their responsibility. 

Complaints
If you have a complaint during your excursion, please inform, in the first 
instance the driver/courier who will do his/her best to help you there and 
then. If the matter is not resolved on the day you must notify us in writing 
within 14 days of the completion of your excursion and this must be sent 
to the address below. Failure to establish your complaint immediately in 
accordance with the above procedure may affect the outcome of it.

Travel Insurance 
In view of the relatively high cost of some of our inclusive day excursion 
we strongly recommend that our clients are covered by personal travel 
insurance.

Address for Communication
Roy McCarthy Coaches, The Coach Depot, Snape Road, Macclesfield, 
Cheshire,	SK10	2NZ

TERMS AND CONDITIONS FOR DAY EXCURSIONS

tel: 01625 425060 www.roymccarthycoaches.co.uk

Please read these conditions of carriage carefully and if they do not meet your requirements a full refund will be granted within 7 days of the date 
of your booking (48 hours in the case of bookings made within 28 days of departure). The conditions of carriage set out clearly and simply the 
responsibilities which we have to you and which you in turn have to us.
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TIME AMENDMENTS - PLEASE NOTE THESE TIMES MAY CHANGE SLIGHTLY.
PLEASE READ YOUR TRAVEL TICKET TO CONFIRM THE CORRECT TIME OF PICK UP. 

Booking reference Z is a non-standard pick up time and the time will be confirmed on your travel 
ticket. Pick up reference W denotes that this trip will pick up in Wilmslow, Handforth and Bramhall.  
Pick	up	reference	CON	denotes	that	this	trip	will	pick	up	in	Congleton,	please	contact	the	office	
for more information. 

ADDITIONAL PICK-UP POINTS 
On certain day trips we will also pick up at the following stops: 
BRAMHALL	 Bramhall	Methodist	Church,	Bramhall	Lane	South	
HANDFORTH	 The	Paddock	Shopping	Centre	
WILMSLOW	 Bank	Square	
HAZEL	GROVE	 Carpet	Right	/	Asda	/	Wynsors	Shoe	Shop	
DAVENPORT	 Stockport	Grammar	School/Woodsmoor	Lane	
STOCKPORT	 Pineapple	Inn,	Heaton	Lane	
HIGH	LANE	 Library/Dog	and	Partidge,	Buxton	Road	
DISLEY	 Rams	Head	
CONGLETON	 The	Grove	Inn	/	Kwik	Fit	

EXPRESS ROUTE (Pick up - EXP)
•	Carpet	Right	
•	Fiveways	
•	Poynton	
•	Brock	Arms	
•	Majestic	Wine

Please ring to confirm which route we will be taking on your chosen day trip. If you 
have a group of ten passengers or more we would be happy to pick you up at a point 
to suit your group. 

PICK UP TIMES WILL BE CLEARLY PRINTED ON YOUR TICKET

DAY TRIP PICK UP INFORMATION

www.roymccarthycoaches.co.uk

PICK UP POINTS & TIMES A B C D E F G
PRINCES	WAY	(NR	CORALS)	BROKEN	CROSS 08.00 09.00 10.10 08.30 09.25 12.20 15.00
LATE	SHOP	IVY	ROAD	MACCLESFIELD 08.04 09.04 10.07 08.34 09.22 12.24 15.04
FLOWER	POT	IVY	LANE	MACCLESFIELD 08.05 09.05 10.05 08.35 09.20 12.25 15.05
HARVEST	PRINTERS	PARK	LANE	MACC - - 10.00 - 09.15 - -
THE	TOWERS	PARK	LANE	MACCLESFIELD 08.10 09.10 - 08.40 - 12.30 15.10
QUEENS	WATERSGREEN	MACCLESFIELD 08.15 09.15 09.55 08.45 09.10 12.35 15.15
WOODMAN	HURDSFIELD	MACCLESFIELD 08.16 09.16 09.54 08.46 09.09 12.36 15.16
HULLEY	RD/CORNER	HURDSFIELD	RD	MACC 08.20 09.20 09.50 08.50 09.05 12.40 15.20
BROCKLEHURST	ARMS	TYTHERINGTON 08.25 09.25 09.45 08.55 09.00 12.45 15.25
COCK	&	PHEASANT	BOLLINGTON 08.29 09.29 09.41 08.59 08.56 12.49 15.30
BARGAIN	BOOZE	(OPP	ALDI)	POYNTON - - 09.20 - 08.30 - -
KINGFISHER,	WEATHERSPOONS,	POYNTON 08.50 09.50 - 09.20 - 13.10 15.45
FIVEWAYS	PUB	LAYBY	HAZEL	GROVE 08.55 09.55 - 09.25 - 13.15 15.50
FIVEWAYS	TRAVEL	BUS	STOP	HAZEL	GROVE - - 09.15 - 08.25 - -
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sales@roymccarthycoaches.co.uk
Book by phone on 01625 425060

For groups large and small wishing to 
undertake private extended tours in 
the United Kingdom or in Europe, our 
Executive Pullman Coaches are at your 
disposal.  

For such tours we offer a fully 
comprehensive service which includes 
hotel reservations, ferry bookings, 
insurance and itinerary planning in 
consultation  with yourself.  

We will take care of all the details 
involved in organising your tour, 
whether it be long or short, at home or 
abroad.

For day trips, we offer private hire 
coaches and are happy to quote 
competitive rates for any journey near 
or far.

Group travel and 
private Hire




